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ABSTRACT 

Various probabilistic reasoning mechanisms have been developed with almost all of them suffering two 

points of difficulty. The first is how to construct and encode expertise into a coherent probabilistic form, 

namely a representational problem. The second, the inferential problem, is how to develop a 

computationally manageable algorithm for probabilistic reasoning and decision making. 

Bayesian belief networks, a graphical knowledge representation, seem to overcome the above difficulties. 

In this thesis, we consider a probabilistic reasoning and learning system based on Bayesian belief networks. 

A general probabilistic reasoning expert system shell. PRESS, is then developed and implemented to deal 

with a range of problems, including both pure and mixed probabilistic models. Examples from forensic 

science and the forecast of a crop yield are used for illustration purposes. 

PRESS can be seen to provide a platform for studying and dealing with machine learning issues in 

Bayesian belief networks. Aspects, such as coping with inexact probabilities and constructing graphical 

knowledge representations directly from a database are considered, using the system, with applications on a 

large medical database being made for the learning processes. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Expert systems are computer programs, intended to help making judgements or give advice to users 

in a reasonably convincing way and perform a task that is ordinarily carried out by an expert of the specific 

domain. They allow a computer to use expertise to assist in a variety of problems. Such systems are 

generally thought to comprise of three main components: a knowledge base, an inference engine, with the 

addition of an area of working memory to hold information generated and used only while the system is 

active [1). The knowledge base holds the facts and domain-specific procedural information which make up 

the system's "expertise" which is, in turn, a representation of a human expert's knowledge. The inference 

engine is responsible for inferring information not already in the system. It does this by applying the 

expertise found in the knowledge structures of the knowledge base to the information supplied, in a 

controlled manner. Although a mechanism for handling uncertainty is often included as a requirement of an 

expert system, this is not always necessary as in some areas of expertise it may be that no uncertainty ever 

affects the data or the derived conclusions. The user interface is probably the area where most variability is 

found. However, in any expert system it must provide facilities to allow the user to be given an explanation 

of the system's reasoning in addition to those for basic data input and results output. 

In rule-based expert systems, the knowledge base is in the. form of IF "premises" THEN 

"conclusions" rules, invariably with a weight. An inference procedure typically consists of rule gathering 

and rule firing. The former is to gather all the relevant rules in a proper order, which is often referred to as 

a way of specifying or controlling how inferences should be performed. The latter is to apply or execute 

those rules depending on the kinds of inference to be conducted, which is usually referred to as a way of 

making inference. Rule gathering can be forward chaining or backward chaining. Forward chaining starts 

with some basic propositions, and tries to gather those rules in which these propositions appear in their 

premises. The conclusions of those rules being selected are then used to gather other relevant rules. This 

process continues until no such rules can be found. Backward chaining is used to chain all the relevant 

rules in a similar way except that it starts from a goal to be established, and chains rules by always 
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forward chaining. Thus, forward chaining or backward chaining is used to indicate how relevant 

information can be collected and made ready for inference. It is noted that forward or backward chaining 

are commonly used in expert systems [1,2]. For example, backward chaining is employed in the MYCIN 

system [1], while INTERNIST [3] initially adopts forward chaining but later changes to backward chaining 

when an initial set of hypotheses is established. 

Problem solving and decision making by human experts are often carried out where information 

concerning the problem is uncertain. There are different sources of uncertainty. For example, due to the 

complexity of the world, any event seems to be affected or related to numerous other events and 

relationships between events are often stochastical. However, humans can use this uncertain knowledge 

effectively to draw conclusions, because although events may be uncertain, in the sense that it is not known 

whether they are true or false or whether they will occur or not, some events are more likely to occur than 

others. Specifically we want to attach to any uncertain event, a measure that describes that uncertainty, 

thereby, we can manipulate these measures and draw conclusions in the light of evidence. Expert systems 

are characterised by their aim of simulating the behaviour of a human expert rather than the characteristics 

of the domain. To reach similar conclusions, the expert system must be designed to have the capability to 

reason under uncertainty. 

Although there are many varied concepts of uncertainty within expert systems, it is recognised that it 

is crucial to represent and deal with uncertain knowledge. The capture and manipulation of uncertain 

knowledge is fundamentally different from the corresponding tasks associated with knowledge held with 

certainty. Many attempts have been made to treat uncertainty in the development of expert systems 

[2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11]. Various approaches have been proposed in dealing with knowledge representation and 

uncertain reasoning [12,13,14,15,16]. Basically, these approaches can be divided into two main groups, 

depending on whether a system for reasoning uses numbers to represent uncertainty or does not [17,18]. 

(1) Non-numerical approaches 

These consider uncertainty as a kind of knowledge, use symbolic reasoning and avoid any numerical 

assessments. The most notable examples are the use of nonmonotonic logic [191 and the theory of 

endorsements [9]. 
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(2) Numerical approaches 

In contrast to non-numerical approaches, numerical approaches make use of numbers to represent strength 

of belief, and of mathematics to manipulate these numbers. They include, for example, possibility theory 

[6,20], the certainty factor model [1,21], Bayesian inference [2,4,22] and the Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory 

of evidence [13,23]. 

Rule-based expert systems employing numerical approaches, developed in the 1970s, paid relatively 

little attention to the theory of probability. They used numbers to score the strength of evidence, but they 

did not use ideas from probability theory to organise inference. The primary organising idea was still 

symbolic logic. Therefore, there are some problems associated with the development of such rule-based 

expert systems. For example, lack of expressiveness of the knowledge representation language and 

ignoring of dependency of evidence. In order to cope with these problems in practice, many Bayesian 

inference systems had to make some unrealistic assumptions, for example, the conditional independence 

assumption used in PROSPECTOR [2]. To follow a normative probabilistic approach in uncertainty 

management, researchers of expert systems essentially had to make a choice between oversimplified and 

computationally intractable domain models. 

Bayesian belief networks, a representation that has recently attracted a considerable interest among 

artificial intelligence researchers, provide a framework for building a coherent probabilistic model of a 

given domain [24,25,26,27,28]. Bayesian belief networks capture both qualitative and quantitative domain 

knowledge. Qualitative knowledge is represented by a directed acyclic graph, where nodes represent 

random variables and arrows represent dependence among certain variables. Quantitative knowledge 

consists of a set of conditional probability tables attached to each node, which specify probability 

distribution of the node given all possible combinations of values its parent nodes may take. Different 

probabilistic reasoning algorithms have been developed based on this representation [25,28). 

In addition to the observation of difficulties in the development of probabilistic expert systems, this 

thesis considers a probabilistic reasoning and learning system based on Bayesian belief networks. 

Consequently, the objectives of the thesis are 
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1: to study available statistical algorithms; 

2: to develop computational algorithms and design a probabilistic reasoning system; 

3: to experiment with different algorithms (exact and approximate) using the developed system; 

4: to extend the system to accommodate different teaming techniques (parameter and structure 

learning); 

5: to apply the system to a number of examples and evaluate the performance of the system. 

As a result, a general probabilistic reasoning expert system shell is developed and implemented to deal with 

a range of problems, including both pure and mixed probabilistic models. Different aspects of learning in 

Bayesian belief networks are examined in the course of this development. 

The organisation of the thesis is as follows. Probability related uncertain reasoning mechanisms are 

reviewed in chapter 2. As a result, the lack of expressiveness in the knowledge representation and the 

intractability of the exhaustive probabilistic calculus are identified as the main difficulties in the design and 

implementation of probabilistic expert systems. To overcome the difficulties, a graphical knowledge 

representation, namely Bayesian belief networks, is introduced. Three notable probabilistic reasoning 

mechanisms, Pearl's message-passing algorithm [25,29], Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter's clique tree algorithm 

[28,30,31] and a stochastic simulation algorithm [32], are considered. The systematic study and analysis 

provide a basis for the design and implementation of a generic probabilistic reasoning expert system shell 

in the next chapter. 

Chapter 3 is concerned with the design and implementation of a probabilistic reasoning expert system 

shell (PRESS) [33]. A basic open computational architecture is established. It consists of four main parts: 

model construction, preprocessor, evidence propagation and control facilities. The system is evaluated 

using an example from forensic science. PRESS provides a framework for studying various issues in 

probabilistic reasoning and learning using Bayesian belief networks, for example, parameter learning and 

structure learning. 
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Chapter 4 presents an extension of PRESS to mixed probabilistic models, where some variables are 

discrete and some continuous [34], based on the open architecture developed in chapter 3. Due to the 

asymmetry between discrete and continuous variables, the Bayesian belief network and computational 

model have to satisfy certain constraints [34]. The differences between pure discrete models and mixed 

models are addressed. This extension enhances the applicability of PRESS and provides a natural way of 

expressing measures, which results in models in better accordance with reality. An example from 

agricultural forecasting is used to illustrate the extended PRESS [35]. 

Chapter 5 deals with learning in Bayesian belief networks. Two related tasks, parameter learning and 

structure learning, are studied [29,36]. PRESS also provides us with a basis for accommodating these 

learning techniques. Coping with imprecise probability specification as a data base of cases accumulates 

and constructing Bayesian belief networks directly from a database are considered using PRESS. 

Experiments with these techniques on a simulated database and a large medical database [37] have been 

made and evaluation conducted. The results suggest that the development of learning }techniques can 

enhance the performance of the system. The problems associated with the learning techniques are 

discussed. 

In chapter 6, the underlying problems of probabilistic reasoning in knowledge based systems are 

reviewed. There is a discussion of some remaining problems together with suggestions for further research 

work. 
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Chapter 2 

PROBABILITY RELATED REASONING MECHANISMS 

As discussed in chapter 1, the development of reasoning mechanisms to cope dynamically with 

"uncertain" situations is a central task in building expert systems. To provide an effective way of coping 

with uncertain information, a variety of reasoning mechanisms have been proposed [1,2,7,25,26,27,28,38]. 

In this chapter, we consider probability related mechanisms in the treatment of uncertainty in expert 

systems. 

First, elementary conceptions of probability theory will be reviewed. They include frequent 

probability, subjective probability and Bayes' theorem. In many expert systems, estimates are made of 

probabilities and these estimates are continually updated as new pieces of evidence become available. 

Bayes' theorem provides a convenient way for doing this. The application of Bayes' theorem to real 

problems will then be discussed. 

Next, Bayesian systems, especially the PROSPECTOR model [2,12) and the G&T model [38], are 

described and discussed. We are concerned here with how uncertain information is represented and how it 

is manipulated. The two models will be introduced with respect to these two aspects, along with critical 

judgements on them. 

Finally, the study has enabled us to identify the problems to be solved and the work to be carried out 

in probabilistic reasoning systems. The lack of expressiveness in the knowledge representation and the 

intractability of the exhaustive probabilistic calculus are the main difficulties in the design and 

implementation of probabilistic expert systems. To overcome the difficulties a graphical knowledge 

representation, namely Bayesian belief networks, is introduced. Three reasoning algorithms using Bayesian 

belief networks are carefully studied. Computational algorithms are developed and investigated. 
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2.1. Probability Theory 

A probability is a numerical measure of how likely it is (or at least, how likely we think it is) that a 

certain event will happen based on the information held by a person at some time. Probability theory is a 

set of axioms that defines measures of belief in events and describes how such measures can be made 

consistent or combined to infer measure of belief in related events. 

2.1.1. Sample Space and Frequency Interpretation of Probability 

As an alternative, probabilities can defined using a sample space. Every conceivable event is 

represented by a point in the sample space. Each point in the sample space is associated with a number 

which is the probability that the event will occur. The sum of the probabilities in the space must be 1. The 

probability of an event A is the frequency with which the event happens in a long series of experiments. It 

can be expressed as 

P(A)=1imm, 
w -4.. n 

where n is the number of times of the experiment is carried out and m is the number of times the event A 

happens. 

2.1.2. Degrees of Belief and Subjective Probability 

We often use "probability" to indicate the strength of our confidence or belief that the event will 

happen. A person who makes rational and consistent decisions, taking account of their believe and also the 

consequences of actions based on them, will in principle be able to associate numbers with their belief in a 

way which satisfies the axioms of probability. Such probabilities are described as "subjective" or "personal" 

[39,40,41]. 

These are all conditional probabilities, taking as given the information available to us at the time. If 

new evidence arrives which affects our assessment of the probability, our new assessment will again be 

conditional, this time taking as given the old information plus the new information. Different people, if 

they have different information, may therefore produce different estimates of the probability that a certain 
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event will happen. After sufficient trials, the subjective probability will agree with the objective probability 

However. the objective probability is not defined at all until we have carried out a large number of trials. 

The conception of probability as a measure of personal belief is very important to research on the use 

of probability and decision theory for representing and reasoning with expert knowledge in expert systems. 

There is no alternative to acquiring from experts the bulk of probabilistic information used in expert 

system. Gathering a significant portion of frequencies through empirical study would entail much time and 

great expense. Nonetheless, probability theory provides for the gradual integration of appropriate statistical 

data into an expert system as it becomes available. 

2.1.3. Bayes' Theorem 

One of the most useful results of probability theory is Bayes' theorem. Bayes' theorem can be 

considered as a description of how probabilities are changed in the light of evidence. A common form of 

Bayes' theorem, which states that the probability of hypothesis H given evidence E is 

P(H (E)_ P(E I H)P(H) 
P(E IH)P(H)+P (E 1 )P (, H) . 

where P (H) is the prior probability of H and P (H I E) is the posterior probability . of H given the 

information E. Bayes' theorem establishes the connection between P (H) and P (H I E) and allows the 

adjustment of the probability of an event as evidence about it accumulates. 

One of the attractive features of Bayes' rule is its amenability to recursive and incremental 

computation schemes 

P(H IE, e)=P(H IE)P(e IE, H) 
P(e IE) 

where E denotes evidence observed , 
in the past, and e denotes the new incoming evidence. The old 

probability P (H I E) plays the role of the prior probability in the computation of new impact. The rule can 

be applied recursively if a chain of reasoning exists when hypothesis from one set of evidence is regarded 

as the evidence for a further hypothesis. This is call Bayesian Inference. 
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2.1.4. Application of Bayes' Theorem to Real Problems 

Suppose that there are a set of hypotheses H=(H1, H29 ..., H,,, ) and a set of evidence E=(E1, E2, ..., 

E. ) in a problem. H could be, for example, possible diseases and E could be particular symptoms in a 

medical domain. What we are interested in is the posterior probability P(H I E), that is, 

P (H I E)=P(H1, H2,..., H,,, JEi, E2,..., E�). 

The probability P (H I E) is an exponential function of both the number of hypotheses and the number of 

evidence. Bayes' theorem provides a mathematical way to calculate P (HS, JE t, E2, ..., Ex) 

P(Ns, IE1, E2,..., E�)= 
ýP+(E1, 

E2,..., E1IH, )P(Hs, ) 

Lý P(E1, E2...., En IlsjP(Hs. ) 
H. H 

where Hs, is a subset of hypotheses H and Hs, runs over all subsets of the power set of H. However, the 

probability P (E 1, E2,..., E. (HS) is also exponential both in the number of hypotheses and in the number 

of evidence, therefore, the complexity of the computation creates a problem in the application of Bayes' 

theorem. 

In order to apply Bayes' theorem to real problems, two assumptions are often made. The first is that 

all evidence are conditionally independent, given any hypotheses. In other words, if the true hypothesis 

state was known precisely, then the likelihood of any evidence E; would not depend on observations about 

any other evidence. Thus 

P(E1IH, E1,..., E; -1, E«i...... E. )=P(E; IH). 

It follows that 

P(E1,..., E. IH)=P(E1IH)P(E2IH, Ei) ... P(E. IH, E1,..., E. -i)=jjP(EiI!! ). 
i-1 

The second assumption is that hypotheses are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. More specifically, that 

one and only one hypothesis applies at any time. Instead of calculating P (H I E1, ..., E� ), we need only 

consider P (Hi IE1, 
..., E. ), Hi e H. 

With these two assumptions, the posterior probability of hypothesis can be simplified to be 
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P (Ei I Hi )P (E 2I Hi) ... P (Ei I If, )P (He ) 
P (H; IEý,..., E�) = (E 11 Ht )P (E2 1 H*) ... P (Ei I Ht )P (Hk ) Y, P 

k 

Only the conditional probabilities P (E; I Hx) and prior probability P (Hk) are required for the computation, 

which is now tractable. 

Prior probabilities are required in order to use Bayes' theorem. It may well be difficult to assess prior 

probabilities of hypotheses before evidence is available. Empirical data is often hard to obtain, and 

subjective judgement can be unreliable. 

2.2. Bayesian Inference Systems 

Bayes' theorem has been applied extensively to different domains such as medical diagnosis [4,7,38], 

mineral sites prospection [2,42], etc. We shall call these systems Bayesian systems. Basically, these 

systems can be divided into two groups: simple Bayesian system and proper Bayesian system. The only 

difference is that it is often assumed that some of the probabilities are independent in simple Bayesian 

systems. 

Most of these Bayesian systems have shown success in some application domains. In particular, the 

simple Bayes method has been widely applied in a number of statistical systems for computer-aided 

diagnosis. Early in 1970's, de Dombal and his co-workers started their research on applying Bayes' 

theorem to the diagnoses of acute abdominal pain diseases [4,43,44,45]. The system was developed based 

on assumptions that the symptoms must be independent and later evaluated on a group of new patients with 

their correct final diagnoses. The system's decisions are compared with the actual correct diagnoses. 

Surprisingly, the accuracy of the system reached to 91.6%, which is far more accurate than human doctors' 

diagnoses [45]. 

The GLADYS (GLAsgow DYspepsia, System) is a system developed by Spiegelhalter and Knill- 

Jones [7] for diagnosing patients with dyspepsia problems. Similar to the above system, it uses the simple 

Bayes's formula to make inference. However, instead of using conditional probabilities to update one's 

belief in a certain disease, they assigned to each symptom one or more "weights of evidence" for or against 

a disease. When a certain symptom is observed in a patient, the weight of this symptom for or against a 



certain disease can be calculated and will be added to the weight of the corresponding disease. The higher 

the weight of evidence is for a certain disease, the more likely it will be present in the current patient. 

PATHFINDER is an expert system to assist general pathologists with diagnosis in the area of 

hematopathology [46]. Early work on PATHFINDER explored a variety of nonprobabilistic and 

quasiprobabilistic schemes [47]. Finally, PATHFINDER investigators tried a Bayesian probabilistic 

scheme, and built on the principles of probability and decision theory. The current PATHFINDER includes 

about 60 diseases of the lymph node and over 130 features that can be observed to make a diagnosis [46]. 

The model makes use of 75,000 probabilities in performing inference. The use of similarity networks and 

partitions have made it practical to encode this amount of expert knowledge without unreasonable et%rt 

[48]. 

In the rest of the section, we are going to review two Bayesian systems, the PROSPECTOR model 

and the G&T model, to see how they applied Bayes' theorem to manage uncertainty and how they dealt 

with the computational complexity problem. 

2.2.1. PROSPECTOR Model 

PROSPECTOR is an expert system which helps geologists evaluate the mineral potential of 

exploration sites [2,42]. Rules are used for representing the domain knowledge and Bayes' theorem, in odds 

form, for evidence propagation. 

The system rule format is: 

IF E THEN H (to degree C), 

where E is an arbitrary logical expression and H is a hypothesis. This rule is interpreted to mean "the 

observed evidence E suggests the hypothesis H to the degree C". "C" establishes the "strength" of the rule 

and specifies how the probability of H is to be updated given that of E. All the rules are then represented by 

an inference network. Nodes in the inference network are either evidence E or hypothesis H. To reason 

with a rule "IF Et, E2,..., E. THEN H", PROSPECTOR first combines all the E, into a single evidence E 

and then performs the deductive inference for the rule "IF E THEN H". 
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Given a hypothesis H and evidence E, we have according to Bayes' rule 

P(H IE) = 
P(E IH)P(H) 

P (E IH )P (H )+P (E I -H )P (-, H ) 

and we get the odds-likelihood formulation of Bayes' rule: 

0(H IE)=LS(E IH) 0(H), 

0(H I-, E)=LN(E IH)O(H), 

where 

O(H) is the prior odds on the hypothesis H. 

O(HIE) and O(HI-E) are the posterior odds on the hypothesis H (given that the evidence E is 

observed to be present and absent, respectively). 

LS and LN are sufficiency factor and necessity factor respectively [2,42]. They are defined by: 

LS(E IH)- P(E IH) 
P I-, H) ' 

LN(E IH)= P(-, E IH) 
P(, E I-, H) 

The sufficiency factor is the degree to which learning that E is true is sufficient for believing that H is true, 

and the necessity factor is the extent to which learning that E is true is necessary for' believing H. The 

experts are asked to estimate these two measures for each rule. 

Assume that there is a collection of evidence, E 1, E2, ..., E.. Let H stand for the hypothesis of 

interest. The sufficiency factor is calculated from the following formulae: 

LS(EI. E2,..., E. 1H)= P(E1rE2,..., Ex (H) 
P(E1, E29 ... 9Ex1"H) 

After all the evidence has been examined, the combined belief in the hypothesis H is calculated by 

0(H I Ei, Ez,..., E�)=LS(EI, E2,..., E� IH)O(H). 

We need 2"-1 probability values to specify fully the probabilities of combination for every subset of 

evidence conditioned on H, that is, P (E1, E2, ..., ER 1H). In general, it is very difficult to obtain all the 

relevant probabilities in real application areas. Moreover it is not computationally feasible to manipulate 
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these probabilities. In order to reduce these difficulties, the independence assumption (discussed in section 

2.4) is made in the system. Therefore we can write 

P(E1, E2,..., ER IH)fP(E; IH) 
i-i 

and 

P(E1, E2,..., En I-J1)fP(E; I_JJ) 
ii 

which lead to 

R 0(H IE1, E2,..., E�)=0(H)nLS(Ei IH). 
j_I 

So instead of 2"-1 probability values, the number of probabilities decreases to n, just one for each E. 

Under the conditional independence assumption, we have 

P(e IE, H)=P(e IH) and P(e IE, -H)=P(e I-, H). 

A simple recursive procedure for updating the posterior odds is 

O(H IE, e)=O(H IE)LS(e IH). 

In general, the evidence E is often not known with certainty. For example, the user is often unable to 

observe either the definite presence and absence of the evidence in practical situations. Typically, the user 

is prepared only to indicate a degree of belief that the evidence being encountered is actually present. In 

this case, Bayes' theorem can not be applied directly to this problem. Any systems that employ Bayesian 

inference as their inference mechanisms would have to. deal with this problem. For example, 

PROSPECTOR uses a piecewise linear interpolation between the two extreme cases of perfect certainty as 

discussed below [12]. 

Let E' denote the observations that cause the user to suspect the presence of the evidence E and 

P (E I E') stand for the uncertain observation. We have 

P(H IE')=P(H, E IE')+P(H, -, E IE')=P(H IE, E')P(E IE')+P(11I-. E, E')P(ýE IE'). 

It seems reasonable to presume that, if we knew whether or not E was true, knowledge about the 

observation E' would provide no additional information to H. That is, 
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P(H IE')=P(H IE)P(E IE')+P(H I-E)P(-, E IE'). (2.1) 

where P (H I E) and P (H I -, E) are obtained directly from odds-likelihood formulation of Bayes' rule. 

However, this interpolation scheme (2.1) between two values P(H I E) and P(H I . E) can not be 

directly adopted since the computation is based on the subjective probabilities provided by domain experts 

[42]. The resulting value of P (H I E') will usually not agree with all expert's estimate for the prior 

probability P(H). Therefore, an ad hoc function, a piecewise linear interpolation function of P (E I E') is 

used in PROSPECTOR so that the desired values are obtained at the three fixed points P (E I E')=O, P(E) 

and 1. The resulting function is depicted in Figure 2.1. The differences between the broken and unbroken 

lines illustrate the discrepancies between a formal and a subjective Bayesian updating. 

P(HIE') 

P(EIE') 

Figure 2.1. Consequent Probability as a Function of the Antecedent Probability 

Although Bayesian inference has been successfully employed for use in PROSPECTOR, 

unfortunately, real world problems often do not conform to the assumption that items of evidence are 

conditionally independent to hypothesis. It seems unreasonable to make such an assumption in the context 

of expert systems. Moreover, it is very difficult for domain experts to estimate prior probabilities. Ad hoc 

function adjustments are used in the system [12] to treat inconsistency. Presently, the exact consequences 

of using this ad hoc function in application areas is not known. 
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2.2.2. G&T Model 

Attempts to overcome some of the difficulties arising from Bayesian inference have been made. 

Variant approaches have been proposed [7,14,15,16,49,50]. If the past data is available and sufficiently rich 

in content and quantity, it is plausible to cope with uncertainty without assuming independence. G&T or 

"Proper Bayes" [38,51] is one such model. This method has been successfully applied to a large medical 

database consisted of abdominal pain patients [22,38]. 

The idea is essentially to analyse the past data, and select the most relevant combinations for each 

group in this data by means of statistical methods. When a new case arrives, significant features are 

detected and their probabilities of belonging to each of the possible groups described by the past data 

evaluated. Classification results can be achieved, for example by selecting the group with the highest 

probability amongst the possible groups [38]. 

Consider, for example, the problem of estimating from the past data the probabilities that patients 

have certain diseases, given their symptoms. In general, if D; is ith possible disease and S is the 

combination of symptoms we observed, we have: 

_P 
(Di, S) 

_ 
No. of patients with D, and S 

P (D` IS) 
ZP (D; , S) No. of patients with S (2.2) 

We can work out P (Di, S) from the past data. So an estimate of the probability that a new patient with 

symptoms S will have the disease D; is calculated. 

Because of the limited number of past patient examples, we can not expect to find enough cases with 

exactly the same symptoms as those observed for a new patient. In addition, not every symptom of the new 

patient is crucial for diagnosing the disease. The important thing is whether this patient has significant 

symptoms of some diseases and what are these possible symptoms. Statistical methods are used to select 

the most relevant symptoms for each disease in the database. For example, the selection of relevant 

symptoms could be based on a chi-square (x2) measure. The most significant symptom for a disease is the 

one that has the maximum chi-squared value, positive or negative. Suppose that symptom Si is chosen as 

the most relevant symptom to the disease D. The patients with symptom Si and without Si are then treated 

differently. In other words, there are two groups now: group 1 consisted of patients with Si and group 2 
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containing those without Si. The second relevant symptom to the disease D is found for each of the two 

groups respectively. The selection process is carried on until the chi-squared value of all the remaining 

symptoms are lower than a threshold given by the user. The selection process is best represented by the 

following diagram: 

Figure 2.2. The G&T Selection Process 

From the above diagram, possible relevant symptom combinations are extracted, namely all the 

possible paths from the root (D) to each leaf. Probabilities are calculated for the obtained combinations. 

These probabilities are estimated by the frequencies in the database according to the formula (2.2). The 

precision of such estimation is measured by upper and lower bound confident limits [52]. The knowledge is 

extracted and expressed in a rule form: IF the combination of symptoms is present, THEN the patient will 

have disease D with probability p. 

When a new patient comes, we shall normally know whether he/she has or does not have each of 

possible symptoms. These symptoms are then compared with those combinations extracted for each 

disease. The probabilities associated with those matched combinations can stand for his/her likelihood of 

having the corresponding disease. The higher the probability a certain disagnostic group has, the more 

probable it is that the patient would be diagnosed with this disease. Therefore, the diagnostic group with 

the highest probability is selected as the computer diagnosis for this new patient. 

The G&T method is extremely straightforward and easily explained. The probabilities used are 

derived directly from the database using Bayes' theorem without assuming any independence. So experts 

are not required to make any subjective estimates. Unfortunately this approach is only applicable to 
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domains where a large amount of accumulated data is available. The performance of the system is 

dependent on a particular population. Furthermore the system does not presently handle uncertain 

evidence. 

Although the G&T method was developed completely independently, it was subsequently found to 

have some marked resemblances to some inductive machine learning algorithms. Classification trees are 

used to make decisions in these methods. Quinlan's ID3 algorithm is one of the earliest proposed methods 

in the field of inductive learning [53,54]. CART [55], a system built based on Classification And 

Regression Tree, is another example of the inductive learning methods. 

2.3. Graphical Knowledge Representations 

Recent work in theoretical statistics has shown that it is possible to adopt a sound probabilistic 

approach to uncertain reasoning using graphical knowledge representations [26,28]. In contrast to the 

Bayesian inference models discussed above, the knowledge about a domain is expressed in a graphical 

form, namely Bayesian belief networks [25,28,56]. Qualitative dependent relationships are expressed 

explicitly in the graph and quantified by conditional probabilities. Such a representation has many virtues 

due to the transparency of the knowledge embedded and its ability to unify almost all domain knowledge 

relevant for an expert system. In this section, Bayesian belief networks are introduced and related graphical 

knowledge representations are discussed. The basic notations in graph theory to understand Bayesian belief 

networks are presented in Appendix A. The role of Bayesian belief networks as a representation of 

conditional independence is also investigated in Appendix A. 

2.3.1. Bayesian Belief Networks 

Bayesian belief networks have been studied intensively recently and named differently in the field of 

artificial intelligence: Bayes networks [25], belief networks [57], causal graph [26], causal probabilistic 

network [58], causal networks [28], probabilistic causal network [59], recursive causal networks [60], and 

soon. 
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Formally, a Bayesian belief network can be represented as a pair <G, P>. Qualitative knowledge G is 

a directed acyclic graph (DAG) <V, lb constructed from a probability distribution P, where V is a set of 

nodes, 

V= V1, V2,..., VR 
I. 

The nodes V of the graph G are random variables in the domain. Each of the variables may take a finite set 

of values. R is a set of dependency relationships among the variables. For each node V1, if Vj is a direct 

influence of Vi, there is a directed link Vj --*Vi. This kind of relationship is specified in R 

R=f Vj-3V1 I Vi, Vj EV and Vj is a direct influence on V; 

This shows that Vj is a parent node of Vi. The topmost (or root) nodes (i. e. without any links pointing to 

them) have an empty set of influential nodes. Absent links indicate conditional independence assumptions 

reflected in the network. An example of a Bayesian belief network is depicted in Figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3. An Example - Bayesian Belief Network 

Quantitative knowledge P is a set of conditional probability distributions on G. Each node in G. 

corresponds to a variable in P and a set of nodes correspond to a set of variables. Each node V; in the graph 

may have a set of parent nodes PA (Vi) and has a conditional probability table. So the conditional 

probability table (CPT) has the following form: 
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CPT =P (V; I PA (V; )) I V; eV and PA (V; ) is a set of parents of V; in G 

If V; has no parents (PA (V; )= 0), then P (V; I PA (V; ))=P(V; ). CPT must satisfy two conditions 

1) P(V; IPA (V; ))20; 

2) EP(V; IPA(V; ))= 1. 
V, 

Bayesian belief networks capture both qualitative and quantitative knowledge. At the qualitative 

level, a Bayesian belief network has built-in independence assumptions. In general, an edge denotes a 

probablistic dependence between linked variables. More precisely, the absence of a directed edge denotes 

various kinds of conditional independence between variables. These independence assumptions determine 

what quantitative information is required to specify the probability distribution P among the random 

variables in the network G. 

At the quantitative level. P consists of a set of conditional probability tables. Each node has a table 

to store a number of conditional probabilities, which fully specify the probability of this node given all the 

combinations of its parents. Two sorts of probabilities are held: (i) A variable which is not dependent on 

the values taken by other variables requires probabilities associated with all the possible values it may take 

(However, since these probabilities have to sum to 1. once all except one are known the last follows 

automatically); (ii) A variable which depends on the values taken by other variables requires probabilities 

associated not simply for all possible values it may take but for all possible values which the variables on 

which it depends may take. For example, if we have a Bayesian belief network depicted in Figure 2.3, the 

following probabilities need to be specified: (i) P(B), P(C), P(Z); (ii) P(DIB), P(AIB, C), P(XIC), P(HIZ), 

P(YID, X, H). 

Therefore, it is a nice property of Bayesian belief networks that if you specify the required 

conditional probabilities consistently, the joint probability distribution will be consistent and the network 

will define uniquely a distribution. It is not too hard to see that the claim is true as the underlying 

distribution from which a Bayesian belief network is constructed can be expressed as [25,28] 
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P(VI9V2,..., V�)= hp (Vi IPA(V; ) ). 
i-I 

In this way, the Bayesian belief network provides a simple solution to the unsolved problem in the 

PROSPECTOR model. These conditional probability tables form the fundamental components from which 

case-specific inferences are eventually derived, and are the natural parametrisation for initialisation from 

domain expert opinions or available data. 

2.3.2. Related Graphical Knowledge Representations 

An influence diagram (ID), which is essentially a Bayesian belief network, has the addition of 

decision nodes, deterministic nodes and value nodes [24,27,61]. A deterministic node represents a state of 

the world that is a deterministic function of its predecessor nodes. The decision nodes correspond to the set 

of actions available to the decision maker and the value node represents the objective to be maximised in 

expectation. Generally, each influence diagram has only one value node. Its predecessors indicate those 

outcomes or attributes that are included in the evaluation of a choice or plan. The relationships among 

random variable nodes (chance nodes), decision nodes and the value node are represented explicitly in the 

ID. Influence diagrams are developed as a computer-aided modeling tool and used to support the 

calculation of the decisions or strategies that maximise expected value (or more generally utility). The 

modern development of influence diagrams is largely due to the work of Miller et al [61], Olmsted [62], 

and Howard and Matheson [24]. 

Since it may be difficult to obtain a complete and precise point-valued probability distribution, some 

general representations of dependence relationships among variables have been explored. A purely 

qualitative representation, qualitative probabilistic network(QPN), is one of the examples [63,64]. QPN is 

an abstraction of Bayesian belief networks and specifies the signs of monotonic and synergistic 

probabilistic influences among variables. Therefore it provides a basis for qualitative probabilistic 

inferences about the directions of effects on belief and decisions of evidence. 

Fertig and Breese [65] introduced a generalisation of point-valued probabilities using a particular 

class of interval-valued probability distributions. Lower-bounds are specified for each conditional 

probability. The upper bound on each probability is implicit in the lower bounds. 
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DAGs have also been used as a tool for representing Dempster-Shafer belief functions to facilitate 

inference where the available evidence does not support a full probabilistic specification [66,67,68,69]. 

2.4. Reasoning Algorithms in Bayesian Belief Networks 

It is necessary to exploit and take full advantage of the independence relationships embodied in the 

network, and find efficient evidence propagation algorithms. The basic idea is to decompose the global 

computation of the joint probability distribution into a series of computations on small groups 

[25,26,28,70]. The computations on these groups, referred to as "local computations", work on, at any one 

time, a variable and its neighbours in the graphical structure. These computations can be carried out step by 

step and the joint probability distribution can be easily obtained from these local computations. 

Propagation is achieved by having these small groups which can send messages to each other and perform 

necessary operations as a result of received messages. 

A variety of reasoning methods have been developed, each focusing on particular families of 

Bayesian belief network topology [25,26,28,31,32,71]. In this section, three evidence propagation 

algorithms using Bayesian belief networks are studied. Computational algorithms are developed and 

investigated. 

Thus, this section is arranged as follows. In section 2.4.1, Pearl's algorithm is presented. In section 

2.4.2, Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter (L"S) algorithm based on a reformulation of Bayesian belief networks is 

discussed. In section 2.4.3, a comparison between Pearl's algorithm and the L-S algorithm is made. In 

section 2.4.4, an approximate algorithm - stochastic simulation - is reviewed. Other related algorithms are 

discussed in section 2.4.5. 

2.4.1. Pearl's Message Passing Algorithm 

There is one and only one undirected path between any two nodes in a singly connected structure 

(polytree). A node V1 blockades a path between its parent nodes and child nodes. In other words, V1 's 

parent nodes are conditional independent of V1's child nodes given Vj. This property is very useful in 

calculating posterior probabilities. The posterior probability of Vj given evidence E can be represented as 
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P (V jI E), which is known as Bel (V, ) as well, where evidence E is a set of instantiated nodes. 

Consequently, E can be divided into two parts: E-vj and E+vj, which represent the subset of evidence E in 

the tree rooted at Vj and the remainder of the tree respectively. That is, E can be expressed as E'vjuE-v j, 

where the symbol u represents a union of variable sets. According to Bayes' rule, we have 

P(V1I E)=P(Vj 1 E'vj, E'vj)= 
P(E+vf, E_v') 

P (E+vi )P (Vi I E`vi )P (E-vi I Vi. E+vi ) 

P (E+v, ' E_vl) 

By conditional independence assumption in the structure, P (E-vj I Vj, E+vj) =P (E-v1 1V1). Therefore we 

have 

P(VjIE) 
P( )vj)P(Vj1E+vi)P(E-vi1Vi), 

P (E`vj) 
where + 

is a normalising constant and can be denoted by a. If we define two messages for 
P (E vj, E-vj) 

variable V1: tc(V j)=P (V1 I E*v1) and X(V j)--P (E v1 1V1), we get 

P(Vj I E)=Bel(Vj)=cut(Vj))(Vj). (23) 

That means we can calculate the posterior probability of Vf given evidence E by only using two messages a 

and X, where n(Vj) represents the causal supports from the parent nodes and X(Vj) represents the diagnostic 

supports from Vg's child nodes [25]. The computation of the posterior probability is local in the sense that 

only its parent and child nodes are involved. 

We have the following conclusions following the definition of the two messages. Initially, for any 

topmost (root) node VR , E*v. to be empty, n(VR)=P(VR I 0)=P(VR ). On the other hand, for a leaf node VL, 

E-vv, to be empty, X(VL)=P (0 VL)=1. 

Based on these observations, Pearl's algorithm is developed [25,70]. For simplicity, we assume that 

Vj has two parents F1, F2 and two children C1 and C2, see Figure 2.4. It is clear that E-vj can be 

partitioned into Eci and EC2 , and that EC1' is conditionally independent of EC2 given Vj. 

The message )(V j) defined as P (E-v1 IV j) can be written as 
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E* v 

Evj' 

Figure 2.4. A Singly Connected Structure 

X(V j) =P (EC 1-vEc 271 Vi) =P (Ec i1 VJ )P (Eci I Vj, Ec i) 

=P (Ec i- I Vi )P (Eci I Vi). 

Once again, we define: 

? cc (Vj) =P (Ec; -IV j) (i=1,2), 

as a message that a child C; sends to its parent Vj. Therefore, we get 

2 

fl) (Vj). 
1=1 

Now considering how to calculate P (Ec, Vj), we have: 

P(Ecu- I vi)_ (EcuVj, CO)P(C1IVi) (i=1,2). 
ci 

By the conditional independence embedded in the structure, XC I(V1) for example is calculated 

(2.4) 

aci(Vl)=P(Eci-IVi)=ZP(Eci-ICi)P(CiIV1)=YX(C1)P(CiIV1). (2.5) 
cl cl 

So message Xcl(Vj) can be calculated by Ci's X message and the conditional probability of C1 given Vj. 

Again, message n(Vj) can be calculated from its parents F1 and F2. 
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tt(Vj)=P(VjIE; v, )= E P(V1 P1, F2, E'v, )P(F1, F2IE+v, ) 
F,. F, 

_ EP(ViIFI, F2)P(F,, FzIE+v, (F, ), E'v, (F, )) F., Fs 

= Y, P(V1 IFt, F2)P(FtIE+v, (Fi))P(F2)E`Vs(F, ) 

By definition 

it, 4(Vj) =P (F; 1 Etv, (F. » (i =1,2), 

we have 

n(vi) °EP (vi I Fl, F2) np, (Vj)nF, (Vj) , Fa. Fa 

where 7rF, (Vj) is a message sent by Vg's parent F1 and can be calculated by 

xF. (Vj) =P(F, I E'v, (F1))=P(F, IE FJP(EFJ -EF, (v, ) I Ft) , 

where the symbol - denotes a subtraction of variable sets. 

(2.6) 

nF, (Vj) = wt(F 1) fl Xv (F 1) where V; is a child of F 1. (2.7) 
Vi. Vj 

It has been shown that the method has the desirable property of calculating the updated probabilities 

only through communication between neighbouring nodes and using message passing techniques. Initially, 

message 7l is set to be a unit vector for each node. Only message n is needed to be passed around the 

polytree. Therefore, starting from the top most nodes, the initial marginal probability of each node can be 

obtained using the method described. 

2.4.1.1. Evidence Propagation 

Having assimilated the required information, the algorithm will be ready to propagate evidence. We 

interpret evidence as information or observation for a particular variable in Bayesian belief networks. The 

evidence can be either certain or uncertain. Uncertain evidence is also called virtual evidence [25] or 

uncertain observation [28]. Certain evidence is the observation that we are 100% sure of what has been 

obtained. When certain evidence arrives, the messages on observed nodes will have been changed. For 

example, if evidence variable E is observed as Ej, the following procedure is carried out to absorb evidence 
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BEGIN 
set Bel (E1 )=X (Ej)-1t(E1)=1 and for i*j set Bel (E; )=%(E; )=n(E; )=O 
send a new X message to E's parent by expression (2.5) 
send a new t message to E's child by expression (2.7) 

END 

The impact will then be propagated. The propagation algorithm is as follows: 

BEGIN 
WHILE not all nodes are updated DO 
BEGIN 

IF a variable B receives a new ) message from one of its children 
AND B is not already observed 

THEN 
BEGIN 

compute the new value of X(B) by expression (2.4) 
compute the new value of Bel (B) by expression (2.3) 
send a new X message to B's parents by expression (2.5) 
send a new it message to B's other children by expression (2.7) 

END 
IF a variable B receives a new it message from one of its parents 

AND B is not already observed 
THEN 
BEGIN 

compute the new value of n(B) by expression (2.6) 
compute the new value of Bel (B) by expression (2.3) 
send a new X message to B's other parents by expression (2. S) 
send a new it message to B's children by expression (2.7) 

END 
END 

END 

Often people are fairly certain that evidence E is observed as false, but they still wish to see the 

influence of a small chance of true. In this case, the probability is used to represent the level of uncertainty 

of observation [25,28]. 

The uncertain evidence E' on Vj can be represented as the relative magnitudes of the terms P (E' I Vj) 

[25]. Since the absolute magnitudes do not affect the calculations, we can update the beliefs as though this 

likelihood vector originated from an ordinary, logically definable event E. The estimate P(E' j Vj) will be 

treated as aX message sent to Vj [25]. 

BEGIN 
calculate a new X message for Vj 
calculate a new belief Bel (V j) 
send a new I message to V j's parent by expression (2.5) 
send a new n message to Vj's child by expression (2.7) 

END 
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The evidence propagation algorithm can then be applied. 

2.4.1.2. Multiply Connected Networks 

The algorithm described works only for a singly connected structure (polytree). However, this is not 

the case in many problems. When the networks are multiply connected possible cycling of information is a 

problem when using Pearl's algorithm directly. 

There are some ways to apply this algorithm to multiply connected networks [29]. The basic idea is 

to change the underlying network into that of the required structure and then to apply Pearl's algorithm. 

One possible solution, called "conditioning", is to find a set of loop cut nodes [29,72]. These nodes are then 

assumed to be observed, and therefore, they can be removed leaving the resultant network singly connected. 

In other words, we decompose the multiply connected network into a number of singly connected networks. 

The number of possible instantiations becomes the number of possible combinations of values that the 

members of the loop cut sets can take. When we observe a new piece of evidence, the information in each 

network must be updated independently. The results of these independent calculations are then combined 

by the conditional probability of the nodes in the loop cut set C, given evidence E. That is: 

P(V; JE)= EP (Vi JE, C)P(C (E), 
c 

where P(V; I E, C) is obtained by Pearl's algorithm for singly connected networks and P(C I E) can be 

derived from the prior probability P (C) as follows [29] 

P(CIE)=aP(EIC)P(C), 

where a is a normalising constant and P (C) and P (E I C) can be calculated using the initialisation method 

described in [73]. It is clear from the above expression that the time complexity of this method is 

exponential in the number of nodes in the loop cut set. An upper bound on the time complexity of the 

initialisation is O(LMN2), where L is the product of the number of possible values of every node in the 

loop cut set, M is the maximal product of the number of possible values of any node and the number of 

possible values of each of its parents, and N is the number of nodes in the network. It is necessary to find a 

small loop cut set for the multiply connected network to minimise the value of L. 
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'liiere is a heuristic method that attempts to find a possible small loop cut set [72). It contains the 

following main steps: 

1. delete any links that are not in any loop 

2. if there are any nodes left, find a loop cut node 

2.1. add the node to the loop cut set and remove it from the network 

2.2. go to 1 

3. terminate when no nodes remain in the network 

The criteria of finding a loop cut node has three aspects: (i) the node has one or fewer parent nodes; (ii) the 

node has the most neighbours; (iii) the node has the least set of values. We attempt to minimise the number 

of instantiations of the loop cut set. However, the method is not guaranteed to be minimal. The worst time 

complexity for finding a loop cut set using this algorithm is O(N2). 

2.4.2. Lauritzen-Spiegel halter's Clique Algorithm 

Pearl showed how if the structure is a polytree. then the required results could be obtained using only 

"local computations" without calculating the full joint distribution. The algorithm computes a posterior 

marginal distribution for each variable by visiting each node at most once for each piece of evidence. 

Furthermore, there is no need to have an "overall controller" of the process; each node communicates 

autonomously with its neighbours in the structure. 

Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter [28] deal with the problem strictly as a mathematical one and show that 

local computations can still be used in multiply connected networks. They explore the theory of Markov 

fields [74,75] in which probabilistic conditional independencies are related to undirected graphs [76]. This 

theory rests on the relationship between the joint probability distribution form and the cliques of the 

triangulated graph. They emphasise systematic re-representation of Bayesian belief networks and 

conditional probability tables (secondary structure) for computational purposes. 
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2.4.2.1. Initialisation 

The re-representation of graphical structure is based on Markov field theory and carried out by a sec 

of truth-preserving graphical manipulations. It means that the joint probability distribution represented by 

the revised model is implied by the structure in the original probabilistic model. In this case, making the 

original graph triangulated is the most important operation of graphical manipulations [281. The methods 

of making graphs triangulated discussed in Appendix A are used. 

The restructuring of the network can be achieved by a series of graphical manipulations: marrying 

parents, dropping direction and triangulating the graph, resulting in an undirected triangulated graph being 

extracted from the Bayesian belief network. Then the creation of a clique tree starts with identifying cliques 

(C), obtaining a clique ordering with the running intersection property. Next, separators (S), residuals (R) 

and possible parent cliques for each clique are found. Finally, a clique tree is constructed where nodes 

represent cliques and undirected edges represent separators. The attractive consequence of constructing a 

clique tree is that all necessary computations and storage for the joint probability distribution can be carried 

out in a coherent probabilistic manner using local computations on the clique tree [30,311. 

Once the clique tree is built, it is stored until the Bayesian belief network is modified. The tree is 

therefore a permanent part of the system and serves as the computational data structure. All the 

probabilities are determined from the tree rather than from the Bayesian belief network. The cliques are the 

objects and the separators are the communication channels between them. 

Having changed the graphical structure (qualitative representation), the corresponding numerical 

(quantitative) representation changes. We have seen how the joint probability distribution was originally 

expressed as a product of conditional probabilities of nodes given their parents, that is, 

P(V)=fP(VVIPA(V; ))" 
V, 

(2.8) 

The algorithm emphasises an initial restructuring of the network into a form that connects explicitly the set 

of variables, on which functions will have to be calculated as intermediate steps in obtaining any desired 

conclusion, in a new undirected representation. Such general functions are called "potential functions", 

which take non-negative values. A potential function is defined as a function yr (or 4) mapping space on a 
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finite set of variables V onto the unit interval (0,1). The W functions are nonnormalised assessments of 

joint probabilities, 

P (V) =I Vv), z 

where Z=Jyr(V ). Now we need to express the joint distribution as a product of potential functions Ar and 4 
v 

defined on the cliques C and separators S respectively. Specifically, we require a joint distribution 

expressed as 

II w(Ci) 
P(V)= c,. c 

H Wj) 
S, ES 

(2.9) 

Comparing expressions (2.8) and (2.9), it is easily shown that if all potentials 4(Sj) on separators S are set 

to unity, the potential representation on cliques is straightforward to achieve at initialisation. We have 

W(Ci) _ fl P (Vi IPA (Vj)) 
V,, PA (VI) 4 C. 

If no node and its parents lie in that clique the initialising potential function on that clique can be 

considered to be unity. Now, since the model is decomposable we have a particular potential representation 

taking the form 

TI Pict ) 
PýV)_ C, EC 

1-1 P (sj) , 
$jeS 

(2.10) 

where function P indicates the marginal distributions on the cliques and separators. From this 

representation the marginal distributions on any single node V; may be easily obtained from the distribution 

on any clique which contains Vi, 

P (V; ) _IP (Cj) where V; e C1 . C, - V, 

The L-S procedure is essentially concerned with systematic re-representation of the Bayesian belief 

network in terms of a clique tree and the probability distribution in terms of different potential 

representations on cliques and separators in order to allow efficient calculation of variables of interest. We 

will show the representation (2.9) will hold whatever evidence is received on the network and then describe 

the evidence propagation algorithm. 
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In general, the computational algorithm for making a graph triangulated, constructing a clique tree 

and initialisation can be described as following: 

BEGIN 
FOR each node V; DO 

IF (V j and Vk are parents of V; ) AND (V, and Vx are not connected) 
THEN connect Vj and Vk 

drop directions on edges 
assign number 1 to an arbitrary node 
FOR i=2 ton DO 

BEGIN 
select the node having the largest set of previously numbered nodes 
IF there are more than one candidates 
THEN break ties arbitrarily 
assign number i to the selected node 

END 
FOR i=n to 1 DO 

BEGIN 
recursively fill in edges between any two neighbours 
of V; having lower ranks than V; 
(including neighbours linked to V; in previous steps) 

END 
find all cliques 
order the cliques by the highest numbered node in each clique 
FOR each clique C; DO 

determine separators S. and parent cliques of C1 
choose a root clique CR 
FOR each other clique C; DO 

BEGIN 
add a link between C; and its parent clique 
assign the separator between them to the link 

END 
FOR each clique C; DO 

BEGIN 
set the potentials on C; (w(C; )) to unity 
FOR each member Vj of C; DO 

IF (V j and PA (V1) are in C; ) AND (P (V j PA (Vi)) has not been visited) 
THEN 

BEGIN 
calculate the potential V(V1) from the conditional probability tables 
V(Ci)=V(CXW(Vi) 
mark the conditional probability P (Vj PA (V j) ) visited 

END 
END 

FOR each separator Si DO 
set the potentials on Si (4(S j )) to unity 

END 

2.4.2.2. Evidence Propagation 
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The implication of evidence can be propagated to any other node through the clique tree without any 

global supervision to prevent inconsistencies. Each clique can receive and pass on "messages" from its 

neighbours through separators, which lie between them [30,31]. We now have a joint distribution 

expressed in terms of potential functions on cliques and their separators, and the next step is to show that 

this representation will hold whatever evidence is received on the network. For any evidence Ire, 

P (V -EI E=e) can be expressed in the form (2.8). This is because we always have 

- P(V -E IE=e)= P(V E. E =e) 
P(ES) «P(V -E, E=e). 

When evidence arrives, it is absorbed in cliques containing the node that has been observed and any 

potential not defined on the observed value is set to zero. There are two ways to propagate evidence: 

"distribute evidence" and "collect evidence". "Distribute evidence" is used when evidence from a single 

clique must propagate to the entire clique tree. "Collect evidence" is used when evidence from the entire 

clique tree must propagate to a single clique. 

When evidence has been absorbed in more than one clique, it can be propagated to the entire clique 

tree as follows. A root clique is arbitrarily chosen in the clique tree. The root clique issues a message 

"collect evidence" to its neighbours, who pass it to their neighbours until it reaches the leaves of the tree. 

Each clique then collects evidence from those neighbours further from the root clique, using the 

fundamental operations: marginalisation, update and renew. Consider a clique Ck with neighbours Cr,,, 
..., 

Cw. with separators Sw,, ..., Sw. respectively. The potential function on Cw, and Sw, are V(Cw, ) and «(Sw). 

Marginalisation will perform 

(Sw) _I W(Cw, ) 
G. -G 

A new potential 0* (Sw, ) is calculated. Updating is carried out then 

V* (Ck) = W(Cx) 
(Sw) 

... 
ý* (Sw ) 

4(SwJ 4(Sw. ) 

Finally yr(Ck) is renewed with yr* (Ck). It is important that in collecting evidence each clique must await 

the messages from its more distant neighbours before passing messages on towards the root. 

When finally the root clique has collected evidence from its neighbours, it normalises its new 

potential for evidence distribution. In the procedure of distribution, the same message passing operation is 
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involved but working back through the tree. When this is complete all cliques and separators will hold their 

correct and updated marginal distributions. The current distribution for any node can be easily derived 

from these cliques or separators. The algorithm described above is a simplification of that presented in 

[28], and proofs that these operations lead to this conclusion may be found in [30]. 

As far as uncertain evidence is concerned, we can assume that there is a dummy node which 

influences our belief in observed variable Vj. This dummy node represents our observation (uncertain 

evidence). Let E' stand for relevant observation on variable Vj. We then assume that node E' is observed 

with certainty. It will change our belief in observed variable Vj to P(Vj IE'). The realisation of the 

dummy node passes the impact P (Vj I relevant observation) to observed variable Vj. Assume that clique 

Ck has node Vj and the uncertain evidence concerning Vj is expressed as P* (Vj) by the user. The 

evidence absorption in clique Ck is carried out by 

* (Ck) = L'(Ck) 
P* (V j) 

P(V, ) 

After the evidence absorption, we will use the same message passing technique developed to propagate 

uncertain evidence. That is, to call "collect evidence" followed by a call to "distribute evidence" from the 

root clique. It is important to know that the result of propagating uncertain evidence is consistent. This is 

because (i) we ask for consistency of observation; (ii) the propagation scheme is coherent. 

2.4.3. A Comparison Between Pearl's and Lauritzen-Spiegel halter's Approaches 

The computation required by a probabilistic reasoning system should be "feasible" in that it can be 

completed in a "fair" amount of time, so that the system can be applied to solving a real problem. It is very 

useful to estimate computational complexity of these two approaches. The computational complexity for 

these algorithms has not been completely analysed in terms of the network topology [77]. Here we try to 

analysis the complexity in three cases: tree structure, general graph and highly dependent graph. 
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Tree Structure 

Suppose that there are N nodes and L edges in the tree (L=N"I). The maximal values that a node 

may takes is M. The maximal number of children is K. When the underlying graph is a tree structure, we 

can apply Pearl's approach directly. Each node will perform updating on its it message and ). message, 

renewing its belief. In general, it needs M2 operations to update its it message. To renew its ) message 

requires MK operations. The operation of computing a new belief is M. In addition, passing messages up 

and down also needs extra computations. It will not exceed MK+M2, where MK is for sending a new 

message it to its children and M2 is for sending new message 7l to its parents. Therefore the total 

computation for propagating a piece of evidence by using Pearl's algorithm is less than 

N(M2+MK +M +MK +M2)=N(2M2+2MK +M) -O(LM2). 

To store it message, X message and its belief, the space requirement of each node is M2 +M+ MK + M. 

The total space requirement is 

N(M2+M+MK+M)=N(M2+2M+KM) -O(NM2). 

The L-S algorithm has an upper bound of 3R+g8 elementary arithmetic operations, where R is the 

total size of the state space, g is the number of cliques and 0 is the size of the largest state space of a clique 

[28]. In the tree structure, each node has at most one parent and the tree is already a triangulated graph. No 

additional edge is needed. The two nodes of a edge form a clique. Therefore there are L cliques and each 

clique has only two nodes. The total state space is less than M 2L. The largest state space of a clique can not 

exceed M 2, So the complexity of propagating a piece evidence in the L-S algorithm stays less than 

3M 2L +LM2=4LM2 -0(LM2). 

The operations are performed on cliques and separators in the L-S algorithm. We need to store all the 

marginal distributions on the cliques and the separators. The total space requirement is 

LM2+LM =L(M2+M) -O(LM2). 

In the polytree structure, we assume that each node has at most S parent nodes. We can still apply 

Pearl's approach directly. The total computation for propagating a piece of evidence by using Pearl's 

algorithm is less than 
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N(M +KM +Ms +SMK+1 +KMs+') -O(NSMK+t +NKMs+t). 

The space requirement of Pearl's approach has the similar function. However, additional edges are needed 

to marry parents of the polytree. The complexity of propagating a piece evidence in the L-S algorithm 

stays less than 

3Ms+'N +LMs+i -0 (NMs+1). 

The space requirement is 

s+l+LMS+LMK -0(LMS+1+LMx). 

In the case of tree structure, the complexities of both algorithms are linear functions of the size of 

trees. However, the maximal number of values a node may take also plays an important rule in this case. In 

a real problem, the maximal number of values a node may take is reasonably large. Pearl's algorithm is 

"tree" specific, the L-S algorithm is not. Therefore Pearl's algorithm may be more suitable than the L-S 

algorithm. 

General Graph 

By a general graph we mean that there are some loops in the graph, i. e. it is a sparse and irregular 

graph. More precisely, the number of edges is only linear in the number of nodes, whereas highly 

dependent graphs can have a quadratic number of edges. We have to instantiate variables in the loop cut set 

of the graph to render the remaining graph singly connected and thus amenable to Pearl's algorithm. We 

need to consider each possible combination of values of the loop cut nodes, however, as there are that many 

instances. Therefore the computational complexity is a function of the product of the number of possible 

values of the loop cut nodes and the size of the reduced singly connected graph. Suppose there are NL loop 

cut nodes in the graph. The reduced graph requires CR operations to be updated, which has similar 

complexity of tree structure, to that discussed in the previous section. So its computational complexity in 

total is CRNLM. The size of the loop cut nodes is the main contribution to the complexity. The space 

requirement is a function of CRNLM. 

On the other hand, the L-S algorithm can be applied directly to this kind of graph. Assume we have 

Nc cliques and the maximal number of nodes in a clique is MC. So the complexity is less than 4NcMcM 
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(3NcMcM+NcMcM). The computation of evidence propagation is a linear function of the number of 

cliques, but is exponential in the size of the largest clique in the graph. The maximal clique state size is the 

crucial element in complexity. The space requirement is a function of NcMcM. 

It is clear that the number of loop cut nodes is a crucial factor for Pearl's algorithm. On the other 

hand, the size of the largest clique in the L-S algorithm is the key factor. In general, the size of the largest 

clique in the general graph is not large, in particular, the graph is large and sparse. The L-S algorithm is 

expected to perform well. Therefore the L-S method seems better suited to graphs than Pearl's (which is 

better for trees). For example, the HUGIN system can perform diagnostic inference in under five seconds 

on the MUNIN network for neuromuscular disorders, containing about 1000 variables [58,56]. 

Highly Dependent Graph 

This is a form of large broad and shallow graph, known as a dense graph. Typically, the number of 

edges of the graph is greater than one fourth of the maximum number of edges [78]. A child may have a lot 

of parents and a parent may have a lot of children with many intersecting loops. For example, two-level 

Bayesian belief networks [77] and QMR-BN belief networks [79]. In this case, the number of the loop cut 

nodes is large. The number of cliques is small, but the size of the clique may be very large. For these kind 

of networks, both the computation complexity and the space requirement are exponential functions of the 

number of nodes in the graph. Both algorithms are not flexible in such a case. 

2.4.4. Approximate Approaches 

Both Pearl's message passing algorithm and the L-S clique algorithm are called exact algorithms. In 

other words, they provide an exact solution. As discussed earlier, exact algorithms need to exploit the 

conditional independence in the network in order to provide an exact solution effectively. Although there 

has been significant improvement in these algorithms, they are effectively limited to problems of special 

structure or small size. Using standard methods drawn from the theory of computational complexity, 

researchers in the field have shown that the problem of probabilistic inference in Bayesian belief networks 

is difficult and almost certainly intractable. More generally, probabilistic reasoning using Bayesian belief 
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networks is known to be NP-hardt [57,80]. The NP-hard problems do not admit polynomial-time exact 

computational algorithms [81]. This strongly suggests that different strategies should perhaps be used to 

accomplish probabilistic reasoning in complex domains. 

The development of approximate algorithms for probabilistic reasoning in Bayesian belief networks 

may be one of many possible solutions [32,59,71,77]. These approximate algorithms provide approximate 

answers, that is, the answer one gets is not exact but with a high probability that it is within some small 

distance of the correct answer. They have been shown to be valuable alternatives to exact methods for 

general analysis of large problems [79]. 

A Bayesian belief network defines the joint probability distribution space as the product of 

conditional probabilities of each node given its parents. There is an alternative way to express the joint 

probability distribution as a set of finite samples. The sample space is a set of state vectors. The number of 

state vectors in the sample space is called the sample size. The element of the state vector represents the 

state of each variable in the Bayesian belief network. The Bayesian belief network serves as simulated 

sample generators. Simulations can be conducted to generate these samples according to a given model. 

The probability of a value for a given variable can be computed by recording the proportion of time that the 

variable is assigned the value in a sample space. For example, the probability of V; is estimated as: 

_ 
the number of state vectors in which V; is present P (V') 
the total number of state vectors in the samples 

(2.11) 

This is a frequency interpretation of probability. 

Gibbs sampling was described by Geman and Geman [82]. They have pointed out a close 

correspondence between Random Markov Fields and the Gibbs distribution, describing stochastic 

properties of systems with an additive energy function. The simulation scheme has been successfully 

applied to image restorations. 

Bundy [15] suggested one such Monte Carlo approach for computing the probabilities of Boolean 

combinations of correlated logic variables, which he called the "incidence" calculus. The incidence 

calculus represents samples of the joint probability space as bit strings and defines axiomatised procedures 

tA problem l is NP-hard if there are exists some NP-compiae problem IP which would be solved by a polynomial time deterministic 

algorithm provided it is equipped with some routine to solve IL So NP-hard problem is at least as hard as problems in the NP class. 
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for deriving new bit strings. More recently, the scheme of logic sampling (71] has applied incidence 

calculus to Bayesian belief networks. When applying the logic sampling algorithm to networks without 

evidence, sampling in each simulation starts from the root nodes and works down to the leaf nodes. The 

prior distribution of each root node is used to guide the choice of a sample value from the node's state 

space. Because Bayesian belief networks are acyclic, once any root node is sampled, it must leave the 

network with at least one new "root" node. This property insures that the process of sampling will be 

continuous until all nodes in the network are sampled. 

However, logic sampling does not deal well with evidence. Logic sampling does not permit evidence 

nodes to be set to their known values, unless they just happen to be root nodes. For this reason, there is no 

way to account for evidence until the nodes corresponding to these observations are sampled. If they match 

the observations, the simulation is counted, otherwise, it must be discarded. Logic sampling may generate 

a large number of irrelevant samples [32]. Therefore, the complexity of pure logic sampling is exponential 

in the number of observed variables because all instantiations inconsistent with observed evidence are 

simply dropped from the samples. There are various enhancements to logic sampling. For example, 

likelihood weighting [83], and importance sampling [84]. Chavez and Cooper [85] explore hybrids of logic 

sampling and Gibbs sampling. 

2.4.4.1. Stochastic Simulation Algorithm 

To overcome the disadvantage of the logic sampling algorithm, an approach called stochastic 

simulation has been proposed [32]. It has been shown that the stochastic simulation can be viewed as a 

sampling from the Gibbs distribution [861. In fact, the stochastic simulation modifies the logic sampling by 

adding a preprocessing step to each simulation. The preprocessing step involves each node performing 

local computations in order to determine a probability distribution for sampling. Without loss of generality, 

we assume all the variables are binary. For convenience, we will use upper case letters to represent 

variables and lower case letters to represent their particular states, for example, t and -it, corresponding to 

true and false, are two possible states of variable T. The stochastic simulation algorithm can be described 

as follows [87,881: 
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BEGIN 
initialise the state of node with evidence 
WHILE no query is raised DO 
BEGIN 

FOR each variable V; in the causal model DO 
BEGIN 

compute the conditional probability P (v; (Xv, ) and P (-, v; JXv) 
(where Xv, is the state of all variables except V; in the model) 
consult a random number generator that produces 1 to 0 by a 

ratio of P (v; I Xv) to P (-, v; I Xv) 
choose a state for the variable V; according to the outcome of the generator 

END 
END 
compute the marginal probability using the expression (2.11) 

END 

When we compute the conditional probability P (v; lXv, ) and P (-+v; I Xv, ), we simplify the computations by 

considering conditional independence reflected in the Bayesian belief network. Let us consider P(V1 I Xv) 

now, 

P(V; IXv, )= 
P(V"Xv, ) 

- 
P(Vl, V2,. ", VH, ) 

«P(V;. Xv, )" (2.12) 
P(Xv, ) P(Xv, ) 

P (Xv) is a constant independent of Vi. We can calculate the joint probability distribution P (Vi, Xy) on the 

network 

m P(Vi, Xv) = rIP(Vi I PA(VI)) 
1=1 

A M-og-1 
=P(V1IPA(V, ))1IP(CjIPA(C1)) 11 P(VkIPA(Vk)), (2.13) 

i=1 4=1 

where m is the number of nodes in the network, Cj is a child node of V;, n is the number of V; 's children 

and Vk is a remaining node in the network. f lP (Vk IPA (Vk)) in the expression (2.13) is also a constant 
k 

independent of Vi. Finally, we can get (from the expressions (2.12) and (2.13)) 

R P(V; IXv, )=aP(VV IPA(V1))1P(Cj IPA(Cj)), 
i=1 

where a is a normalising constant. 

(2.14) 

We only need to consider V1's parents, children and children's parents in order to compute 

conditional probability P(V1 1Xv) in each simulation. Therefore, the computation involves only a small 

number of nodes. 
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Having calculated P (v1 I Xv) and P (-, v; I Xy), the state of V; is sampled by using a random number 

generator and comparing its outcome with the computed conditional probability. If the outcome is less than 

the calculated conditional probability P (v; I Xv), the new state of V; is true, otherwise it is false. The 

simulation process is repeated in this manner. 

However, the simulated probability may be sensitive to conditional probabilities. Consider as a 

simple example, the network with two binary variables shown in Figure 2.5. Given that the prior 

probability of node X is 0.5 and the symmetry of the conditional probabilities (i. e. P(yIxkP(-, y1-, x)) 

linking the two nodes, it is apparent that the marginal probability of Y is also 0.5. Five simulation runs are 

conducted for each of the conditional probabilities. The sample sizes are taken as 1000,5000 and 10000. 

The results of experiments on different conditional probabilities are presented in the following three tables. 

These results show that the performance of the stochastic simulation algorithm are poor when the 

conditional probabilities are approaching extremes. 

(D--(D 
Figure 2.5. A Simple Example 

P( l 
Simulation Size= 1000 Average of Error 

lestim t d l 51 0 y x) 
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 

a e va ue - . 

0.50 0.494 0.513 0.501 0.500 0.501 0.0042 
0.55 0.489 0.509 0.503 0.526 0.499 0.0100 
0.60 0.502 0.500 0.487 0.518 0.519 0.0104 
0.65 0.495 0.488 0.485 0.506 0.513 0.0102 
0.70 0.501 0.483 0.513 0.508 0.520 0.0118 
0.75 0.503 0.486 0.482 0.517 0.502 0.0108 
0.80 0.507 0.478 0.493 0.515 0.513 0.0128 
0.85 0.523 0.479 0.500 0.513 0.518 0.0150 
0.90 0.539 0.479 0.468 0.518 0.482 0.0256 
0.95 0.528 0.450 0.399 0.558 0.471 0.0532 
0.975 0.511 0.538 0.457 0.585 0.502 0.0358 
0.99 0.549 0.626 0.455 0.355 0.291 0.1148 
0.999 0.519 0.417 0.148 0.105 0.475 0.1748 
0.9999 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.664 0.4328 
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P( lx) 
Simulation Size=5000 Average of Error 

y 
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 

lestimated value - 0.51 

0.50 0.5120 0.5062 0.5114 0.5074 0.4892 0.00956 
0.55 0.5108 0.5048 0.5076 0.5088 0.4886 0.00868 
0.60 0.5044 0.5012 0.5130 0.5094 0.4900 0.00760 
0.65 0.5024 0.4985 0.5160 0.5048 0.4886 0.00722 
0.70. 0.5008 0.4970 0.5210 0.5078 0.4864 0.00924 
0.75 0.4988 0.4970 0.5148 0.5018 0.4878 0.00660 
0.80 0.5012 0.5002 0.5138 0.5036 0.4834 0.00708 
0.85 0.5054 0.5056 0.5180 0.5110 0.4714 0.01372 
0.90 0.5012 0.4960 0.5258 0.5146 0.4756 0.01400 
0.95 0.4818 0.4798 0.5066 0.5334 0.5064 0.01696 
0.975 0.5276 0.5162 0.4776 0.5210 0.4898 0.01948 
0.99 0.4286 0.4492 0.4606 0.5808 0.5302 . 0.05452 
0.999 0.2502 0.7850 0.6780 0.8472 0.5636 0.22472 
0.9999 0.9320 1.0000 0.5390 1.0000 0.2196 0.35028 

P( l 
Simulation Size=10000 Average of Error 

l i y x) 
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 

est mated value - 0.51 

0.50 0.5088 0.4982 0.4935 0.5031 0.5067 0.00538 
0.55 0.5062 0.4986 0.4942 0.5034 0.5068 0.00472 
0.60 0.5071 0.4996 0.4944 0.5022 0.5080 0.00466 
0.65 0.5066 0.4966 0.4966 0.4998 0.5068 0.00408 
0.70 0.5089 0.4970 0.4974 0.4993 0.5081 0.00466 
0.75 0.5058 0.4948 0.5008 0.4960 0.5072 0.00460 
0.80 0.5069 0.4935 0.5038 0.4974 0.5073 0.00542 
0.85 0.5117 0.4912 0.5079 0.5039 0.5105 0.00856 
0.90 0.5018 0.4951 0.5082 0.5022 0.5108 0.00558 
0.95 0.4917 0.5196 0.4828 0.4881 0.5189 0.01518 
0.975 0.4954 0.5052 0.5163 0.5106 0.5010 0.00754 
0.99 0.4515 0.5547 0.4995 0.4530 0.5479 0.03972 
0.999 0.4995 0.7626 0.5651 0.3549 0.7716 0.16898 
0.9999 0.4660 0.3549 0.1563 0.5529 0.5465 0.12444 

2.4.4.2. The Problem of Slow Convergence 

It is a reasonable thought that the sample space generated in this way will statistically cover all 

possible states in coherent proportions. However, it is not true for certain types of causal models, where 

some probabilities are set to 1 or 0. The problem of slow convergence will be illustrated with a simple 

example in the next section. For simplicity, consider three variables, named S, T and E. Without loss of 

generality, we will assume that variables are binary. For example, t represents T=true and -, t represents 

T =false. A Bayesian belief network representation is shown in Figure 2.6 and the corresponding 

conditional probability table is given in Table 2.1. Note that some of the conditional probabilities defined 

are 1 or 0. In fact, S and T can be thought as input of OR gate" and E output of "OR gate". 
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Figure 2.6. An Example of Logic Relations - OR Gate 

P(s)=0.2 P(t)=0.4 
P(e t, s)= 1 P(e I t, -, s)=1 
P(e ý-t, s)=1 P(e mot, -S)--O 

Table 2.1. Conditional Probability Table 

Now we will use the stochastic simulation algorithm described above to calculate the marginal 

probability of each variable. Suppose that there is no evidence at the moment. First of all, the initial state is 

chosen arbitrarily or by some appropriate criteria. The next step is to generate a finite sample of possible 

states of three variables at random from the causal model and the initial state. Let V; * denote the next 

possible state of variable V; in a simulation. From the expression (2.14), we get 

P(S* IXs)=ai P(S)P(E IS, T), 

P(7" 1 Xr)=a2P(T)P(E I S, T), 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

where al and a2 are two normalising constants. When the states of S and T are known, the state of E will 

be determined. It is interesting to note that there are some logically impossible states in the sample 

generation. These states are (s, t, -e), (-, s, t, -, e), (s, -. t, -, e) and (--, s, -, t, e). For example, if T and S are in the 

state t and s respectively, E will definitely be in the state e because of P(e I t, s)=1. 

Suppose the initial state is (-, s, -, t, -, e) and we sample variables in a order of S, T and E. 

Processing S: by using expression (2.15), we have 

P (s* 1 X3)=aP (s)P (tee 1 s. --t)=0, 

P (--j* JXs» P (mal )P (-e -. s, -, t )=aO. 8. 

Normalising these two conditional probabilities, we have cc= 1.25 so that P (s* I Xs)=0 and P (-1* I Xs)=1. 

The state of S is set to -s, which is the same as its previous state. 
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Processing T: the expression (2.16) is applied: 

P(ý* IXI)=aP(t)P(-eI-, s, t)=O, 

P (_: * Xr }=aP (-1)P (-, e -, s , -, t)=aO. 6 . 

Once again, we get a=5/3, P (t* AXT)=O and P (-j* I XT)=1. In this case, the state of T is -, t. 

Processing E: 

P(e* IXE)=P(e 

P(--e* IXE)=P(-e Imo, -, t)-- 1. 
Estaysinthestate -, e. 

The simulation continues in this way. However, the state of each node does not change no matter 

how many simulations we do. The estimated marginal probability of each node being true is always zero. 

(s, 
t, e 

s, -it, e 
, mot, 

Chain 2 Chain 1 

Sample Space 

Figure 2.7. Possible State Transformations 

If we start the simulation with any one of these states (s, t, e), (-, s, t, e) and (s, -, t, e) the states of three 

variables can change among these states, but they can not reach the state (-, s, -, t, -, e). The possible state 

transformation of our example is illustrated in Figure 2.7. It can be seen from Figure 2.7 that the sample 

space is divided into two isolated chains, Chain 1 and Chain 2, because there are some conditional 

probabilities, 1 or 0 in the example. It is impossible that the sample space generated by the stochastic 

simulation algorithm will cover all four possible states, see Appendix B. 
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In Chain 1, there is a state Chain 2 consists of three states: (s, t, e), (s, -+t, e) and (-, s t, e). 

The states can be changed inside the chain, but can not go to the other chain. The final results will tend to 

be P(s)=5/13, P(t)=10/13, and P(e)=1, see Table 2.2. 

Stochastic Simulation 

Node 1000 5000 10000 50000 Expected Value 
s 0.342 0.357 0.3827 0.3836 0.3846 
t 0.806 0.7988 0.7667 0.76934 0.7692 
e1 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Table 2.2. Simulated Results of the Small Example 

However the correct marginal probabilities for the variables are: P(s)=0.2. P(t)=0.4 and 

P(e)=YP(e, S, T)=0.52. The results of applying the stochastic simulation algorithm, no mauer which S. T 

initial state we start with, will not approach the exact values even for infinite simulations. A detailed 

discussion of the convergence problem is also presented in Appendix B. 

The stochastic simulation algorithm degrades dramatically as the probabilities themselves approach 0 

and 1 [89]. The distribution of generated samples does not necessarily correspond closely to the true 

distribution of outcomes. This behaviour is a result of the tendency for local areas in the network to 

become fixed through many simulation cycles rather than to mix readily in a random fashion according to 

their true probabilities. Several network-manipulation techniques that may lead to more efficient simulation 

of a given Bayesian belief network have been proposed to convert some networks into formats that are 

computationally more efficient for simulation [83,89]. It has been shown that the stochastic simulation 

algorithms based on "Markov" transitions are critically sensitive to numerical aspects of the models, 

particularly when parts of a model are close to deterministic [57,89]. A theoretical convergence analysis to 

a modified stochastic simulation algorithm is presented in [57]. However, convergence problems are the 

main research topics in stochastic simulation. 

2.4.5. Related Reasoning Algorithms 

Reasoning algorithms have also been developed for influence diagrams [27,90] and belief functions 

[66,68]. Shachter focuses on the computation of the posterior distribution given the evidence of a single 
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variable (or some of the variables) in the influence diagram, where the node also could be a value node and 

a decision node [27,90]. A value node represents the objective to be maximised in expectation by the 

decision analysis. A decision node represents a variable whose value is chosen by the decision maker. 

Formal statistical theory says nothing about which direction the arrows should go in, as long as the network 

has no directed cycles. Using Bayes' theorem, it is possible to revise edges if we change the corresponding 

probability distributions accordingly. For example, P(EIH)P(H)=P(HIE)P(E). So we can have the following 

graphs which have the same probability distribution P(H, E) [91]. 

0-00--a 

Based on this observation, evidence propagation is implemented by the basic operations of eliminating a 

node, revising the edges showing conditional dependence and updating the distributions within the nodes. 

These operations transform one influence diagram into another, without changing the underlying joint 

distribution for the variables of interest. In order to solve the inference problem P(XIE), a node without any 

child node which is not an element of X, E can be eliminated. Starting from evidence E, a sequence of 

operations of edge reversal and updating the distributions within the nodes, and taking expectations over 

nodes to eliminate them can be performed. The process continues in this way. Finally, we have only two 

nodes E and X in the influence diagram. The posterior probability P(XIE) is then determined. 

Shenoy and Shafer consider a belief function which is a set function rather than a point function and a 

belief function propagation in Bayesian belief networks [66,68]. The graphical structure is converted into a 

hypertree, which explores qualitative independence 192,93]. The evidence can be decomposed into 

independent items, each involving only a few variables. Each item of evidence is represented by a belief 

function. These belief functions can be combined by Dempster's rule, which is multiplicative in terms of 

the commonality functions [13]. This rule is appropriate for combining belief functions that are based on 

independent items of evidence. The result is a belief function representing the total evidence. Local 

computation is possible in the propagation of belief functions in the hypertree. The propagation scheme is 

very similar to that of L-S but the messages passed are always belief functions. 
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2.5. Concluding Remarks 

Bayesian inference has been used in a number of expert systems [2,7,38]. Nevertheless, the early 

development of expert systems faced two kinds of difficulties. First, there is the representational problem, 

that is, how to structure and encode the knowledge of human experts into a coherent probabilistic form. 

Second, there is the inferential problem, that is, the issue of the computational tractability of algorithms for 

probabilistic inference and decision making. Probability theory has to be weakened in one way or another 

for real applications. However, it is an open question as to what extent that the theory should be relaxed to 

achieve a computationally feasible but effective way of handling uncertainty for real applications. These 

difficulties led most Al researchers to turn away from exact probabilistic representation [9,94]. 

The Bayesian belief network provides knowledge engineers the flexibility to specify and reason about 

dependencies. The use of Bayesian belief networks in probabilistic expert systems can resolve the 

representational problem, found to be so severe in the PROSPECTOR model [12]. In general, we are 

interested in how the realisation of some variables affects the other variables in probabilistic expert 

systems. Bayesian belief networks can be used to guide the efficient computations of required probabilities 

in probabilistic expert systems. The key to computational efficiency for probabilistic reasoning in Bayesian 

belief networks is to take advantage of conditional independencies reflected by the network topology, and 

to find ways of propagating the impact of new evidence locally without having to calculate the entire joint 

distribution explicitly. Together with methods derived from Bayes' decision theory this representation 

offers a consistent and computationally manageable means of handling uncertainty in expert systems. 

It is interesting that for the exact algorithms, the feature of the network that determines performance 

is the topology, but for the approximate algorithms, it is the conditional probability. More general classes 

of Bayesian belief networks have eluded efforts to develop efficient inference algorithms. It is fruitless to 

search for a single computational algorithm for handling all Bayesian belief networks [95]. The choice of a 

reasoning algorithm corresponding to the topology of a Bayesian belief network is crucial for any real 

world application. It is important to match the given domain with the inference algorithm that will be most 

efficient given the specific properties of the domain model. 
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An ideal probabilistic reasoning system should be able to combine the advantages of the above 

algorithms, i. e. (1) it should be as general as possible; (2) it should be efficient in both time and space 

aspects, that is, the underlying space has to be decomposed into some subspaces to avoid a possible 

exponential explosion; (3) it should be easy to implement and use. Based on these considerations, a general 

purpose graphical environment for constructing and processing probabilistic knowledge systems using 

Bayesian belief networks is designed and developed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

PROBABILISTIC REASONING EXPERT SYSTEM SHELL (PRESS) 

As discussed in chapter 2, Bayesian belief networks are characterised as tools for constructing 

coherent probabilistic representations of uncertain expert opinions. From the knowledge engineering angle, 

they provide a suitable framework both for knowledge elicitation and for evidence propagation involved in 

probabilistic reasoning. 

From the user's point of view, a graphical environment for probabilistic reasoning using Bayesian 

belief networks has some advantages. Firstly, this would replace the menu driven interface with something 

more convenient. Secondly, a graphical display would make the probabilistic reasoning much easier to 

understand and much more intuitive. Thirdly, it also makes it easier for the user to direct the system 

towards the desired conclusions whenever it strays. Finally, the criticisms of probabilistic models of 

uncertainty are overcome by an intelligent graphical interface that incorporates explicitly conditional 

independence [96]. Based on these considerations, a probabilistic reasoning expert system shell is 

desirable. 

In this chapter, we attempt to exploit both graph-theoretic and probabilistic ideas for efficient design 

and implementation of a probabilistic reasoning expert system shell, called PRESS [33]. Section 3.: 

reviews some existing computational systems, designed for analogous purposes. The design guidelines for 

PRESS are described in section 3.2. Section 3.3 introduces the graphical interface. In section 3.4 the 

design and implementation of PRESS will be described. Three reasoning algorithms discussed in chapter 2 

are investigated and evaluated using PRESS in section 3.5. PRESS is illustrated by an artificial example in 

the field of forensic science [97] in section 3.6. Finally, the main characteristics of PRESS are summarised 

in section 3.7. The software aspects of PRESS are presented in Appendix G. 
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3.1. Related Computational Systems 

Several systems have been developed for probabilistic reasoning using Bayesian belief networks 

[96,98,99,58,56,100]. Here we give a short overview of some of them. Unfortunately, no detailed 

implementation descriptions of these systems are available. 

DAVID [96] is a decision network processing system that runs on an Apple Macintosh and provides 

operations for expected-value decision making and sensitivity analysis. The final output of DAVID consists 

of tables that indicate preferred decisions and expected values for every possible instantiation of the 

observed chance variables. DAVID is an example of a stand-alone system using an exact algorithm. It 

provides a simple graphical interface, but it is oriented to single decision problem solutions only. As such, 

DAVID's paradigm does not represent optimally large diagnostic problems that have dozens or even 

hundreds of observations. 

KNET [98] is another well-known environment for constructing probabilistic knowledge bases 

within the axiomatic framework of decision theory. It contains an interface that tightly integrates 

HyperCard, a hypertext authoring tool for the Apply Macintosh computer. It could encompass hypermedia 

in the near future [98]. KNET uses Pearl's message passing algorithm. The system handles decision nodes 

by using a technique that transforms any Bayesian belief network algorithm into an influence diagram 

algorithm[101]. KNET differs from DAVID in the following respects: (1) it optimises the final output; (2) 

it provides multiple interfaces; (3) it has an open architecture. 

DELIEF [99] is an interactive system that allows the design of belief function arguments based on 

Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory via a simple graphical inference [66,102]. The user can construct a graph 

where nodes represent variables and edges represent relations among these variables. The theory behind 

this system is the development of DS theory on Markov trees [102,68]. It demonstrates a possible 

extension to Pearl's singly connected tree. 

MUNIN [58] is a medical expert system for interpretation of electromyographic findings and 

diagnosis of muscle and nerve diseases. It is based on Bayesian probability theory and much of the medical 

knowledge in the system is represented in a causal probabilistic network. The network has roughly three 

levels: disease level, pathophysiological level and finding level. The levels are linked by causal relations 
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and links are expressed as conditional probabilities. The inference method used is an adaptation of Pearl's 

message passing algorithm [25,70]. The network is modified in order to get rid of loops. 

HUGIN [56] is a shell system for building Bayesian belief universes for research expert systems. In 

fact, the system is a development based upon the MUNIN system. A simplification of the L-S method 

[28], that is, an algebra of Bayesian belief universes, allows propagation of evidence in an acyclic multiply 

connected network [311. Although different terms are used in the system, a cliques tree is established as a 

data structure. Propagation of evidence is achieved by two basic operations: distribution evidence and 

collect evidence. In addition, the shell is menu-driven and most operations are carried out by mouse 

selection. The package is written in the C programming language and uses the X11 window system. 

HUGIN runs on a SUN platform. It provides a language for network definition and an easy graphical 

interface to run the probability propagation and to monitor posterior beliefs. No facility to deal with 

continuous variables and control are provided. Basically, it contains three main parts: an editor for causal 

networks and conditional probability tables; a compiler which transforms the network into a suitable data 

structure; and a runtime system which provides facilities for entering and propagating evidence. 

ERGO [100] is a Bayesian belief network development environment. It provides the user with the 

power of an Apple Macintosh to develop belief networks with software as familiar as a drawing program 

and a spreadsheet. ERGO consists of a graphical drawing environment for creating a network, a probability 

editor for quantifying the associations among variables, and a probability engine for querying a belief- 

network model. ERGO can be embedded within a wide variety of programs to provide the real-time 

intelligence required for classification, diagnosis, and constraint-satisfaction problems. 

In conclusion, the following aspects are identified as the important features of computational 

systems: a user-friendly graphical interface; powerful algorithms for evidence propagation; an efficient 

system for Bayesian belief networks storage and retrieval; an open architecture for possible extensions. 

The propagation algorithm is a major distinguishing feature, because it can either provide the exact 

posterior probability distribution of the Bayesian belief network, or approximate it. The design of PRESS 

will emphasis these issues in the next section. 
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3.2. Design Guidelines 

PRESS combines normative probabilistic modelling techniques with a front end that offers the 

flexibility and expressive power of a graphical environment. Perhaps more importantly, PRESS clearly 

separates the design of a domain-specific user interface from all other aspects of the system. Several issues 

are addressed in the design of PRESS. 

First, the expert system shell should be an interactive system that allows the design of models and 

performance of uncertain reasoning via a simple graphical interface. The shell should be menu-driven, with' 

most operations carried out by mouse selection. Buttons, icons, menus, scrollbars and mouse-sensitive 

screen objects streamline the construction and validation of the knowledge base. The user-friendly 

environment is made possible by using tools provided by the particular system, the Sun Workstation. The 

use of the facilities (windows, mouse, menu, etc) makes a more amicable user interface. This improves the 

investigation of the problem at hand and allows the user to modify the model relatively easily. 

Second, the shell should be able to integrate two different probabilistic reasoning mechanisms, the 

exact algorithm and the approximate algorithm, into a common computational framework. The user can 

select appropriate algorithms depending on the problem at hand. 

Third, the results should be presented in various formats, including text, graphical and numerical. 

Whenever possible both numerical and graphical displays of the data and statistics are offered to the user. 

As far as probability distributions are concerned, they can be displayed in various formats, including 

numerical and graphical. For a particular node, a small popup window is used to display the current 

probability distribution of this node in more detail. A bar chart is displayed to give an overall view of all 

unobserved nodes in a graphical format. 

Fourth, as far as programming is concerned, an object-oriented programming style would in this case, 

be desirable. It is clear that nodes are objects. Each node in the graph is internally represented as an object, 

which is the basic knowledge unit. When the user adds a node to the graph, an object is created. Each 

node/object has several properties: its name, the possible values of the variable, the topological 

relationships between the node and its neighbours (parents and children), and a conditional probability 

table. 
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Fifth, the irrelevant details of evidence propagation and belief updating should be hidden. The user 

never need observe the details of uncertainty management in PRESS. However, a help facility is available 

for the user and by means of this feature, the user is presented with a brief description of any menu items 

represented. PRESS should provide control facilities to help the user understand and control probabilistic 

reasoning. 

Sixth, PRESS should be an efficient system for Bayesian belief network storage, retrieval, and 

communication capability with an external environment. 

Finally, PRESS should be an open architecture for probabilistic expert systems. The system should 

be flexible and allow us to develop other functional modules using the same basic architecture. 

3.2.1. Screen Design 

Based on the design guidelines mentioned previously, the screen design of PRESS is presented in 

Figure 3.1. The screen is divided into four windows: a control panel, a main menu selecting window, a 

drawing board, and a display window. 

The Control Panel (area A) 

The upper window shows the function buttons and provides some basic operations. For example, 

storing and retrieving a Bayesian belief network and corresponding conditional probabilities in a 

user-defined name, which will be referenced for subsequent loading. Messages are also displayed to 

indicate where we are and what we are doing. Moreover, a screen dump option print is provided to 

give the user a hardcopy of the screen image. A help facility is available for directing the user to use 

this system and providing help at any stage if required. 

The Main Menu Selecting Window (area B) 

This is for displaying and selecting the main menu. When the user presses the right mouse button 

inside this window, the main menu will be displayed, see Figure 3.1. The main menu includes 

Knowledge Acquisition, Exact Algorithm, Stochastic Simulation, Displaying Probability and Control 

Facilities. Note that Knowledge Acquisition, Exact Algorithm, Stochastic Simulation, and Control 
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Figure 3.1. Screen Design of the System PRESS 

Facilities are pull-right menus. Their menu items will be discussed later. 

The Drawing Board (area C) 

B 

D 

The drawing board is the widest window. It represents the Bayesian belief network editing window. 

It is a mouse-sensitive window for constructing and modifying a knowledge base, that is, a Bayesian 

belief network and conditional probabilities, and entering evidence. It is the main window where the 

user interacts with the shell system. 

The Display Window (area D) 

The display window (the right hand window) is dedicated to the visualisation of interesting 

information. It is used for displaying overall marginal probabilities and some measurements used in 

control facilities. Different display formats are used to help the user. 
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3.2.2. Shell System Architecture 

The shell is menu and mouse driven for construction of expert systems in domains characterised by 

dependence relations with inherent uncertainty. It has been developed and implemented on a Sun 

workstation. All the programs were written in C using the SunOSt operating system and the SunViewt 

window environment. The graphical user interface is programmed in SunView. SunView is a system to 

support interactive, graphics-based applications running within windows. It gives good integration of the 

mouse, buttons and menus. SunView programs are called within the C programming language, so it is easy 

to integrate the graphical user interface program with our control and reasoning programs developed earlier. 

GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 

DAG Probabilities . 01 EQ 
V 

Create IU 
Tool 

EDE 

t Internal NR 
Representation CY 

Evidence Control 
Preprocessor 

Propagation Facilities 

Figure 3.2. Basic Architecture of the System PRESS 

The basic architecture of the shell system is depicted in Figure 3.2. It contains four main parts: 

create tool, preprocessor, evidence propagation and control facilities. The create tool (model construction) 

is used to construct and manipulate Bayesian belief networks and conditional probability tables. This tool is 

menu and mouse driven, and the user creates interactively the graphical representation of the domain 

knowledge. The preprocessor will deal with the domain knowledge by using different inference techniques 

for different structures. The input information, the structure and conditional probability tables, are 

processed and transferred into suitable internal representations for evidence propagation. All these have 

been implemented in the background. Evidence propagation allows the user to enter and propagate 

evidence in the structure and update belief in the light of evidence. The control facilities, given the 

measurement of the node of interest, help the user to control and understand the probabilistic reasoning 

t SunOS and SunView are tndanarkt of Sun Microeyst«ns, Incorporated. 
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process. All these measurements are displayed graphically and numerically on the screen. In the rest of 

this section, we address the problems of model construction and control facilities. 

3.2.2.1. Model Construction 

In this procedure, both qualitative and quantitative knowledge can be provided by the domain experts 

through the "create tool". Qualitative knowledge is represented as a directed acyclic graph. The nodes of 

the graph are random variables with finite values and direct influences of a node V; are "parents" of Vj in 

the graph. The internal representation, a dependency matrix, is then set up based on these relations. 

Quantitative conditional probability distributions for each node V;, given each configuration of its parent 

nodes, are needed, based on the dependency matrix. Conditional probability tables are then attached to 

each node for the Preprocessor. 

3.2.2.2. Control Facilities 

The PRESS system takes advantage of graphical knowledge representation. With this knowledge of 

dependence and information theory, we can measure the strength of relationships among any variables. 

Therefore, we can provide control facilities of probabilistic reasoning for the user, find the most influential 

evidence for a belief and order questions concerning a node of interest. 

A Kullback-Leibler distance (KLD) in information theory is a suitable measurement [28,103]. For 

two discrete nodes U and W, their information measure (/M) is calculated using the following expression 

[103]: 

IM(U, W)=Y, Y, log P(U'W) P(U, W) 
uw P(U)P(W) 

11log P(U w) 
P(UIW)P(W). 

uw P(U) 

If W is of interest, but not observed, it is valuable and important to know what sort of questions 

concerning nodes to ask and in which order. If we know these, we can consider the consequence of each 

question and make optimal decisions. In other words, we can make a tradeoff between the cost of getting 

information and the level of uncertainty. The value of IM (U, W) is interpreted as, how much information 
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U contains is relative to W. The bigger the value of IM (U, W), the more relevant U is to W. We can rank 

possible questions according to the values of IM and the cost of each question. The information 

measurement of each node is calculated and displayed. Then question orders concerning unobserved nodes 

are sorted out, based on these values, and presented to the user for reference. 

One important feature of expert systems are their ability to explain. PRESS can measure the 

probabilistic contribution that each piece of evidence provides to the final conclusions, known as influential 

findings. These contributions can also be measured by the Kullback-Leibler distance [28,103]: 

I(Vj: E. I E1,..... E�-I)=-F, log 
1P(VJ IE,. 

..... E. -I) 
JP(ViIEi. 

Ea) . P(V/ (E ..... E 

where Vj is a node in the network and E; is ith observed evidence. The value oft above shows that to what 

extent the presence of evidence E� makes impact on our belief in V, . Therefore, it is very useful for 

forming interpretations and showing how a conclusion is reached. In our system, both graphical and 

numerical formats are used to display the measurements. We propose that influential findings can be 

expressed as 

Finds: (text) 

Change of Probability: (both numerical and graphical formats) 

Influences of Findings: (numerical format) 

3.3. Working with PRESS 
I 

Before considering an example session with PRESS, let us briefly outline how the user works with 

the system. 

(1) The user constructs a directed acyclic graph with each node representing a random variable, and the 

arcs signifying the existence of direct influences between the linked variables. 

(2) This brings the user to the stage of specifying a conditional probability table for each variable V; 

given each combination of its parent nodes PA (Vi). In general, they may be considered parameters 

of the system that need to be either estimated from data or subjectively assessed. When this is 
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complete, the probabilistic model is specified fully. 

(3) The system initialises the model from the stored probability tables in order to be in a state ready to 

receive evidence and to be able to calculate efficiently quantities of interest, such as the marginal 

probabilities. 

(4) The user enters observed evidence as it arrives, possibly in batches. The system absorbs the evidence 

accordingly. 

(5) Evidence is propagated and belief is revised. 

(6) The results are presented to the user. 

Forming a computational model based on the probabilistic reasoning will involve two distinct stages: 

knowledge acquisition and evidence propagation. Steps (1) and (2) can be referred to as the knowledge 

acquisition process, through which an expert or a user may supply information about some area of 

knowledge in the form of a Bayesian belief network and associated conditional probabilities. Steps (3), (4) 

and (5) are the propagation process, where step (3) is known as initialisation. The propagation will deal 

with any individual case relating to an area of knowledge which has been dealt with by the knowledge 

acquisition process. Step (6) is concerned with displaying probabilities. We want to stress that the system 

allows the user to proceed step by step. That is, they can construct a simple network, initialise it and store 

it. In a subsequent step, they can retrieve it. Eventually they can modify it, enter evidence, run evidence 

propagation and so on. 

Next, we illustrate the design principles described and give an overview of the operations of the 

system. We will use the basic terminology of the SunView environment (such as windows, buttons and 

mouse) without a closer explanation of these terms. 

3.3.1. Knowledge Acquisition 

There are two tasks carried out in this part: create a model and input probability. Structure and 

conditional probability tables are constructed gradually via a simple, interactive graphical interface. 
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A node is created by clicking the left mouse button over any blank area of the drawing board. A box 

representing the node is drawn at that screen position and an index number (starting from 1) is 

automatically associated with the box. Each node is then associated with a menu. Pressing the right mouse 

button inside the box results in the menu that will be displayed over the box and gives the following 

options: set up, move, information, erase and modify. The user is able to assess/change/display some 

properties of the node. All these will allow the user to manipulate nodes easily. If set up is selected, a 

small window will pop up and prompt the user to provide basic information about this node. The basic 

information includes its name, its possibles states, its parents and children. To create a binary node, the user 

may simply accept the two default values yes/no provided by the system. When this is completed, directed 

connections between the node and its parents or children are displayed automatically on the drawing board. 

Therefore, the network can be constructed gradually. The option information will show all properties for 

this node and modify will allow the user to carry out some changes. Apart from these operations, the 

existing nodes can be edited, that is, move and erase. These will allow the user to manage the structure and 

produce a desirable layout. 

When the creation of a structure is finished, a dependency matrix is produced for internal 

representation of the Bayesian belief network. Each row of the matrix will correspond to a node label and 

the entries on that row will correspond to the labels of the nodes caused by the node. Then a syntactic 

check is carried out for testing the overall consistency of the Bayesian belief network. Some advice will be 

given if some nodes are left unlinked and if there are any directed loops. 

If the structure has been determined, the model can be saved at any point, for later continuation by 

reloading. Furthermore, the system is ready to quantify the dependence relationships of the structure. This 

is carried out by means of conditional probability tables. Probability assessments are required for each 

node, given its direct parents, for every possible combination of states of parents. The system automatically 

calculates parent nodes for each node in the graph and all possible combinations of their states. In the 

meantime the storage of current input probabilities of nodes are displayed graphically in the display 

window. Manipulation of a conditional probability table is accomplished by first indicating a node and 

then selecting a menu. The menu has two options: input and show. The option input enables the user to 

specify conditional probabilities for the node. A popup conditional probability table is displayed, which 
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shows the state of the node and the states of its parents, for example see Figure 3.5. The skeleton for the 

table is automatically generated, and the number is typed in. When the probability values are input and the 

user clicks done, a new conditional probability table pops up until all possible probabilities have been 

supplied. Having input all probabilities of a node given its parents, a slide is filled with respect to the node 

to indicate that it is complete in the displaying window, see nodes P and Q in Figure 3.5. The option show 

will display the conditional probability table in a popup window. Now the probabilistic model is complete 

after the conditional probabilities of each node have been assessed. 

Internally each node is attached to a conditional probability table. The table is designed to be two- 

dimensional. An index system is used to store all the possible conditional probabilities of the node 

properly. Given a node and the certain combination of its parent nodes, an index is calculated and then the 

corresponding probabilities can be easily accessed from the table. For example, if a discrete node V; with 

N states has M discrete parent nodes, namely F1, F2, ..., FM, and F' has S, possible states, then there are 

NS 1S2 """ SM values to be stored. It is unnecessary to use an (M+1)-dimensional table for storing and 

manipulating these probabilities. For a particular conditional probability P (V F 11,, 
..., FM,. ), it can be 

accessed with the entry (k, r), where the suffix k is the index to identify the state of V; and r is calculated as 

follows: 

r =J +Si(jz-1)+ ... +S152 ... SM-i(1. -1) 

In order to get all possible combinations of conditional probabilities for a particular node given its 

parent nodes, a special procedure get combinations is designed. The procedure produces a combination 

comb each time and can be described as: 
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get_combinations(comb, no_of- parents, finished) 
(find a combination) 
BEGIN 

j=no_of_parents 
finished=FALSE 
WHILE (p1) AND (comb[j]: 51) DO 

j=j-1 
IFj? 1 
THEN comb(j]=comb[j]-1 
ELSE 

finished=TRUE 
FOR i j+1 TO no_of parents DO 

IF (comb[i]>O) AND (comb[i]*maxvalue[i]) 
THEN comb[i]=maxvalue[i] 

END 

where maxvalue is an array storing the number of states of each node. When all the possible combinations 

have been found, finished is set to be TRUE. For a node having three binary parent nodes, the combinations 

produced by the above procedure will be: (2,2,2), (2,2,1), (2,1,2), (2,1,1), (1,2,2), (1,2,1), (1,1,2), (1,1,1). 

3.3.2. Propagation Process 

PRESS provides both exact and approximate algorithms. For each algorithm, there are two 

possibilities: Initialisation and Evidence Propagation. Initialisation will structure the domain knowledge 

before any dialogue with a user. If there are some observed nodes, the evidence will be discarded and all the 

probabilities will be initialised from the conditional probability tables. Evidence Propagation will work 

when new evidence is entered or when queries are posed. 

3.3.2.1. Initialisation 

Although this appears simple, it actually, holds the key to success of the propagation process. What 

happens is that the state space of the model is factorised in order to allow for efficient computations. 

Having constructed the structure and specified the conditional probabilities, topological and 

numerical representation changes to the model are necessary in order to perform probabilistic reasoning 

efficiently. The preprocessor will detect the structure and use different methods accordingly. If it is a singly 

connected structure, Pearl's algorithm can be applied directly. Otherwise, the L-S algorithm is used. A 

clique tree is constructed and will serve as a computational data structure for propagating evidence later on. 
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From conditional probability tables and the clique tree, local representations on the cliques and separators 

are obtained [28]. The probability of a particular node is calculated by summing relevant members of the 

clique which contains the node. All these have been carried out in the background. 

3.3.2.2. Evidence Propagation 

Clicking the right mouse button inside a box, the user can specify either certain evidence or uncertain 

evidence. If the evidence is certain, all possible states of the node are displayed as a menu. Having selected 

a proper state in the menu, the evidence is input, that is, the selected state of this node is observed. The 

system propagates this evidence in the structure in the background. The updated posterior probabilities are 

calculated and ready to be displayed. 

Although there are two ways to deal with evidence for the particular structure, the message-passing 

idea is used in evidence propagation. Note that each node is a unit in Pearl's approach, but each clique of 

the triangulated graph is a unit in the L-S approach. In fact, each unit communicates with its neighbours in 

a tree structure. 'Three steps are carried out for each unit in message-passing propagation. The first step is 

to collect the message from its neighbour. The second step is that the probability distribution on each unit is 

updated using Bayes' rule. The final step is to pass the impact of evidence to others through the links. This 

process repeats until all the units are updated. 

3.4. Evaluation of Different Reasoning Algorithms 

The development of PRESS provides us with an opportunity to investigate different algorithms (exact 

and approximate). In this section, we study the performance of three algorithms discussed in chapter 2 on a 

Sun 4 timesharing processor running SunOS, a version of 4.1 BSD UNIX. A empirical comparison of the 

algorithms has been made using PRESS. We measure CPU time with the UNIX system call clocko, which 

returns the elapsed processor time in microseconds. 

For illustration purposes, we consider a network with 20 nodes. First, a tree structure (with 19 edges) 

is generated using a random number generator. Then an additional directed edge, which does not cause any 

directed loop in the network, is added at random each time by visiting the nodes one by one to assure a 
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fairly equal distribution. A series of data sets has been produced for evaluation of different reasoning 

algorithms. 

Pearl's algorithm and the L-S algorithm have been tested on the these data sets. The CPU time of 

initialisation and propagation (a single piece of evidence) have been measured and presented in Table 3.1. 

Nodes: 20 Pearl's Algorithm L"S' Al gorithm 
Edges Initialisation Propagation Initialisation Propagation 

19 290 20 510 30 
20 510 60 520 30 
21 600 160 610 40 
22 1010 610 810 40 
23 3670 3330 830 50 
24 5050 4660 830 60 
25 20130 17520 850 90 
26 49170 43030 870 100 
27 98480 87400 9270 310 
28 101350 89980 22500 310 
29 203530 188720 23060 540 

Table 3.1. CPU Time in Microseconds 

The differences between the two algorithms are significant. Pearl's algorithm is more suitable for 

tree structure. On the other hand, the L-S algorithm is flexible and works well when the graph is large and 

sparse. For a network with 20 nodes and 26 edges, Pearl's algorithm takes 49 seconds to initialise the 

model but the L-S algorithm takes only 0.87 second. Updating the network with Pearl's algorithm takes 

approximate 43 seconds for a single evidence. On the other hand, evidence propagation with the L-S 

algorithm is completed in 0.1 second for the same evidence. Characteristics of the network topology and 

the handling of loops determine this behaviour. The performance of Pearl's algorithm can be explained by 

the size of loop cut nodes. The high connectivity of the network, a problem for Pearl's algorithm, makes 

the cliques smaller in the case of the L-S algorithm. As there is only a small number of parents per node, 

the maximum clique size stays within reasonable limits. In addition, the experimental results also confirm 

Cooper's analysis [80], that is, the computational complexity of both algorithms is NP-hard. For example, 

both algorithms need 0.5 second to initialise the network with 20 edges, but 203 seconds for Pearl's 

algorithm and 23 seconds for the L-S algorithm to initialise the network with 29 edges. 

Unlike the exact algorithms, the benefit of stochastic simulation algorithms is that computational 

effort is unaffected by dependencies in the Bayesian belief network as a simulation of an event, given the 
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states of its causes, does not depend on correlation between those causes. Table 3.2 shows the CPU time 

for the stochastic simulation algorithm on the same data sets used for exact algorithms. Table 3.3 gives the 

CPU time of conducting 10,000 simulations for four different runs. Each simulation run requires only n +e 

steps, where n is the number of nodes and e is the number of edges in the graph. The experimental results 

presented in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 confirm this analysis. For example, given the sample size as 5000, it 

takes about 20 seconds to process the network with 20 edges, 24 seconds to process the network with 29 

edges. Thus the length of computation is mainly determined by the level of accuracy required, see Table 

3.2 and Table 3.3. 

Stochastic Simulation 

Edges 100 500 1000 5000 10000 
19 420 2030 4000 19830 39640 
20 450 2070 4130 20540 40980 
21 460 2120 4220 21190 41940 
22 450 2160 4310 21490 42870 
23 470 2240 4380 21910 43890 
24 470 2260 4530 22470 44890 
25 470 2310 4640 23070 46160 
26 480 2360 4660 23390 46630 
27 510 2400 4890 23840 47690 
28 510 2480 4960 24040 48150 
29 530 2500 4950 24800 49420, 

Table 3.2. Running Time (ms) on Different Sample Sizes 

Stochastic Simulation 

Edges Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 
19 39730 39660 39840 39640 
20 40980 40990 41030 40980 
21 41910 41900 41910 41940 
22 42700 42850 43020 42870 
23 43800 43960 43840 43890 
24 44800 44840 44820 44890 
25 46240 46020 46180 46160 
26 46740 46590 46790 46630 
27 47690 47670 47760 47690 
28 48160 48140 48090 48150 
29 49530 49560 49550 49420 

Table 3.3. Running Time (ms) of Different Runs (10,000 simulations) 
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3.5. An Example 

The use of PRESS is best described by means of an example. The example given here was suggested 

by C. G. G. Aitken [97,104]. The example is artificial but it illustrates the basic concepts of the Bayesian 

belief network representation and the functions of PRESS. 

A murder has been committed. There are two suspects, X and Y, who are associates and who say 

they met the victim, V, some time before the commission of the crime. If there were an eyewitness 

to this meeting it would be interesting to know from that witness if the meeting had been cordial or 

not and, in particular, if there had been a fight. Since X and Y are associates it is feasible that Y may 

pick up something from X and then deposit it at the scene of the crime. For example, fibres from a 

jacket of X's may be picked up by some garment of Y's and then be left at the crime scene by Y, thus 

incriminating X who may, in fact, be perfectly innocent. Such transfer from X to Y may take place 

if, for example, Y drives X's car frequently. 

Suppose the suspect X committed the crime. Using Locard's Principle that every contact leaves a trace, he 

will leave something behind at the scene. It is also possible, through the secondary transfer argument 

above, that if Y commits the crime, he will leave something of X's behind. Let us assume that this 

"something" is fibres from a jacket belonging to X. There are obviously other factors which could or 

should be taken into account [105]. For example, if Y committed the crime he will leave something of his 

own by which he might be identified as well as something of X's. However, for simplicity of exposition, 

these are omitted. 

These different aspects of the investigation may be combined, graphically, to illustrate the 

relationships between them. There are different types of potential evidence which requires consideration. 

There is eyewitness evidence which may be unreliable. The idea that Y drives X's car frequently is 

important. It raises the possibility of secondary transfer. Suppose X wears his jacket while driving his car 

and leaves fibres on his car seat. Y then drives the car and picks up fibres from X's jacket on his own 

clothing. Y wears the same clothing when he commits the crime and leaves behind fibres from X's jacket 

at the crime scene. 
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Figure 3.3. Bayesian Belief Network of the Forensic Science Example 

The Bayesian belief network, displayed in Figure 3.3, summarises the relationships described in the 

example. A node in the graph represents a variable, which may be either a piece of evidence, for example 

that Y drives X's car frequently, or a conclusion, for example that the suspect X committed the crime. A list 

of the variables for our example is given in Table 3.4. We assume that each variable in our example may 

have two states, i. e. being true or false. We will use upper case letters to represent variables and lower case 

letters to represent their particular states, for example, t and -t (true and false) are two states of variable T. 

An arrow between two nodes, say P to E, represents a "causal" relationship and it is said that node P 

"precedes" node E in the graph. 

Variable " Interpretation 
P X quarrels with V. 
Q Y quarrels with V. 
E Eyewitness evidence of a row between X, Y and the victim 

sometime before the commission of the crime. 
A X committed the murder. 
B Y committed the murder. 
F Fibres from jacket similar to X's are found at the crime scene. 
H Y drives X's car frequently. 

T Y picks up fibres from X's jacket from X's car. 

Table 3.4. Variable List 

The task is: given some assumptions of conditional independence reflected in the graphical structure, 

and prior probability distributions for nodes P. Q and H, and conditional probabilities of the other nodes in 

the graph given their parents, we need to calculate the updated probability distribution in the light of 

evidence. All these prior and conditional probabilities are given in Table 3.5. Eyewitness evidence of a 

row between X and Vor between Y and V is unlikely. X and Y are unlikely to commit the crime a priori 
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but possibly might have, given eyewitness evidence. In addition, it is quite likely that Y drives X's car. If Y 

drives X's car frequently, it is possible that Y will pick up something from X and then deposit it. Fibres 

from X's jacket are quite likely to be found if X committed the crime, regardless of whether Y was 

involved or not. If Y did not pick up fibres from X's jacket and X did not commit the crime, it is unlikely 

that fibres from X's jacket will be found at the scene. 

Suppose that the fibres evidence is accepted, that is, fibres found at the scene of the crime are found 

to be similar to those from a jacket found in the possession of X. Then we may wish to assess how that 

evidence changes our belief in the guilt or otherwise of X and Y. 

P(p)=0.05 P(q)=0.05 

P(t h)ß. 20 P(e I p, q)=0.95 
P(t -, h)ß. 01 P(e ý p, -q)=0.65 

P(e I -Np, q)=0.65 
P(h)=0.70 P(e I -, p, -q)=0.05 

P(b 1 q)=0.50 P(a I p)=0.50 
P(b --+q)=O. O 1 P(a I --gyp)=0.01 

P( fIa, b, t)=0.80 
P( f a, b, "t)=0.70 
P( f a, -, b, t)=0.70 
P( f a, -, b, -, t)=0.70 
P( fl -a, b, t)=0.20 
P( f tea, b, -t)=0.03 
P(f ý -, a, -, b, t)=0.01 
P( fl-, a, -, b, -it)=O. 01 

Table 3.5. Prior and Conditional Probabilities Table 

The joint probability distribution of all variables P(P, Q, H, T, A, B, E, F) in our example can always be 

expressed as the product of conditional probabilities: 

P(P, Q, H, T, A, B, E, F) 

=P(P)P(Q IP)P(B IP, Q)P(E IP, Q, B)P(A IP, Q, B, E) 

P(H IP, Q, B, E, A)P(T IP, Q, B, E, A, H)P(F IP, Q, H, T, A, B. E). (3.1) 

There are some conditional independence assumptions reflected in the graph, namely that the probability of 

a particular event is independent of all those events not adjacent to it, conditional dependent only on those 

events which are adjacent to it in the graph. For example, if the suspect X committed the crime, the 

knowledge concerning X quarrelling with the victim V provides no information about the likelihood of 

finding the similar fibres from X's jacket to the fibres found at the crime scene. Using these conditional 

independence assumptions, the joint distribution expression (3.1) can be simplified as [28,75]: 
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P(P, Q, H, T, A, B, E, F)=P(P)P(Q)P(II)P(T I/I)P(A IP) 

P(B IQ)P(E IP, Q)P(F IA, B, T). 

3.6. Results and Discussion 
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Figure 3.4. Creation of a Node 

As we have described, our example is set up by using create tool. A node is created where desired in 

the graph by clicking the mouse over any blank area of the drawing board. A window then pops up over the 

drawing board for specifying the node, see Figure 3.4, where information about node F is provided. After 

the construction of the Bayesian belief network, conditional probability tables are used for representing 

quantitative knowledge. Figure 3.5 shows that conditional probability of node A, given its parent P as input. 

At that time, probabilities of P and Q are available. The resulting graphical structure for our example is 

shown in Figure 3.6. 

The graphical structure of our example is not a singly connected structure, so the L-S algorithm is 

selected. A clique tree is constructed in initialisation procedure, shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.5. Manipulation of Conditional Probability Table 
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Figure 3.6. The Graphical Structure of the Example 
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Figure 3.7. A Clique Tree of the Example 

After initialisation, the initial probabilities of A and B are 3%, see Figure 3.8. However, when we have 

confirmed the fibres evidence, the evidence is propagated through the graph. Our belief on A increases to 

68% and our belief on B to 8%. Figure 3.9 shows these results. 

If we are interested in node B, the control facilities will help us to know what kind of information to 

request in order to optimise a specific goal satisfaction, for example, to prove that Y is innocent. Figure 

3.10 demonstrates that evidence concerning Q will provide the most relevant information. An ordering is 

given to help the user. Suppose that further investigations show that the suspect Y drives the suspect X's 

car frequently. It would be useful to know these influential items of evidence in changing our belief 

concerning, say, the suspect Y. It can be seen from Figure 3.11 that the fibres evidence has a much greater 

impact on our belief for the suspect Y. 
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Figure 3.8. Initial Belief (exact algorithm) 
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Figure 3.9. Updated Belief After Fibres Evidence (exact algorithm) 
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Figure 3.11. Influential Findings 
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The stochastic simulation method has been applied to the same example. The results are illustrated 

by Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13. For demonstration purposes, we choose the simulation size as 1000. The 

estimated initial marginal probabilities are given in Figure 3.12. The estimated probabilities after 

acceptance of the fibres evidence are shown in Figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.12. Initial Belief (approximate algorithm) 

It is interesting to compare the results of the stochastic simulation and the exact algorithms using the 

same example. The marginal probabilities from the simulation, together with those calculated in the exact 

algorithm are shown in Table 3.6. Here we perform stochastic simulation with 1000,5000 and 10000 runs. 

Table 3.7 shows the stochastic simulation with observed evidence. 

It is clear that the results of the stochastic simulation are "optimal" in the sense that the estimated 

probability of a proposition using the stochastic simulation is "relatively" close to that of the exact value. 

For example, the prior probability of A, P(a) in Table 3.6 is 0.0345 in the exact system and is 0.0335 in the 

stochastic simulation where the sample size is 10000. Moreover, they remain close after an evidence is 

propagated. For example, when the "fibres evidence" is observed, our belief in A is 0.6847 using the exact 
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Figure 3.13. Updated Belief After Fibres Evidence (approximate algorithm) 

Node Simulation Runs Exact 

1000 5000 10000 Values 

p 0.05 0.0478 0.0502 0.05 
q 0.0599 0.0494 0.0496 0.05 
e 0.0509 0.0512 0.0495 0.05 
a 0.03 0.0300 0.0335 0.0345 
b 0.047 0.0330 0.0358 0.0345 
h 0.6853 0.7036 0.6965 0.7 
t 0.1149 0.1512 0.1415 0.1430 
f 0.03 0.0320 0.03400 0.0353 

Table 3.6. Simulation Results (Initial) for the Example 

Node Simulation Runs Exact 

1000 5000 10000 Values 
p 0.5355 0.4955 0.4935 0.5043 
q 0.0769 0.0804 0.0775 0.0785 
e 0.0549 0.0476 0.0491 0.05 
a 0.7003 0.6827 0.6733 0.6847 
b 0.0699 0.0762 0.0750 0.0753 
h 0.7063 0.7099 0.7067 0.7065 
t 0.1499 0.1616 0.1618 0.1631 

Table 3.7. Simulation Results (Updated) for the Example 

algorithm and 0.6733 using the stochastic simulation algorithm, see Table 3.7. 
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3.7. The Main Characteristics of PRESS 

PRESS is a tool for building and processing knowledge-based systems in which knowledge or 

expertise is characterised by its uncertainty or inexactness. It is believed that PRESS can be used to build 

expert systems in solving various types of problems, such as diagnosis, classification, prediction, as long as 

the expertise can be represented as a Bayesian belief network, and acquisition of uncertain knowledge on 

their relationships, for example, those conditional probability values, is readily available. 

Compared with the other systems reviewed in section 3.1, PRESS has the following characteristics. 

Firstly, the user interface is especially designed for an inexperienced user. ' The user interacts with the 

system using pull-down menus, dialogue windows. A mouse is used extensively as a pointing and selection 

device while keyboard input is not often requested from the user. Whenever possible both numerical and 

graphical displays of the data and probability distributions are offered to the user. 

Secondly, PRESS allows different strategies in evidence propagation and provides both exact and 

approximate algorithms. These two types of algorithms have been integrated in the same computational 

framework. Therefore, it can be applied to a wide range of problems. 

Thirdly, PRESS offers control facilities: planning of effort or controlling of reasoning process. 

Moreover, a help facility is available for the user. By means of this feature the user obtains a brief 

description of each menu item. The clique tree, which gives some insight of the model, is also presented to 

the user when the exact algorithm is selected. 

Fourthly, PRESS enables the user to proceed step by step. The user can experiment with different 

structures and different algorithms for evidence propagation. 

Finally, the open architecture of PRESS enables us to study, develop and accommodate other related 

procedures in Bayesian belief networks. So PRESS can either work stand alone or generate knowledge 

sources for knowledge based systems. 

As with any other uncertain inference systems, PRESS has some limitations and there are aspects 

which can be improved in the system. Construction of a graph could be a very tedious process, especially 

when large graphs are involved. An automatic graph layout technique is a possibility. Extracting graphical 
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knowledge representations from written text is another possibility. Natural language processing will be the 

key issue. 

At the moment, PRESS can provide marginal probabilities of each variable and distributions on 

cliques and separators. However, sometime the user may want to know the distribution on a set of 

variables. 

Multimedia techniques could be used to enhance the current user inference. The thickness and colour 

of the dependence arrows can be used to reflected the probabilities of the effects given their parents. These 

would provide a quick visual indication to the user of important areas of the structure on which to focus. 

Expert systems should be able to explain their reasoning in terms comprehensible to their users. 

Most people express a preference for using natural language phrases. An explanation facility translating 

from numerical to natural language would be an advantage. 

PRESS is designed for probabilistic reasoning in Bayesian belief networks but it could be extended 

to handle influence diagram and solve decision problems. In that case, the networks will incorporate 

additional variables representing the candidate decisions and the decision-maker preferences. 

3.8. Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, a flexible probabilistic reasoning expert system shell, which is referred to as PRESS, 

for modelling the problems and performing probabilistic reasoning is described and implemented. Two 

types of probabilistic reasoning mechanisms, exact algorithms including Pearl's algorithm [25] and the L-S 

algorithm [28], and approximate algorithm (stochastic simulation), are integrated into this shell system. 

They are selected according to particular structures of problems. 

The shell is designed and implemented in an object-oriented programming style and an interactive 

graphical way. PRESS has been evaluated on an artificial example in the field of forensic science. We 

believe that this shell system makes construction and manipulation of Bayesian belief networks much easier 

and provides an opportunity for the user to explore probabilistic reasoning fully. These achievements have 

been possible through the steps taken during the development of PRESS. A critical examination together 
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with careful evaluation on existing probabilistic approaches treating uncertainty in expert systems, enabled 

a domain independent shell system to be developed, namely PRESS. 

More importantly, an open computational architecture is designed and developed, which is very 

flexible and allows us to develop other functional modules. At this stage, probabilistic reasoning 

algorithms for pure discrete variables are developed in PRESS. However, real world problems often 

contain many continuous quantities and mixed models with both discrete and continuous variables are often 

needed. The open architecture of PRESS makes it possible to incorporate the extension of the new 

algorithm that allows the use of a mixture of the discrete and continuous variables. Work has been carried 

out on this aspect [34,35] and will be described in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

PROBABILISTIC REASONING IN MIXED MODELS 

Much work has directly involved graphical models in expert systems in the case of only one kind of 

variable, either for discrete variables [25,28], or for continuous variables [29,106]. However managing 

both continuous and discrete variables is a primary task of the latest research into expert systems design 

[58,107,108]. Variables such as measurements are naturally continuous. For example, Bellazzi et al [107] 

and Andreassen et al [108] describe Bayesian belief networks applications to monitoring problems. The, 

drug-response sensitivity of a patient during therapy is represented as a variable, whose probability 

distribution is achieved by a learning process over some patient observations. Both the observations and 

their standard deviations are represented as continuous variables. 

When continuous variables are involved, the algorithms implemented in PRESS have to cope with 

the problems of changing continuous variables into discrete variables by discretising their probability 

distributions. The discretisation is referred to as the process that produces the partition of intervals from the 

range of the continuous random variable. For example, temperature may be partitioned into three intervals 

corresponding to the states: high, medium and low. However, a compile-time discretisation (before 

propagation) may be hampered by the difficulty of deciding on the most appropriate partition of intervals. 

A run-time ("dynamic") discretisation carries a significant overhead, particularly when complex 

distributions are involved. In order to obtain a sufficient precision a large number of states are often 

required. This results in huge demands on space, which, in turn, gives long response times. 

To address this problem, a computational procedure of probabilistic reasoning in mixed models is 

described and implemented in this chapter [35]. This procedure is based on PRESS [33] due to its open 

architecture. The models are mixed in the sense that some of variables are continuous with a special class 

of Conditional Gaussian (CG) distribution, and some are discrete [109,110]. The theory behind this 

approach has been developed recently by S. Lauritzen [34], and is based on directed Markov fields of CG- 
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distributions [111]. 

The contents of this chapter are arranged as follows. Model specifications for mixed continuous and 

discrete variables are described in section 4.1. In section 4.2 internal representations are investigated. 

Section 4.3 specifies the operations on the internal representations. Modifications of PRESS are designed 

and implemented in section 4.4. Section 4.5 gives an example of the forecast of crop yield to illustrate the 

extended PRESS [35]. Finally, the approach is discussed in section 4.6. 

4.1. Model Representation 

The models considered in this chapter are those whose dependency structure can be modelled 

graphically [28,112]. The dependency structure where nodes represent variables and directed edges 

represent associations between linked variables, is given by, for example, the domain experts. However, the 

difference between the models in this chapter and those in the previous chapter is that variables can be 

either discrete or continuous. Discrete variables are described by a finite number of states. Each node is in 

exactly one of its states, but knowledge about which state will often be incomplete. On the other hand, 

continuous variables are not restricted to a finite number of states, but can take on (at least in principle) any 

real value. The continuous variables are assumed to have a special class of probability distributions, 

namely CG-distributions, see Appendix C. The structure reflects the fact that two variables which are 

separated by a third are conditionally independent given that the value of the third is known [28]. When a 

mixture of both discrete and continuous variables is considered, a restriction is introduced: continuous 

nodes are only allowed to have continuous children [34). 

To complete the model, a numeric description of the relations has to be added. This is carried out in 

terms of conditional probability tables. For discrete nodes, the probability of each of its states occurring is 

specified given all combinations of states its parents could take. Thus a table can be thought of as entries, 

one for each parent configuration, holding the distribution over the states in the node. If no parent node is 

present, the table reduces to unconditional probability. This is exactly the same as that in the pure discrete 
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On the other hand, it is assumed that all continuous variables are normally distributed, perhaps after a 

transformation, and that they combine linearly. Different situations are distinguished by the following: 

(i) A continuous variable which is not dependent on other variables requires specification of the mean and 

variance; 

(ii) A continuous variable which is dependent on discrete variables requires specification of the mean and 

variance for each possible value, or combination of values, of the discrete variables on which it depends; 

(iii) A continuous variable which is dependent on other continuous variables requires specification of its 

mean as a linear function of the values taken by the other variables and of its variance as a constant, 

independent of the values of the other variables; 

(iv) A continuous variable which is dependent on both continuous and discrete variables requires 

specification of its mean as the sum of a value determined by the values of the discrete variables and of a 

linear function of the values taken by the continuous variables. The variance is dependent on the values 

taken by the discrete variables only. 

As for the discrete case it is assumed that the joint density of the variables is the product of the conditional 

densities of the variables attached to each node, given the states of their parent nodes. In the mixed case, an 

assumption is made that the joint distribution of mixed collections of variables is a CG-distribution [109]. 

In general, depending on the values taken by its parent nodes PA(V; ), a conditional probability 

P (V; PA (Vi)) is substituted by F (V; I PA (Vi)), the conditional density distribution of V; in which the 

parameters are functions of the parents values. The conditional density of a continuous variable C given its 

parents (for example, discrete parents I and continuous parents Y) has the following format , 

F(C IPA(C))=N(a(i)+ß(i)TY, '(i)), (4.1) 

where a(i) is a real number, ß(i) is a vector specifying a linear function of continuous Y in the set of parent 

nodes PA(C), y(i), a positive real number, represents the variance, which is assumed to be independent of 

the values of the continuous variables and vT denotes the transpose of the vector v. a(i), P(i)7' and y(i) may 

be dependent on the states of discrete parent nodes. Thus for each configuration of discrete parents ia 

distribution N( a(i)+ß(i )T Y, y(i)) is specified. By analogy with the discrete case, the result is a table of 
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parameters of the distributions, with an entry for each possible combination of discrete parent nodes. 

4.2. Internal Representations 

Having specified the structure and conditional probability tables, we need to be able to calculate the 

marginal mean and variance of every continuous variable and the marginal probability of every discrete 

variable. However, the original structure and the conditional probability tables are not appropriate for such 

calculations. A static secondary structure used for computation is created. The idea is to decompose the 

structure into cliques so that computations can be performed locally on them [28,111]. A strongly 

decomposable graph is made [113] and a tree of cliques, which will serve as a computational data structure 

for evidence propagation, is built. Each clique in the decomposable graph forms a node in the cliques tree, 

and the separator sets (the intersections of neighbours in the clique tree) form edges [301. 

Next, we consider quantitative representations on the clique tree. These internal representations are 

called CG potentials [1091. The notation of a CG-distribution may be extended to that of a CG potential 

Ox) 

(X)=0(i, y)=x(i)exp(s(i)+h(i)7'y- 2yTK(t)y), 
where the only assumption is that K (i) is a symmetric matrix. All information stored on the model is 

represented as CG potentials and the algorithms for evidence propagation depend on efficient manipulation 

of these potentials. CG potentials can still be represented by either the canonical characteristics triple 

(g (i), h (i), K (i )) or the moment characteristics triple (p (i), 4(i), E(i)). The moment characteristics are 

only well defined when K (i) is positive definite for all i with X(i)>O. Then 4(i) and E(i) are calculated as 

below. We can calculate one from the other easily using the following relationships (see Appendix C): 

K(i)=E(i)'1, h(i)= 

g(i)=Iogp(i)+ 
Z log(det((i)"1)- Irilog(2n)-4(i)TI(i)_1 (i) 1 (4.2) 

and 

E(i)=K(i)-i , 
4(i)=K (i)-i h(i). 
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in I 
P (i) _ (2n) 2 (detK (i )) 2 exp (g (i) + 

4h(i)TK(iY1h(i)), (4.3) 

where W'i is the inverse matrix of W, irI is the number of continuous variables in the CG potential 

above, g (i) and p (i) are real numbers, h (i) and 4(i) are vectors, and K (i) and E(i) are symmetric 

matrices. In general, CG potentials can be stored as tuples of a real number, a vector and a matrix. 

However, if I7=0, only the real number is needed, whereas it is superfluous if . =0. 

4.3. Operations on CG Potentials 

To perform reasoning within the mixed models, we need to be able to manipulate CG potentials with 

ease. We now investigate some basic operations on CG potentials. They include: extension, 

multiplication, division and marginalisation. Marginalisation is the most important and complicated 

operation with respect to our computational procedure since the adding of two CG potentials typically will 

result in a function of a different structure. Marginalisation can be further divided into three different cases, 

namely, marginal over continuous variables, marginal over discrete variables and marginal over both 

discrete and continuous variables. For details, see Appendix C. 

Extension 

Given a CG potential 4(y, i)=(g (i ), h (i ), K (i )) defined on the space I xY, the extended CG potential 

"'(y, z, i j)=(g'(i j ), h'(i j ), K' (i ,j )) on the space I x/ xYxZ is defined as 

g'(ij)=8(i). h'(i, )= 
f h(1), 

.K (id)= 
[K(I) 0] 

.1 

where 1,1 E and �Z Er. 

Multiplication 

Suppose there are two CG potentials 41(y , i) and 4(y, i) which are represented by canonical 

characteristics (g 1(i ), h i(i ), K 1(i )) and (g 2(i ), h 2(i ), K2(i )) respectively. If they are defined on the same 

space IxY. the product of these two potentials is calculated as: 

"i(Y j )x4 (Y J) = (g i(l ), h i(i ), K 1(1))x(8 s(i ), h2(i), K2(1)) 
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=(8i(i)+g2(i), hi(i)+h2(i), KI(i)+K2(i))" 

If they are not defined on the same space, we calculate an extension first and then carry out multiplication 

on the extended space. 

Division 

However, in the case of division special care has to be taken when dividing by zero. Consider two 

CG potentials $1(Y , i) and 0& I) represented by (21(i ), h I(i), Ki (i )) and (92(i), h 2(i ), K2(i)) respectively. 

If ý1(y, i)=0, then 41(y j)+$2(y, i)=0. If 4(y , i) * 0, the division of these two potentials is defined as: 

$t(Yj)+4 (Y, i)=(gi(! ), h1(i), K1(i))+(82(i), h2(i), K2(i)) 

=(8i(i)-82(i), ht(i)-h2(i), Kt(i)-K2(i))" 

Marginal Over Continuous Variables 

Assume that we marginalise a CG potential (g (i), h (i), K (i)) defined on Im+nI dimensions. The set 

of random continuous variables is partitioned into two pans: m and n, where the set m corresponds to those 

continuous variables we are going to marginalise. So h (i) and K (i) can be represented as: 

h(i)_ 
hi(i) K(1)_ 

Kii(i) K12(i) 
h2(i) K21(i) K22(i) 

where h 1(i) is defined on m and h2(i) is defined on n. The marginalisation is carried out by integration. If 

Kt 1(i) is positive definite, the marginal potential with canonical characteristics (g* (i ), h* (i ), K* (i )) 

defined on the dimension Inl is: 

g*(i) = g(i) +2 {m log(2n) - log (detKil(i)) +h 1(i)TK11(i )-lh 1(i)) ý 

h*(i) =h 2(i) - K21(j )Ki i (i )-lh i(i ), 

Marginal Over Discrete Variables 

K*(i) =K22(i)-K21(i)Kii(i)-'Ki2(i)" 

Marginalisation has the complication that the simple adding of two CG potentials will result in a 

function of a different structure. Since we are dealing with the exponential of a component sum, adding two 

such exponentials will not result in a function similar to the original two. The essential difference between 

the pure discrete case and the situation with both discrete and continuous nodes is due to this. 
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This apparently leaves marginalisation undefined, but the problem is resolved by introduction of so- 

called weak marginalisation, operating on the moment characteristics. The idea is to approximate the 

marginal distribution by a CG potential whose moment characteristics agree with the true marginal 

moments. Suppose we have a CG potential (p (i j ), l; (i j ), E(i j)) on discrete variables space 1 xl and 

we are going to sum over the discrete space J. If K(i j) is positive definite, the marginal potential will have 

(p* (i), 4* (i), E* (1)), where p* (i), 4* (i) and E* (i) are calculated as follows: 

P* (0=1 P (i J ), 4*(i)=F, iii j )p ii J)/P* W. 

E*G)=ý ?: tj'J )P (i j)/P* (1) + 7, ((i j }t, * (! ))T ((t j)--4* (i ))P (i J)/P* (1). 
ii 

his calculation ensures that the result has the correct expectation 4* (i) and variance E* (i) [34]. 

Though only these two quantities are extracted it should be stressed that the complete information to 

construct the joint distribution is still represented internally. 

Marginal Over Both Continuous and Discrete Variables 

When we deal with this kind of marginalisation, we first marginalise over the continuous variables 

and then over the discrete variables. It is a combination of the above two methods. 

Shift between Representation Types 

In order to be able to shift between the moment and the canonical characteristic representations two 

switch operations are provided, see equations (4.2) and (4.3) in section 4.2. These operations involve 

various linear algebra functions, including the computation of determinants and matrix inversions. Special 

care has to be taken with respect to matrix inversion, as this operation is quite sensitive to computational 

accuracy. 

4.4. Computational Design and Implementation Inside PRESS 

The computational design of probabilistic reasoning in mixed models is based on the open 

architecture of PRESS. It will use the main parts of PRESS: Model Construction, Preprocessor, Ente: 

Evidence and Evidence Propagation. The dependency structure and conditional probabilities are set up in 
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the Model Construction procedure. When the model is completed, a computational structure and internal 

representations for evidence propagation are built up automatically and the initial marginal for each node is 

calculated in the Preprocessor. When evidence is observed, it is presented to the system by the Enter 

Evidence procedure and absorbed. Finally, all the evidence is propagated in the Evidence Propagation 

procedure, and updated marginal probabilities, and means and variances are calculated. 

The following describes the modifications required to deal with a mixture of continuous and discrete 

variables in PRESS. The user need not worry about these, seen from their point of view all that is needed is 

a specification of a model. 

4.4.1. Model Construction 

In this procedure, both qualitative and quantitative knowledge can be provided by the domain experts 

through the interactive interface. Qualitative knowledge is represented as a directed acyclic graph. The 

nodes of the graph are random variables which are either continuous or discrete and direct influences of a 

node V; are "parents" of V; in the graph. The variables are named. If a variable is discrete, its values are 

specified. A continuous node is distinguished graphically from a discrete one by a shadowed box. .2 is 

assigned to a continuous variable for internal representations. The relations between variables are then 

input. A dependency matrix is then set up, based on these relations. Note that continuous nodes can not 

have any discrete children. Quantitative conditional probability distributions for each node, given each 

configuration of its parent nodes, are needed based on the dependency matrix. For continuous variables, the 

mean and variance of the CG-distributions are specified. Conditional probability tables are then attached to 

each node for the Preprocessor. 

4.4.2. Preprocessor 

The clique tree representation is derived from the original dependence structure but with a specific 

property in the Preprocessor. The process is analogous to the discrete case except for one point. For pure 

models, the associated clique tree has the advantage that any node can be used as a root for propagation. 

Recall that the weak marginalisation only operates on the moment characteristics of a CO potential. In 
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general the matrix K of the canonical characteristic is not invertible, thereby preventing transformation of 

the potential to its moment characteristic. This obstacle disappears, however, if it is ensured that the initial 

traversal of the clique tree avoids weak marginalisations. This is obtained by a so-called strongly 

decomposable graph with a strong root, due to the asymmetry between discrete and continuous variables 

[34]. This implies that the graph is triangulated and does not contain any forbidden paths. A forbidden 

path is a path between two non-adjacent discrete nodes passing only through continuous nodes. 

If GSD is strongly decomposable, then Gm can be successively be decomposed into simple models 

corresponding to complete subgraphs. In the same way as for triangulated graphs, strongly decomposable 

graphs can be characterised by the existence of certain orderings of nodes. The orders we are interested in 

are called "reducible ordering" such that the nodes in A are ordered lower than those in r. If C 1, ..., C,, is a 

sequence of sets, typically the cliques of a graph, then for all ie[1, n], S; =C; n(C1u... uC; _1) and R; =C; - 

Si. The sequence is said to be SD-ordered (strong decomposition ordered) [ 113] if furthermore for every 

ie [2, n] 

Si CA or R; c1 . (4.4) 

A strongly decomposable graph is one that can be reduced to cliques by strong decompositions. A 

strong decomposition of a graph is an undirected graph with the property that if V=AuBtC (where A, B 

and C are disjoint subsets of the node set V in the graph) and the three conditions below are all satisfied 

[113,110]: 

(1) C separates A from B; 

(2) C is a complete subset of V; 

(3) C is discrete or B is continuous. 

An algorithm for moving from triangulated graphs to strongly decomposable graphs is given [113]. The 

algorithm consists of two basic steps: 

(1) for any kE N, generate an ordering a of the nodes in G 
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(2) test whether a is strongly reducible for G 

A graph is strongly decomposable if and only if its cliques can be arranged as a clique tree with a strong 

root. So if any two cliques C, and Cj have common nodes, then those nodes are contained in all cliques in 

the unique path between C; and Cj. A clique CR on such a tree is a strong root if any cliques Ct. Cj are 

neighbours on the tree with Cj closer to CR so that Cj holds: nodes in R are continuous and S are discrete. 

In general, the procedure of decomposing the structure is similar to one described earlier in chapter 2. 

Essentially it consists of the following steps: 

(1) make the graph triangulated 

(a) marry parents, that is, add a link between unjoined parents of a common child 

(b) drop directions 

(c) carry out a maximal cardinality search 

Number the nodes from 1 to n in increasing order according to the following rule: choose as the 

next node one with a maximum number N(v), by letting n(v) denote the number of previously 

numbered neighbours of node v, if v is a continuous node, then N(v)=n(v), otherwise N(v)=n(v)+k, 

where k is the number of discrete nodes. 

(d) compute the fill-in with respect to the order 

Additional edges may be added to make the graph strongly decomposable. 

(2) form cliques C 

Cliques are maximal sets of nodes that are all connected to each other. 

(3) order the cliques 

By considering the highest numbered node in each clique, a clique order is obtained, C1, C2, ..., Cm, 

where the suffix i is an index to identify a particular clique such that Ct has the lowest numbered node, C. 

the highest numbered node. The intermediate cliques are numbered accordingly. 

(4) determine residuals(R; ), separators(Si) and parent cliques for each clique C; 

R; =C; n(uCj) i-1. R1=0 by definition. 
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S; =C; -R; 

If Si Cj (j=1, ..., i-1), Cj is a parent clique of C; . 

(5) construct a clique tree Tc 

(a) choose CI as the root. 

It is a theorem [1131 that the cliques of a decomposable mixed graph can be organised in a clique tree 

with at least one strong root. 

(b) for C; (i=2�., m), a link is set up between C; and its parent clique. If there are more than one parent 

cliques, always choose the one with the lower index number to be the parent clique. 

The basic computational data structure is thus established. The representations of CG potentials on 

these cliques and separators are then calculated. It is straightforward to obtain the potential representation 

from the corresponding conditional probability tables. For discrete variables j with probability p (j), the 

canonical characteristics representation will be (g (j ), 0,0) where g (j)=log p (j ). However, for a 

continuous variable C with conditional probability density specified by equation (4.1) in section 4.1, the 

corresponding CG potential defined as (g (1), h (i), K (i)) on the space I xC xY (I eA and C, Ye T) can be 

derived, where 

log (2ry(i )) ,h (i) _ 
°`(`) I- 
Ki) 2 ß(t) J' K(l) 

y(i) -ß(ý) ß(i)ß(i )T 

The detailed proof can be found in Appendix C. Note that the dimension of a potential is based on the 

number of continuous variables involved in the potential. So h (i) will be an N vector and K(i) an NxN 

matrix where N denotes the number of continuous variables involved. The CG potentials are computed for 

all nodes and multiplied in tables for appropriate clique marginals with respect to the clique tree. 

For computational purposes, all the potentials are represented in the form of canonical characteristics 

(g, h, K). Conversely, the corresponding moment characteristics (p, 4, E) can be calculated by switch 

operations when we perform weak marginalisation operations. Initial probability distributions can be 

worked out on the clique tree. The marginal probability of each discrete node and the mean and variance of 

each continuous node can be calculated by performing marginalisations on the clique containing the node. 
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4.4.3. Enter Evidence 

As we deal with mixed probabilistic models, there are two possible types of evidence: discrete and 

continuous. However, evidence observed is often not known with certainty. It is essential to handle 

uncertain evidence in probabilistic reasoning systems. We divide each type of evidence further into two 

groups: certain and uncertain evidence. The evidence will enter proper cliques which contain the observed 

node. The CG potentials on these cliques are transformed accordingly and are ready for propagation. 

For certain discrete evidence, a particular state has to be specified. For example, suppose node D has 

n states, D 1, ..., D.. If i th state of D is observed, so P (Di)=1 and P (D1)=0, je (1, n) and jai. The evidence 

is entered by multiplying P (D) by the potentials on the cliques containing D. 

For certain continuous evidence, a particular value is observed. However, things are a bit more 

complicated as evidence reduces the dimension of all vectors and matrices containing it. Thus all of these 

have to be reduced and the corresponding descriptions modified. Assume that continuous variable C takes 

a certain value y''c. The CG potential (g (i), h (i), K (i)) containing the continuous node C can be 

partitioned as: 

h(i)_ 
hi(i) 

x(i)_ 
K12(i) Kic(i) 

hc(i) Kc1(i) Kcc(i) 

The new potential after absorbing the evidence y*c will be (g*(i), h*(i), K*(i)): 

K*(i)=Kis(t), h*(i)=hi(1) "Y*cKc1(i), 

g*(i)=g (1) + he (i) y*c -2 Kcc (i)(Y*c 2)" 

We distinguish uncertain discrete evidence from uncertain continuous evidence in mixed models. 

Adopting a slightly different evidence absorption scheme, we will use the same message passing technique 

to propagate uncertain evidence. That is, to call "collect evidence" followed by a call to "distribute 

evidence" from the root clique. Here we explain the details of evidence absorption scheme for uncertain 

evidence. 

For uncertain discrete evidence on D with n values the user will provided the estimation (E1, ..., E�) 

by the user, where E1? O. First, the system will normalise them so that we have probabilities on D, i. e. 
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(P I. .... P. ) where Pi ; >-O and jP; =1. Then the CG potential representation of the uncertain evidence will 

be represented as (loge;, 0,0). If the marginal probability of D is Po, the CG potential representation of 

the probability is (logPD;, 0,0). Finally, this uncertain evidence is absorbed in the clique containing node 

D. Assume that the clique has the CG potential (g (i), h (i), K (i )). The CG potential on that clique will 

then be updated as (g* (i), h* (i), K* (i)). The calculations are: 

g* G)= g (i) + log Pi - logPo; , 

h*(i)=h(i), K*(i)=K(i). 

Let C be a continuous node. Unlike certain continuous evidence which is a particular observation 

y*c of C, the uncertain continuous evidence on C can be specified as two parameters of the distribution of 

C: mean (m) and variance (v). Note that if the variance is zero, the evidence observed is certain. The 

uncertain evidence yields the canonical characteristics (g', h'. K') where 

2 
g 2v 2 

Iog (2m') 
, 

h'=M K` 
- 

1, 

Vv 

If the marginal CG potential representation of C. before observing the uncertain evidence, is 

(g°'d, h °ii, K°td), the potentials (g (i ), h (i ), K (i )) on the clique containing C will be updated to 

(g* (i), h* (i), K* (i)) after absorbing the evidence, where 

g*(i)=g(i)+g, -g, w 

h*(i)=h(i)+h""" _hold , 

K*(i)=K(i)+K"w -K°ld . 

4.4.4. Evidence Propagation 

When evidence arrives concerning any particular node, its implication can be propagated to any other 

node through the clique tree without any global supervision to prevent inconsistencies. It involves only 

local computation between neighbouring cliques. Each clique can receive and pass on "messages" from its 

neighbours through separators between them [31]. The root clique issues a message "collect evidence" to 

its neighbours, who pass it to their neighbours until it reaches the leaf of the tree. Each clique then collects 

evidence from those neighbours further away from the root clique, using the fundamental operations: 
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marginalise, update and renew. Marginalisation is even more complicated as it is performed in two steps 

with intermediate transformations between the canonical and the moment characteristics. Moreover, the 

ambiguity between weak and "traditional" marginalisation has to be resolved. 

If clique Cu absorbs from its neighbours Cw, and O(S, w) is the strong marginal of E(CU), then C, 

and Cw are consistent after absorption. The necessity to use clique trees with a strong root to obtain exact 

propagation results, is a consequence of this. All C; and Si satisfy the property (4.4) so that all potentials 

will be CG when propagating toward the strong root. Based on the local operation of absorption the 

propagation scheme can now be constructed exactly as for the discrete case. 

When finally the root clique has collected evidence from its neighbours, it normalises its new 

potential when appropriate for evidence distribution. A message "distribute evidence" is issued. In the 

procedure of distribution, the same message passing operation is involved but working back through the 

tree. However, the potentials will not necessarily be CG. To understand this, note that the property (4.4) is 

not symmetric. This, in conjunction with the property that the CG-distribution is not closed under 

marginalisation, prompted Lauritzen to introduce the notation of weak marginalisation [34]. In essence, a 

mixture collapsing procedure, in which a mixture of Normals is replaced by a Normal with a mixture mean 

and mixture variance, is employed. In particular this gives us the correct updated probabilities of the states 

at any discrete node and the correct updated mean and variance of any continuous variables. The updated 

probability distribution for a discrete node or marginal mean and variance for a continuous node can be 

derived from these cliques. The propagation algorithm can be summaried as follows 

evidencepropagation() 
BEGIN 

absorb evidence 
choose a root clique R_CLIQUE of the clique tree 
messagepassing(R CLIQUE) 

END 

messagepassing(RCLIQUE) 
BEGIN 

collectevidence(R_CLIQUE) 
normalise the CG potentials 
distributeevidence(R_CLIQUE) 

END 

on R 
_CLIQUE 

when appropriate 
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collectevidence(CURRENT_CLIQUE) 
BEGIN 

IF CURRENT_CLIQUE has children 
THEN FOR each child clique CH_CLIQUE of CURRENT_CLIQUE DO 

collectevidence(CHCLIQUE) 
ELSE 

RETURN 
update CG potentials on separators of CURRENT_CLIQUE 
calculate the update ratio 
update CG potentials on CURRENT_CLIQUE 
RETURN 

END 

distributeevidence(CURRENT_CLIQUE) 
BEGIN 

IF CURRENT_CLIQUE has children 
THEN FOR each child clique CH_CLIQUE of CURRENT_CLIQUE DO 

BEGIN 
update CG potentials on separators 
calculate the update ratio 
update CG potentials on CH 

- 
CLIQUE 

distributeevidence(CHCLIQUE) 
END 

ELSE 

RETURN 
END 

Though only three basic operations are needed for computations in the clique tree, things are 

complicated due to the different kinds of tables and types of characteristics. Further, as tables are often 

different sizes, some control structure has to be provided for matching entries from different tables. 

Theoretically, tables are extended to be of the same structure, but in practice a separate description of the 

tables is held. 

4.5. An Example 

Most governments try to estimate crop yields for planning and other purposes. The total area sown 

with a crop is relatively easy to establish, but the average yield per hectare, which depends on 

meteorological, disease and pest factors, is more difficult to predict. One way of getting information on 

likely yields per hectare is to use the views of crop experts who are able to assess the factors involved and 

their possible effects on yield. Any such adjustment to the yield will affect the price in the market and the 

quantity available for export. 
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Suppose a crop expert believes that an important factor affecting autumn-sown cereal yields is the 

severity of winter. A very mild winter allows fungal diseases to be carried over from one season to another, 

leading to reductions in yield. A very cold winter kills diseases but may also lead to a loss of plants from 

frost damage. If plant loss is considerable then a crop may be re-sown with lower-yielding spring cereals. 

For the purposes of this example we will assume that winter severity, the effects of disease and of 

frost, and the decision to re-sow, are binary discrete variables, while yield response, the price in the market 

and the quantity available for export are measured as continuous variables. The crop expert supplies the 

probabilities that the weather and other causal factors will occur. The yield response is measured in terms 

of expected percent change from that of the previous year. The price in the market and the quantity 

available for export are measured in terms of expected percent increase (positive value) or decrease 

(negative value). 

Figure 4.1. Graphical Structure of the Example 

A structure which summarises the relations amongst the variables is shown in Figure 4.1, where 

circles represent discrete variables, also known as factors, ellipses denote continuous variables, and arrows 

indicate the dependencies between variables. For example, D represents the disease levels, while A 

represents the continuous variable, yield adjustment. The arrow between D and A indicates that the disease 

levels will affect the yield adjustment. The meaning of each node is given in Table 4.1. 
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Discrete Variables: 

Continuous Variables: 

S: severity of winter, s: severe, --, s: mild; 
D: disease levels, d: high, -ed: low; 
F: frost damage, f: high, -f: low; 
C: spring crop sown, c: yes, -ic: no. 

A: yield adjustment, distributed normally, 
P: market price, distributed normally, 
Q: quantity available for export, distributed normally. 

Table 4.1. Meaning of Variables in the Example 

The associated prior and conditional distributions are listed in Table 4.2 along with some specimen 

parameter values. For example, the probability that the winter has had a severe effect on the crops, p(S = 

severe) or p(s) is 0.3. The probability that disease levels will be high, p(D = high IS= severe), p(d I s) is 

0.2. Similarly, the other conditional probability estimates and their interpretations are listed at the top of 

Table 4.2. 

p(s)=0.3 (=> p(-, s)ß. 7) 

p(d I s)=0.2 disease levels low if severe 
p(d I -, s)=0.6 winter, high if mild; 

p(f I s)ß. 7 frost damage high if severe 
p(f I -, s)=0.2 winter, low if mild; 

p(c I f)=0.8 spring crop likely to be sown if 
p(c 1 . -1)=0.1 frost damage, unlikely if not. 

F(A I d, f, c) = N(-1,1) 
F(A I d, f, -, c) = N(-3,1) 
F(AId, -, f, c)=N(1,1) 
F(A I d, -, f, -, c) = N(-1,1) 

F(A I -, d, f, c) = N(1,1) 
F(A I mod, f, -c) = N("1,1) 
F(A I -, d, -f, c) = N(3,1) 
F(A I -, d, -'f, -. c) = N(1,1) 

(Note: the means for the yield adjustments have been determined according to the following rules and 
combined by addition; the variances are all set to 1 

d=>A=-1 
f=>A=-1 
c=>A= I 

F(P I a) = N(-2a, 1) 

-d=>A= 1; 

, f=>A= 1; 
-, c=>A="1) 

F(Q I a) = N(3a, 1) 

Table 4.2. Numerical Assessments of the Example 
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Also in Table 4.2 are suggested parameter values for the mean and variance of the continuous yield 

response variable A. Separate values are given for each combination of values of those discrete variables 

which directly affect yield. In each case the distribution is assumed to follow the Gaussian distribution, that 

is, estimates are expected to be symmetrically distributed about the true value with a specified variance, i. e. 

N(expected mean, variance). Note, there are no continuous parents of A. The crop expert supplies 

estimates of the expected mean response and variance for each combination of disease levels, frost damage 

and crop re-sow possibilities. For example, if disease levels are high (D=d), frost damage is high (F=f) and 

the crop has not been re-sown (C=-c) then the expected yield change is -3% with an estimated standard 

deviation of I%. 

The price in the home market and the quantity available for export depend on the yield adjustment. It is 

suggested by an expert that an adjustment in yield of amount a% will give rise to'a price adjustment in 

£/unit weight which is normally distributed with mean -2a and variance 1 and to an adjustment in the 

quantity by weight available for export which is normally distributed with mean 3a and variance 1. Thus, 

for example, an adjustment in yield of 2% (a=2) will give rise to a price adjustment, normally distributed, 

mean 44/unit weight, variance 1, and to an adjustment in the quantity by weight available for export, 

normally distributed with mean 6%, variance 1. 

The dependency structure may then be decomposed using the algorithm described in section 4.42. 

Additional undirected links are added to make the original structure triangulated as displayed in Figure 4.2, 

where solid lines represent original edges and dashed lines represent the marriage of parents. No fill-in is 

needed in this case. The numbers in the graph show the result of applying the search algorithm described in 

section 4.4.2. Cliques and separators are derived from the strongly decomposable graph, see Table 43. 

There are four cliques in our example, (S, D, F), (D, F, C, A), (PA) and (Q, A). A clique tree, shown in 

Figure 4.3, where ellipses represent cliques and squares represent separators, is built from Table 43. The 

clique (S, D, F) is chosen as the root in the clique tree. 

Marginal probabilities for the factors and means and variances for the continuous variables may be 

evaluated using the rules of conditional probability and are given in Table 4.4 below. 

When evidence is observed, message passing is used to update belief. The evidence collection and 

distribution procedures for our example are displayed in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 respectively. The 
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2 

4 

6 

Figure 4.2. Decomposed Graph of Our Example 

Clique Members Residuals Separators Possible Parent Cliques 
1 S, D, F S, D, F 0 
2 D, F, C, A C, A D, F 1 
3 AP P A 2 
4 A, Q Q A 2,3 

Table 4.3. Cliques and Separators of Our Example 

Figure 4.3. The Clique Tree of Our Example 

p(s)=0.3 p(d)=0.48 
p(t)=0.35 p(c)=0.345 
Variable Mean Variance 

A 0.03 2.4375 
P -0.06 10.7500 
Q 0.09 22.9375 

Table 4.4. Initial Marginal Probabilities, Means and Variances 

dashed arrows indicate the direction of message passing and the numbers above those arrows indicate the 

order of operations. For example, all level I message passing must be carried out before level 2 takes 
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place. 

S, D. F 

D F" 

D, F'C, A 

AA 

P, A =QA 

Figure 4.4. Collect Evidence Procedure 

S, D, F 

DF 
i 

" D, F. C, A `"ý 

'0 1. 

P, A Q, A 

Figure 4.5. Distribute Evidence Procedure 

It is possible, now, to use the propagation algorithm to answer, for example, the following question 

'If the winter is severe, by how much should the predicted yield be adjusted? ' The updated probability 

distributions, showing the revised probabilities for disease levels, frost damage and the sowing of spring 

crop and the revised means and variances for the yield adjustment, market price and quantity available for 

export, are shown in Table 4.5. Note, for example, that yield would be adjusted by 0.38%; price by -£0.76 

per unit weight and the quantity available for export by 1.14%. 

Further queries which might be answered include: 'The quantity available for export has risen by 2%, 

what adjustment might be made to the price on the home market? '. The updated belief is displayed in Table 

4.6. 
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P(S)=1 
p(f)=0.7 

p(d)=0.2 
p(c)=0.59 

Variable Mean Variance 
A 0.38 2.2716 
P -0.76 10.0864 
Q 1.14 21.4444 

Table 4.5. After Winter Was Severe 

p(s)= I p(d)=0.0742 
p(f)=0.6819 p(c)=0.6480 

Variable Mean Variance 

A 0.6784 0.1041 
P -1.3568 1.4164 
Q2- 

Table 4.6. After Winter Was Severe and the Export Quantity Has Risen by 2% 

Note, here, that yield would be adjusted by 0.68%, price by -f 1.36 per unit weight. 
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Figure 4.6. Graphical Structure of the Agricultural Example 

Screendumps from using the extended PRESS to deal with the agricultural example are given as 

follows. Figure 4.6 shows the Bayesian belief network for the example. A clique tree of the example is 

presented in Figure 4.7. The initial marginal probabilities of discrete variables and means and variances of 
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continuous variables are displayed in Figure 4.8. The updated probabilities and means and variances after 

winter was severe and the export quantity has risen by 2% are given in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, 

respectively. 
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Figure 4.7. The Clique Tree 

4.6. Discussion 

The system discussed in this chapter is one of the first implementations of probabilistic reasoning 

with mixed models. The computational procedure is based on the theory of conditional Gaussian networks 

[34] but these computational algorithms are developed under PRESS. The open architecture of PRESS 

accommodates the computational procedure for mixed models. The graphical interface is enhanced to cope 

with the specification of a mixture of continuous and discrete variables. The agricultural example discussed 

above illustrates the extended PRESS system and demonstrates how an expert's opinions are incorporated 

into a statistical procedure for assessing evidence. 

The computational procedure is based on the following assumptions [34,109]. First, no continuous 

variables have discrete children. Second, the conditional distribution of a continuous variable given other 
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Figure 4.10. After Winter Was Severe and the Export Quantity Has Risen by 2% 

variables is conditional Gaussian. Third, all interactions between variables are linear functions. That will 

ensure the resultant distributions are still CG-distributions. Fourth, the joint probability density is equal to 

the product of the conditional densities of the variables attached to each node, given the states at their 

parent nodes. 

There are some differences between the computational procedure for pure models and that for mixed 

models. In pure models, the associated clique tree has the advantage that any node can be used as a root for 

propagation. The marginal probability distribution of each variable can be calculated precisely. However, 

construction of the clique tree of the mixed model involves transforming the network so that it is strongly 

decomposable [34,113]. This implies that the network is triangulated and does not contain any forbidden 

paths. A forbidden path is a path between two non-adjacent discrete nodes passing only through continuous 

nodes. For the propagation scheme to work correctly, a strong root must be identified. It is a theorem 

[113] that the cliques of a strongly decomposable graph can be organised in a clique tree with at least one 

strong root. Weak marginalisation is necessary due to the asymmetry between continuous and discrete 

variables and CG-distribution is not closed under marginalisation. So the approximation of the marginal 
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distribution of a clique by a CG-distribution whose moment characteristics agree with the true marginal 

moments is carried out. For example, the true marginal distribution of yield adjustment will be a mixture of 

8 normal distributions. 

Various approximate solutions to the problems described in section 4.4 are discussed (34]. If the 

graph is such that a discrete factor is dependent on a continuous variable, one possibility is to use the ideas 

of logistic regression. It is then possible to approximate the logarithm of the probabilities for the discrete 

factors by a second order Taylor expansion. Another possibility is to discretise the continuous variable and 

replace it by a categorical variable whose various categories have probabilities equal to the corresponding 

probabilities calculated from the continuous variable. When applying the evidence propagation algorithm to 

the multiprocess dynamic linear model, it turns out that the strongly decomposable graph for the model has 

large cliques and is computationally infeasible [114]. The computational savings of using CG 

representations may be lost. An approximation involving weak marginalisation on a modified CG clique 

tree may appear to be adequate [34,114]. In these cases, and other approximations discussed by Lauritzen 

[34], the quality of the approximations is an open question. 

Unfortunately, the computation of the marginal density functions of continuous variables is generally 

forbiddingly complex in mixed models. Stochastic simulation is being investigated as a way of obtaining 

approximate estimates of marginal densities [115]. Recent investigation shows that the stochastic 

simulation algorithm[32] can be extended to models with both discrete and continuous variables [115]. 

Applying stochastic simulation enables us not only to estimate the marginal probabilities, means and 

variances of variables, but also to obtain an idea of the shape of the distribution for continuous variables. 

With stochastic simulation however, an idea of the marginal densities is obtained from the simulated 

values. The computations themselves are straightforward, and consideration of each node in a network 

involves only its neighbours and its childrens' parents. The simulated values can be plotted for a rough idea 

of the shapes of the density functions. Alternatively, kernel density estimation techniques are applied to the 

simulated values of the continuous variable to obtain estimates of the marginal probability densities. 

Another interesting problem is how to combine Bayesian belief networks and time series analysis to 

model dynamical world. Probabilistic reasoning system for mixed models could provide an opportunity for 

investigation and further research. 
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4.7. Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, a computational procedure for dealing with mixed probabilistic models is designed 

and developed. This enables a natural representation of various entities measured as real numbers. The 

model is based on directed Markov fields of CG-distributions (76,116]. Given the structure which reflects 

the dependence among variables and the corresponding conditional probability tables, the marginal 

probabilities of discrete variables and the means and variances of continuous variables are calculated and 

updated given evidence based on "local computation". However, the essential difference between the 

model described here and that of the previous chapter is because of the asymmetry between the continuous 

and discrete variables and because CG-distributions are not closed under marginalisation in general. For 

the model specification to be exactly faithful, the graphical knowledge representation behind the model has 

to satisfy the constraint that no continuous nodes have discrete children. Similarly the propagation 

algorithms give exact results only if the undirected graph is strongly triangulated. The true marginal 

distribution at any cliques typically would be a mixture of CG-distributions and not a CG-distribution itself. 

So all we can get is the correct updated marginal probabilities and the correct updated mean and variance of 

any continuous variable. 

An extension of PRESS including this computational module has been made. The local 

computations are fulfilled in the system if we make a strongly decomposable graph. As a result, it leads to a 

natural extension of PRESS. Moreover, the extension allows a mixture of discrete and continuous variables 

to be modelled and manipulated and enhances the applicability of the system. 

It should be mentioned that some additional approximations are possible [34]. One concerns the case 

where continuous nodes in Bayesian belief networks are allowed to have discrete child nodes. Another 

concerns relaxation of the requirement of the triangulation to be strong. Both possibilities may introduce 

some errors but these will probably be of minor importance compared to the uncertainty involved in the 

model construction process. 
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Chapter 5 

LEARNING IN BAYES/AN BELIEF NETWORKS 

The adequacy of a model's predictions depends both on its qualitative structure and the assessed 

parameters. However, no matter how a model has been constructed initially, it is important to have 

methods for the possibility of updating and improving the model through experience. How to obtain the 

necessary probabilities is frequently a major concern in applying Bayesian belief networks. The 

assumption that assessed parameters, conditional probability tables on appropriate set of variables, are 

precisely defined by domain experts or from past data, is made in the development of probabilistic 

reasoning systems. This assumption is not realistic. The probabilities derived from subjective assessments 

or specific data are subject to inevitable imprecision [117]. An extensive literature on human judgement 

has identified cognitive biases and mental heuristics that tend to distort human judgements about uncertain 

events [118]. Any expert system should learn by experience in order to overcome the inevitable limits on 

the knowledge of those who initially developed it. 

Bayesian belief networks are usually constructed by knowledge engineers working with experts in 

the domain of interest. This procedure is called "knowledge acquisition". However, it is well known that 

knowledge acquisition is a bottleneck in developing expert systems. Traditional approaches to knowledge 

acquisition have included psychological techniques for interviewing experts and automatic production of 

classification-oriented expert systems from examples. Such approaches have had a limited range of 

successful applications. Furthermore, experts may have only partial knowledge about the domain. On the 

other hand, computer-based information processing has changed dramatically. Data is being generated 

rapidly, such as that obtained from medical surveys. Therefore, methods of exploring databases and 

constructing Bayesian belief networks automatically from data, thus bypassing knowledge acquisition, are 

important. 
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Under the Bayesian approach, the learning in Bayesian belief networks separates into two highly 

related tasks, parameter learning, that is to revise the numerical parameters (i. e. conditional probabilities) 

for a given network topology as new cases arrive, and structure learning, that is to identify the topology of 

the network from a database. 

The aim of this chapter is to extend PRESS to accommodate different learning techniques and cam 

out experiments on these learning techniques. A simulated database and a real database of abdominal pain 

patient records [38] will be used for the experiments. PRESS provides a computational framework for 

expressing imprecision and revision of conditional probabilities, and inference as data accumulates. 

First, a parameter learning method proposed by Spiegelhalter and Lauritzen, namely sequential 

learning, is described [361. A simplest case, when conditional probability distributions can be expressed as 

Dirichlet distributions is investigated. The method has been applied to the medical database. A comparison 

between the system with the learning function and that without the learning function is made. 

Next, we attempt to address the structure learning issue. We would like to form a model in a semi- 

automated process by extracting the underlying topology directly out of data. Our focus will be on polytree 

models. The polytree algorithm proposed by J. Pearl is discussed and implemented [29]. Experiments with 

the simulated database and the medical database are conducted. As a result a Bayesian belief network for 

diagnosing abdominal pain is constructed and used for predicating diagnoses based on the system PRESS 

when new cases arrive. The performance of the model extracted has been compared with other 

classification methods. 

Finally, the problems associated with learning in Bayesian belief networks and the experiments will 

be discussed. 

5.1. Parameter Learning 

It would be possible to avoid the assumption that the assessed conditional probabilities are precisely 

defined and to express our doubt on these probabilities by adopting a Baycsian learning approach 

[36,26,119]. The basic idea is to represent the imprecision of conditional probabilities explicitly as 

parameters. These parameters with uncertainty attached to them are defined in the form of probability 
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distributions specified by domain experts or past data. The new case is then to sharpen the posterior 

distributions of parameters and cause them to be nearer the true values of the conditional probabilities. The 

mechanism for progressively estimating improved parameters plays a very important role in parameter 

learning. 

We emphasise the computation of a complete joint probability distribution conditional on observed 

evidence P(V JE) in probabilistic reasoning systems. It is not difficult to calculate the posterior probability 

P (V I E) if we can specify the distribution P (V), for example, as the product of conditional probabilities 

specified on Bayesian belief networks [25,28,33]. However, the domain experts or past data can only 

specify the joint probability distribution P (V 10) over a parameter space 0. The parameter 0 is assumed to 

be contained in a known priori distribution P (O). This prior distribution captures our knowledge or 

experience about what is likely and what is not, and is relevant to the processing of future cases. In short, 

the parameter 0 plays the role of a "dynamic knowledge base". The rest of our knowledge about 0 is 

supposed to be a set of new cases E. Therefore, the basic task of parameter learning is to calculate the 

posterior distribution P (0 JE). The additional knowledge of E to the parameter 0 will be stored for 

processing the next case. 

For computational purposes, we assume that new cases are drawn independently and are 

exchangeable over a sequence so that we can concentrate on operations in a single case and work with each 

case separately in the light of a series of cases. In other words, the model is constant over that period. 

Consider processing a new case E,, E; E E. Three basic operations are involved: dissemination of 

experience, propagation of evidence and retrieval of new information [36]. The procedure can be repeated 

in the same manner as new cases arrive. This process is known as "sequential learning" [36]. 

In a Bayesian belief network setting, it is reasonable to partition the space 8 into a set of small spaces 

8; concerning each node V; and assume 0, is independent to each other, that is, 

P(e)=lP(e; ), 
i=I 

where n is the number of nodes in the graph. The parameter 9, completely specifies the relationship 

between a node V, and its parent nodes PA (V, ). In fact, each conditional probability table attached to node 

V; is determined uniquely by the parameter 0, . In other words, we consider the conditional probability 
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P (V, IPA (V, )) itself as a random variable over the parameter space 6, and 8, is in the form of a probability 

distribution P (A, ). To emphasise the dependency of P (V, SPA (V', )) upon 9, explicitly, we will write the 

conditional probability of V, given its parent nodes as P (V, IPA (V, ), 0, ) and the specification of 

P (V; PA (V, ), A, ) is determined by P (A; ). Therefore, P (V, PA (V; ), A, ) and P (Os) are needed to be 

specified for each variable V, in the model. 

The joint probability distribution P (V A) can be written as follows due to the conditional 

independence reflected in the model: 

P(V 10) = [1P (vi IPA(Vi), Os). 

-, 
The joint probability distribution on V and 0 is then calculated as 

P(V, A)= ýRP(V; IPA(V, ), A, )P(ej) 
£=l 

From the above expression it is clear that the parameter 9; may be considered as another parent node of V, 

in the Bayesian belief network. These A, parameters form a level above the Bayesian belief network. This 

level represents our experience and summary of past cases [36]. 

Given the structure, and P (V; IPA and P(0, ) specified for each node Vi, our task now is to 

calculate the posterior distribution P (01 E; ) when a new case E, is obtained. To make the computations 

simpler, different assumptions are made for different operations. Independence of each parameter 0, over 

node V, allows the dissemination operation to be carried out locally, that is, for each variable V, , we apply 

P (V; 1 PA (VJ) = JP (v, 1 PA (V, ), A, )P (0, )d 0, 
. 

We get the expectations of the conditional probabilities P (V, IPA (Vi), O) for the currently assumed value 

attached to each node Vi. The L-S algorithm developed before can be used directly at the stage of evidence 

propagation [25,28]. In the retrieval operation, the following calculation is performed: 

P (9i I Ej) =ZP (O, I V� PA (V, ), Ej)P (v� PA (V, ) I Ej) . V� PA (V. ) 

Since A; is conditionally independent of Ej given V; and PA (V; ), thus 
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P(8, IE1)= I P(8, IV�PA(V, ))P(V,, PA(V, )IE, ). 
V,. PA (V, ) 

It is clear that there is a mixture distribution for the parameter 9, if V, and PA (V, ) are not observed. To 

simplify the retrieval operation, the individual parameter 0, for node 6", is further partitioned into a set of 

Ai ̀  which is conditional on each possible configuration of its parent set PA (V, )`. These parameters A; ' for 

node V, are assumed independent given any particular combinations of its parents. One consequence of this 

assumption is that each conditional probability distribution under a configuration of the parent nodes can be 

individually updated in the light of new cases E1 . The updating procedure for the parameter 9; ' is carried 

out using the following operation: 

P(e; `IE, )= (e, +II,, PA(V, )`)P(Vi, PA(V, )`I E, )+P(A, +) (1-P(PA(V, )`IE, )). 
V, 

As a result, the retrieval operation is achieved locally. 

Having seen the possible operations on P (8, ), the distribution on 0, must be chosen carefully based 

on the following considerations: 

1. it should be easily obtained from domain experts or past data; 

2. it should be representationally simple; 

3. the operations on P (Os) should be computationally manageable. 

Spiegelhalter and Lauritzen [361 give a range of possibilities to specify such probabilistic models. In the 

next section we will consider the situation where the parameter 0, follows a Dirichlet distribution [36) and 

P (A, ) can be estimated from a database. The operations of dissemination and retrieval on a Dirichlet 

distribution will be discussed. 

5.1.1. Modelling with Dirichlet Distributions 

When we estimate probability values from a database, we often make the assumption that the relative 

frequencies represent the corresponding probabilities. However, unknown probabilities can be considered 

as random quantities and specified by a distribution as we discussed in the preceding section. It is usual to 

use a Dirichlet prior distribution as a conjugate form in this case (Note Beta distribution B(a, b) is a special 
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case of Dirichlet distribution for a binary random variable, with mean (a 
ab) and variance 

ab 
(a +b)2(a +b + l) 

). 

Suppose that V, is a discrete variable with m possible states (V; 1, ..., V, ). Consider a particular 

conditional probability distribution of V, conditional on a configuration of PA (V; )', that is, 

P (V, PA (V; )+, e1). For simplicity, we shall denote this distribution as t, . Therefore, t, has m possible 

values (t, 1, ..., Ti,,, ) , corresponding to all the possible states of V, . Assume that the parameter Ai has a 

Dirichlet distribution e' with m parameters (e+,, 
..., e+, ý ). So it is equivalent to having seen T, 1 occur e`i 

T A{ 

times, Ti2 occur £+2 times, ..., and T,,,, occur E% times in Ye+ total occurrences. The size F, + is very 

important because it represents the uncertainty in the probability value. Basically, the larger the value of 

M 
the more confident we are in the these probabilities. So we have a m-dimensional Dirichle, 

j =1 

distribution of the form: 

r(r, IE+) « fl(L1')e, -1 for r1>0, 
/=1 

where F1 (z, j can be denoted as D[e'1, 
..., ct ]. Note that the number of parameters necessary to 

i=1 

specify a distribution over the possible conditional probabilities is m. The distribution specified may be 

interpreted as representing past experience as a contingency table of counts of past cases. The updating 

procedure consists of modifying the counts as new cases are being observed. 

Let us consider the basic operations on this particular distribution. The dissemination operation is 

very simple in this case. The conditional probability P (Vk IPA(V1)') (ke [1, m]) is calculated from: 

P (V I PA (V, )+) = JP (Vsk I PA (V, )+, e" )P (9, )d 0, _ 
+k 

lei . 
1=1 

This is the conditional probability used for initialisation and evidence propagation. On the other hand, the 

retrieval operation can be very complex. In general, having observed E, we shall have 
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m 
P (T, I E) = YD (e1+, 

..., e; ++1...., e�+JP (V PA (V, )' IE) 
i=I 

(PA (V; )` I E». (5.1) 

If we have observed both V, and PA (Vi)* in the new case E, the retrieval is straightforward. 1 is added to 

the relevant parameter, corresponding to an additional example in our memory. For example, if V, is 

observed to be in the state V, 1 , we have 

t, IE - D[e+,,..., e`, +1,..., e+, ýl 

However, if V, has not been observed, the retrieval operation involves dealing with a mixture of m Dirichlet 

distributions. A number of methods exist for approximating such a mixture by a single Dirichlet 

distribution after each observation, providing a conjugate prior for the next case [120,121). Ilius, in the 

general formulation, we assume that the expression (5.1) may be approximated by a Dirichlet distribution 

with the revised parameters {(e`, )' , (e+2)` , ..., 
), where 

(e', )' =e+1 +P(V,,, PA(V; )`IE), J=1,.... m . 

However, there are some problems with such approximations, see further discussion of this issue in 

Spiegelhalter and Lauritzen (361. 

5.1.2. A Medical Database 

There is a database for 6,387 patients who were admitted to hospital suffering from acute abdominal 

paint. Each of these patients had their symptoms noted together with their diagnosis given by the doctors. 

Each record describes 33 symptoms and a diagnostic group. In total there are nine most common 

abdominal pain diseases. They are Appendicitis (APP), Diverticulitis (DIV), Perforated Peptic Ulcer (PPU) 

Non-specific Abdominal Pain (NAP), Cholisistitis (CHO), Intestinal Obstruction (INO), Pancreatitis 

(PAN), Renal Colic (RCO) and Dyspepsia (DYS). The category "Non-specific Abdominal Pain" is the 

term applied when no apparent cause was found for the patient's pain. The 33 most common symptoms 

with their different states are considered and there are 135 states of symptoms. We will use Si (i=1,2, 
..., 

33) to denote the i-th symptom. For details, see Appendix D. 

t The data were used with permission of Mr. SJ. Nixon of the Western General Hospital, Edinburgh and Mr. A. A. Gunn formerly Of the 

Bangour Hospital, Roxburgh, where the data were originally collected. 
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5.1.3. Experiments on the Medical Database 

We consider each symptom as a variable with finite states. In the database, each patient has one and 

only one disease. So these nine diseases are regarded as the different states of a disease variable D, acute 

abdominal pain. In total, there are 34 variables in our abdominal pain problem. For demonstration 

purposes, we also assume that all symptoms S, are conditionally independent given the presence of a 

particular disease D,. The graphical representation of our abdominal pain problem is presented in Figure 

5.1. Furthermore, we assume that the probability distributions of variables in the graph have Dirichlet 

distributions. The parameters of the distributions can be estimated from the database. 

Figure 5.1. Graphical Representation of Abdominal Pain Problem 

The database is randomly divided into a training and testing set. The training set is used to estimate 

all parameters of probability distributions needed to specify the above graphical representation. For 

example, the probability of a patient having symptom S, given the presence of a disease Dj is specified by 

the parameter ¬(s,, o, ). The parameter e(s� D, ) is estimated from the training set initially, for example, 

e(s,, D, ) = No. of patients with (S; 
, 
D1) in the training set . 

When we fully specify the model from the training set, the remaining set (testing set) is used as new cases 

appearing in the hospital with abdominal pain for testing in order for the computer to make a diagnosis we 

exploit evidence propagation. PRESS developed in chapter 3 will serve as a computational framework for 

making diagnoses and updating the parameters [331. 

When a patient record is taken from the testing set, the symptoms of the patient have been observed 

and propagated in PRESS. Our belief in the disease variable D will be revised in the light of the symptoms 

observed. Computer diagnoses are then made. The higher the probability of a certain diagnostic group, the 

more probable the patient would be diagnosed to have this disease. Consequently, according to this rule, the 

diagnostic group with highest probability is selected as the computer diagnosis for this new patient. 
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In order to evaluate the sequential learning technique, two systems, named System I and System 2, 

were implemented based on PRESS to carry out the computer diagnoses. In System 1, all the conditional 

probabilities needed were estimated from the training set and considered as precisely defined. However; 

System 2 is extended to allow us to specify all the conditional probabilities as Dirichlet distributions and 

update these parameters of the distributions in the light of new cases. In other words, it is able to learn 

from new cases in the testing set. 

5.1.4. Evaluation 

It is always important to evaluate a system's performance after it has been constructed. Since most of 

the patients in the database underwent surgery, it is possible to use the final diagnoses (the confirmed 

diagnoses of the cases) as a base to judge the accuracy of the diagnostic performance of our system. Giver 

the testing set, all the computer diagnoses are compared with their final diagnoses made by the doctors and 

evaluation matrices are then built. Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 illustrate such matrices. The numbers on the 

diagonal line indicate the correct cases of computer diagnoses within different diagnostic groups. The 

overall accuracy can be worked out by the sum of these numbers divided by the total number of patient 

records in the testing set, as shown. 

System 1 and System 2 are initialised on the same training set and tested with the same remaining 

(testing) set. For demonstration purposes, the training size is chosen as one of 100,200,300,400,500, 

1000,2000,3000,4000,5000 respectively. The remaining set is used as the testing set. That is, the testing 

set is 5387 if the size of the training set is 1000. Matrices for comparison between final diagnoses and 

computer diagnoses are made for the different testing sizes. The matrices are given in Appendix E. Fo>t 

example, Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 give two matrices for comparisons between final diagnoses and computer 

diagnoses of System 1 and System 2 on the same testing data set (5,887 patient records). The accuracy is 

worked out by the sum of the numbers on the diagonal line divided by the size of the testing set, as 

previously. Three tests were made on the same size of the different training sets. The overall accuracy of 

computer diagnoses on different sizes of training sets is summarised in Table 5.3. 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di n ses Fi 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 500) 

na ag o 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 400 10 0 338 3 13 0 3 23 790 
DIV 9 5 0 77 0 29 0 4 8 132 
PPU 12 5 4 15 9 34 0 2 39 120 
NAP 259 14 1 2059 38 59 1 58 134 2623 
CHO 21 2 1 37 328 24 4 1 109 527 
INO 29 20 0 112 17 172 0 1 35 386 
PAN 4 1 1 8 17 9 3 0 46 89 
RCO 27 2 0 104 19 7 0 245 24 428 
DYS 22 2 1 88 59 20 3 3 594 792 
Total 783 61 8 2838 490 367 11 317 1012 5887 

Overall Accuracy=3810/5887= 64.72% 

Table 5.1. Comparison between Final Diagnoses and the Computer Diagnoses (System 1) 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di Fi 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 500) 

agnoses na 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 550 7 13 177 2 17 3 3 19 790 
DIV 3 65 4 29 0 22 1 5 3 132 
PPU 5 3 65 4 11 8 8 3 12 120 
NAP 321 51 8 1946 42 83 2 76 96 2623 
CHO 2 2 13 22 353 25 10 5 96 527 
INO 11 22 10 46 10 247 7 5 25 386 
PAN 2 1 6 4 14 9 19 1 34 89 
RCO 9 12 3 59 10 6 1 314 13 428 
DYS 12 7 14 64 60 20 19 7 589 792 
Total 915 170 136 2351 502 437 70 419 887 5887 

Overall Accuracy=4148/5887=70.46% 

Table 5.2. Comparison between Final Diagnoses and the Computer Diagnoses (System 2) 

Size inin T 
Overall Accuracy(%) 

g ra System 1 System 2 
100 39.39 69.07 
200 53.58 69.75 
300 60.34 69.95 
400 64.13 70.19 
500 65.25 70.31 

1000 69.25 70.89 
2000 70.59 70.83 
3000 71.14 71.28 
4000 71.40 71.75 
5000 71.81 71.79 

Table 5.3. Overall Accuracy of Two Systems 
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To compare the overall accuracy of the two systems, a figure is drawn based on Table 5.3. see Figure 

5.2. It is easily seen that the performance of system 2 is much better than that of system I when the size of 

the training set is small (e. g. <2000). For example, the accuracy of System 2 was near 70% when the size 

of training set is 300, but the accuracy of System I was about 60%. When the size of the training set is 

large, the performance of the two systems are almost identical. Given that the training set is 4000, System 

1 achieved 71.4% of correct computer diagnoses and it is found that 71.7% of the computer diagnoses by 

System 2 were correct. The performance of the two systems (71%) is compatible with that of human 

doctors (76%). From these experiments, we conclude, not surprisingly, the performance of System 2 is 

more stable than that of System 1 as System 1 relies strongly on prior knowledge. 
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Figure 5.2. Comparison of Overall Accuracy of Two Systems 

5.2. Structure Learning 

Training Set 
50 Size(x1OO) 

In general forming a computational model based on Bayesian belief networks involves two distinct 

stages [122,123]. The first is the construction of model about some area of knowledge in the form of a 
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Bayesian belief network. The second stage involves the development of an evidence propagation procedure 

which will deal with any individual case and will allow the update of information on the graph in the light 

of new evidence. 

The first stage may additionally have two different procedures to form the model. We can construct 

the model through a knowledge elicitation procedure through which an expert or a user may supply 

information about some area of knowledge in the form of a Bayesian belief network and associated 

conditional probabilities. Alternatively (or in addition) we may like to form the model in a semi-automated 

process by extracting the underlying topology directly out of the data, that is, using structure learning 

techniques. In this section, we will focus on learning structure rather than parameters, although obviously it 

is also needed to do some parameter estimation in order to produce a complete Bayesian belief network. 

Given a database that consists of observations and attributes with corresponding values, the task of 

structure learning is to obtain a structure that explicitly captures as much information regarding conditional 

independencies as possible. The structure of interest here is represented in a graphical form - Bayesian 

belief networks. The structure has to be sparse so that it is comprehensible to the user and inference using 

the network is computationally tractable. There are two steps in structure learning: 

(1) Extract a dependency model from data or expert's information. In other words, we try to 

reconstruct a probability distribution 9(X 1, ..., X�) of a dependency model. 

(2) Construct a Bayesian belief network from the dependency model, that is, imposing directions on 

the model so that the joint probability probability distribution P (X 1, ..., X�) can be expressed as 

1 (X1,..., X. )=fl1 (X; I PA(Xe)), 
r=l 

where PA (X; ) is a set of parent nodes of X; in the network. 

In the rest of the section, two systems developed for structure learning are reviewed. The first system 

is called Kutato, an entropy-driven system for constructing Bayesian belief networks from databases [124]. 

The second system is developed by Srinivas, Russell and Agogino, a system for construction of Bayesian 

belief networks from dependence models specified by domain experts [125]. 
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Kutato has two basic modules: one is to calculate the entropy of the joint probability distribution on a 

Bayesian belief network. The other is to construct a new Bayesian belief network based on entropy 

calculations and maximum-entropy principle. The conditional independence assumptions reflected in the 

Bayesian belief network are exploited and the entropy calculations simplified. During the network 

construction, Kutato begins with the assumption of marginal independence among all variables and adds 

the arc that maintains acyclicity and results in a Bayesian belief network with minimal entropy. We 

attempt to minimise entropy since we are approaching the maximum-entropy distribution. This is because 

the maximum-entropy principle states, that in the absence of prior information about the distribution, by 

choosing the full joint probability distribution that has the maximum entropy given the information at hand, 

we guarantee that probabilities derived from the resulting distribution will have no bias. As an arc is added, 

the database is used to update the conditional probability distribution. A new entropy is calculated. Arcs 

are added in this manner until a threshold is reached in the rate of decrease of the entropy between two 

successive networks. 

However, it is assumed that directions of arcs are given by a domain expert, although arc directions 

could be determined based on the maximum entropy principle. Kutato has been tested on two artificial 

databases generated by a probabilistic logic sampling method. The behaviour of Kutato in real applications 

is not clear. 

Srinivas, Russell and Agogino [1251 developed an algorithm that takes as input some qualitative 

information from an expert about the dependence in the domain and returns a belief network incorporating 

these constraints. The information given by experts about a variable or set of variables may be expressed in 

any one of the following forms: 

"a variable is a hypothesis variable 

"a variable is an evidence variable 

"A causes B 

"X is conditionally independent of Y given Z, where X, Y and Z are sets of variables. 

They assume that it is usually easy for an expert to identify these "primary" dependencies. This 

information is the basis for building a Bayesian belief network. For example, a hypothesis variable is a root 

node and an evidence variable is a leaf node in the Bayesian belief network. Cause-effect relationships are 
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interpreted as parent-child representations. The network is built incrementally adding one node at a time. 

The algorithm applies a priority heuristic to each node, adding root nodes, parents, children and leaf nodes 

to the belief network in that order and tries to keep the number of arcs added at each step to a minimum. 

Expert information is used merely to guide the search for the next node X;. Ties are broken by adding the 

node that would bring with it the fewest arcs. The boundary stratum B, of the next node X; is found and 

those nodes in B; are parents of node X; . The boundary stratum B, of node X; is defined as a minimal 

subset of (X1, 
..., X; 

_1) such that X; is conditionally independent of (X1, 
..., 

X; 
_t)-B; given Bi. This 

process continues until all nodes have been added to the Bayesian belief network. 

However, the algorithm's computational complexity is exponential in the number of nodes. It does 

not use data and constructs a Bayesian belief network from a dependence model specified by a domain 

expert. Therefore it only addresses the second task of structure learning. 

5.2.1. Polytree Algorithm 

The difficulty of Bayesian belief network discovery is apparent when one considers the number of 

possible models for a given set of variables. For 12 variables, the number of possible directed acyclic 

graphs is approximately 5.2x1026 [126]. In this section, we will focus on a particular kind of Bayesian 

belief networks, polytree structures, and polytree algorithm [29]. 

The polytree algorithm proposed by J. Pearl [29] consists of two steps: the first is to construct a 

skeleton tree and the second is to identify the direction of the branches of the tree by using a series of tests 

for independence - statistical independence tests on data. 

5.2.1.1. Skeleton Tree 

In the first step the main idea is to use a notion of tree dependence to approximate the underlying 

probability distribution data. In particular, the algorithm allows us to find the best approximation of an n- 

order distribution by a product of (n-1) second order distributions. The basic idea was developed by Chow 

and Liu [127] and the main result can be formulated as follows. 
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A probability distribution is called a distribution of the tree dependence if it has the following form: 

P, (X1, X2,..., X�)= fP(Xi IXj) je(0,1,..., n) and i*j 
i=t 

where P (X; I Xa) is by definition equal to P (X; ). A probability distribution of a tree dependence 

P, (X 1, X 2, ..., X�) is an optimum approximation to a "real" distribution P (X I, X2,, --, X,, ) if and only if its 

dependence tree t has maximum weight, where the weight is determined by the mutual information measure 

I (Xi, Xj) between two linked variables X; and Xj: 

I(Xi, Xi)= F, P(C�X1)log 
P(X; , X1) 

x, x, P(Xi)P(Xi) 
ý0. (5.2) 

It has been proved by Chow and Liu that maximising the total branch weight is equivalent to minimising 

the the Kullback"Liebler measure [127]: 

D(P, P, )= P(X1, X2,..., X�)109 
P(X19X2,... 9X4) (5.3) 

x Pr (X 1, X2, ..., X�) ' 

This measure can be interpreted as the difference between two distributions: it is always positive when the 

distributions are different and is zero when they are identical. Here is the algorithm for constructing the 

maximum weight spanning tree (MWST): 

FOR i=1 to n-1 DO 
FOR j=i+1 ton DO 

BEGIN 
find out all second-order probability distributions P (Xi, X1) 
calculate mutual information measure I (Xi. X j) by the expression (5.2) 

END 
Branches_No=O 
WHILE Branches No < (n-1) DO 
BEGIN 

select two variables X; , Xj who have largest I (Xi, Xj) 
add the branch (Xi. X1) to the tree 
IF there is a loop in the tree 
THEN delete the branch (Xi, Xj) 
ELSE 
BEGIN 

Branches No=Branches_No+1 
print out the branch (Xi, Xj) 

END 
END 

Algorithm 1: Constructing a Maximum Weight Spanning Tree 
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There are n(n-1)/2 pairs of I (Xi. X1), and the algorithm terminates when (n-1) branches have been selected, 

at which point, the dependency tree has been constructed. The time complexity of Algorithm I is 0 (n ). 

5.2.1.2. Recovering Directionality 

Having constructed the skeleton tree the next task is to recover the directions of the branches. 

According to the polytree algorithm we consider each internal node (the node that has more than one 

neighbour), and apply an independence test. That is if, say, Xk is an internal node and has at least two 

neighbours X; and Xj, then we try to establish whether X; and X1 are marginally independent. If they are, 

then we assign directions from X, to Xk and from X1 to Xk, see Figure 5.3. 

Figure 5.3. Marginal Independence 

If, however, X; and Xj are not marginally independent then there are two possible assignments: from Xk to 

X; and Xj or from Xk to X; and Xj to Xk, see Figure 5.4. More information is needed to recover the 

directions in this case. 

Figure 5.4. Possible Conditional Independence 
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We repeat this procedure for all possible combinations of pairs for each internal node, and assign directions 

when appropriate. Some assignments, however, may be inconsistent (the arrows in a branch may go in 

both directions) due to the different types of dependency structures. As it has been shown, only one type of 

dependency can be uniquely identified [29], therefore, only a "partial" recovery may be possible. 

As an independence test, we can continue to use the mutual information measure. This time we can 

exploit the fact that if X; and X1 are independent then the measure 2N1, where N is the number of cases in 

the database and I is the mutual information measure between X; and Xj, is asymptotically (as N-***) 

distributed as central x2 with (r-1)(c-1) degrees of freedom, where r and c are the number of values of 

variables X; and Xj respectively [ 1031. For computational convenience we use the following formula: 

I= Ey, F; i1ogF; i-Z F; logF; -Z Fi logF1+N logN = NI , (5.4) 
iiIi 

where F; j. F; and F1 are the frequencies of occurrencies in the database. 

The algorithm for identifying direction is summarised as follows: 

FOR i=1 ton DO 
BEGIN 

IF X; has more than one neighbour 
THEN put X; in MULTIPLE SET 

END 
FOR each X; in MULTIPLE_SET DO 
BEGIN 

FOR any pair of neighbours (X1, Xk) of X; DO 
BEGIN 

IF X1 and Xk are independent 
THEN 
BEGIN 

21 is distributed as X2 with (r-1)(c-1) degrees of freedom 
(where 1 is the mutual information measure calculated by the expression (5.4)) 
Xj -aX1, Xk -9X1 

END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 

IF X1- +Xe THEN X; -4Xk 
IF Xk -+X; THEN X; --, Xj 

END 
END 

END 

Algorithm 2: Identifying Direction 
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Note that the algorithm we used is slightly different from the one described in [29). In our 

calculations we only check whether a node is an internal node, and if it is we immediately apply the 

independency test. In Pearl's setting the algorithm also checks whether the internal node is a multiple 

parents node. The algorithm then checks whether pairs have partial recovered connections and carries out 

the independency test. 

5.2.2. Experiments 

Two database are used for experiment purposes. One is a simulated database. The other is the 

medical database. The brief description of the simulated databases is given below. 

5.2.2.1. A Simulated Database 

The simulated database is generated by the stochastic simulation algorithm described in section 2.5.1 

and used for the experiments of structure learning. The Bayesian belief network employed is shown in 

Figure 5.5, where the numbers are the labels for variables. As a fairly simple example, there are 10 

variables and all of them are assumed to be binary. The corresponding conditional probabilities are given 

in Table 5.4. 

6 

Figure 5.5. Bayesian Belief Network 

5 

8 

9 
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P(a)=0.4 P(b)=0.8 P(g)=0.6 

P(cla, b)=0.3 P(fld, g)=0.9 P(dlc)=0.8 
P(cla, -b)ß. 9 P(tld, -, g)=0.3 P(dI-, c)=0.4 
P(cha, b)=0.8 P(tl-d, g)=0.4 P(elc)=0.3 
P(cha, -, b)=0.6 P(D-, d, -, g)=0.3 P(eI-, c)ß. 5 

P(hie)=0.4 P(iih)=0.4 P(jIf)=0.7 
P(hI-, e)=0.5 P(ilhh)=0.6 Pol-f)=0.4 

Table 5.4. Conditional Probability Table 

5.2.2.2. Experiments on the Simulated Database 

A database of 1000 examples is simulated. Based on the database, the estimated information 

measure is given in the following table. 

Order Selected Branches Information Measure 
1 (3,4) 0.102626 
2 (6.7) 0.071749 
3 (1,3) 0.054858 
4 (4,7) 0.046570 
5 (7,10) 0.038678 
6 (3.5) 0.016773 
7 (8,9) 0.012174 
8 (1,4) 0.011094 
9 (2,3) 0.009437 
10 (5,8) 0.004981 

The skeleton tree constructed is the same as the original tree, see Figure 5.5. The independence test is then 

carried out on the skeleton tree. The x2 values are calculated. These values are given in the following table 

Internal Node Neighbour Pairs Degrees of Freedom x 
(1,2)- 1 0.021788 
(1,4) 1 22.188168 

3 (1,5) 1 6.280303 
(2,4) 1 0.921063 
(2,5) 1 0.033933 
(4,5) 1 14.511055 

4 (3,7) 1 14.902133 
5 (3,8) 1 1.501626 

(4,6) 1 3.718690 
7 (4,10) 1 6.825584 

(6,10) 1 13.982370 
8 (5,9) 1 8.830268 

,o 
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The hypothesis of independence is accepted or rejected by comparison of x2 statistic. We choose the x2 

value at the 5% level of significance, that is, x. 952(13.84. The directions on the tree is depicted in Figure 

5.6. Note that links (2,4), (2,5) and (3,9) have both directions. In other words, their directions are not 

uniquely determined. 

6 5 

8 

9 

Figure 5.6. Reconstructed Bayesian Belief Network 

5.2.2.3. Experiments on the Medical Database 

Skeleton Tree 

In order to apply the Chow-Liu algorithm we consider each symptom with corresponding values as a 

variable (and a node in the tree). The 9 diagnostic groups are represented as a disease node with 9 values. 

So there are 34 variables in total in the skeleton tree. For brevity we use reference numbers (1 to 33) to 

denote symptoms, and No. 34 to denote the disease variable. 

The database is randomly divided into 2 sets: the training set of 4,387 patient's records and the 

testing set of 2,000 records. The training set is used to construct a polytree and estimate all prior and 

conditional probabilities. The testing set is used to evaluate the polytree. 

According to the Chow-Liu algorithm the information measures between all pairs of variables have 

been calculated and the maximum weight spanning tree (MWST) has been constructed by ordering the 
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measure and choosing only those branches that did not form a loop. The resulting table for 33 branches is 

given below, see Table 5.5. 

Order Selected Branches Information Measure 
1 (3.4) 0.968999 
2 (4,26) 0.752362 
3 (26,34) 0.466640 
4 (19,24) 0.407164 
5 (2,34) 0.253484 
6 (5,6) 0.162493 
7 (21,23) 0.136150 
8 (26,33) 0.097465 
9 (21,22) 0.089500 
10 (5,34) 0.088761 
11 (31,34) 0.086216 
12 (27,34) 0.085424 
13 (2,19) 0.082851 
14 (22,34) 0.082084 
15 (32,34) 0.078212 
16 (9,24) 0.076851 
17 (11,12) 0.070648 
18 (14,34) 0.067856 
19 (27,28) 0.067694 
20 (25,34) 0.067312 
21 (2,20) 0.064471 
22 (10,21) 0.059096 
23 (4,7) 0.058322 
24 (17,34) 0.057519 
25 (23,29) 0.049169 
26 (2,16) 0.046241 
27 (8,34) 0.046079 
28 (11,13) 0.044869 
29 (1,34) 0.038894 
30 (12,34) 0.036183 
31 (15,22) 0.031611 
32 (18,34) 0.031181 
33 (30,34) 0.019067 

Table 5.5. Branches of the Skeleton Tree 

Figure 5.7 shows a MWST constructed on the base of those results, where the node No. 34 

(diagnostic node) has been chosen as a root of the tree. 

Directions on the MWST 

Using the test for independence described above we can assign directions to the skeleton tree (see 

Appendix F). However, there are some problems which arise in assigning directions to the MWST. For 

example, some directions are clearly meaningless from medical point of view. In order to avoid this a 

medical expert's advice has been sought and as a result of the consultation the skeleton tree has been 
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Figure 5.7. Skeleton Tree 

Figure 5.8. Pruned Polytree 

pruned by choosing a threshold (1,0.065). After that the test for independence for all pairs of variables Xj 

xW Xj of each internal node has been applied. That is when the 0.005% values of x2 with respective 
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degrees of freedom is less than the doubled mutual information measure 21, then we accept the hypothesis 

of independence between variable Xj and Xj. In some cases where both directions can be assigned to the 

same branch, we did not assign the directions at all. For these branches where the algorithm could not 

assign any directions we use the doctor's advice and impose the directions (dashed lines) suggested by 

them. The corresponding pruned polytrce is represented in Figure 5.8. 

After constructing the tree we can use our training set in order to supply all necessary prior and 

conditional probabilities. At this stage when we obtained a qualitative structure in the form of polytree, and 

quantitative information concerning this tree. the model construction phase is finished. Now in order to 

make the computer diagnosis we can exploit the evidence propagation procedure in PRESS. 

Computer Diagnoses 

Having constructed a polytrcc with associated probabilities we can use one of the propagation 

techniques developed in PRESS in order to make a diagnosist. That is we propagate observations of 

symptoms of a new patient through this tree and re-assess the probabilities of the diagnostic node. The node 

has 9 values and shall have 9 probabilities for each patient from the testing set. As a "computer diagnosis" 

then we take the highest probability and interpret it as a diagnosis for this patient. Having a sample of 2,000 

patients we can evaluate our accuracy by comparing the results with final diagnoses given by doctors, see 

Table 5.6. About 68 per cent of these diagnoses are correct in the sense that they agree with the final 

diagnoses. 

5.2.3. Evaluation 

It would be interesting to compare the performance of the model constructed by the polytree 

algorithm with the statistical methods developed to help knowledge engineers to construct a knowledge 

base from data. Here we consider the following methods: the ID3 algorithm in the C4 system [53,54). the 

method used in the CART (Classification And Regression Trees) system [55], the G&T method described 

t Now that k can aio bs daw 6wcdy five Ow akalman ena by artanating unknown joint probability disuibutivu. '(As "Mina an aho. rn 
is Appandia F. 
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Computer Diagnoses vs. Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses 

Final Diagnoses APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 178 I 3 59 0 9 2 0 7 259 
DIV 2 14 0 6 0 9 0 0 4 35 
PPU 2 1 19 2 3 6 6 0 3 42 
NAP 106 20 3 683 11 21 0 16 34 894 
CHO 2 0 4 7 128 14 4 4 37 200 
IMO 8 14 4 22 6 59 1 2 11 127 
PAN 0 0 2 1 6 1 8 0 13 31 
RCO 3 3 0 27 6 12 2 92 2 147 
DYS 4 1 7 27 22 4 5 4 191 265 
Total 305 54 42 834 182 135 28 118 302 2000 

Overall Accuracy=1372/1000=68.6% 

Table 5.6. Comparison bctwecn Computer Diagrases and Final Diagnoses 

Computer Diagnoses vs. Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses 

Final Diagnoses APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 120 0 6 119 3 5 0 0 6 259 
DIV 0 9 2 19 1 2 0 1 1 35 
PPU 2 0 19 12 2 0 0 0 7 42 
NAP 48 9 0 758 18 13 0 24 24 894 
C1iO 2 1 1 42 121 5 0 4 24 200 
INO 1 6 0 53 2 54 0 0 11 127 
PAN 0 0 2 14 3 2 1 2 7 31 
RCO 2 2 0 69 1 0 0 73 0 147 
DYS 1 0 3 85 21 4 0 5 146 265 
Total 176 27 33 1171 172 85 1 109 226 2000 

Overall Accuracy  130I/2000=65.0% 

Table 5.7. Performance of G&T System (with Threshold 11.5) 

in section 2.6 and the Simple IIayu approach. Note that ID3 algorithm and CART method are modified and 

implemented under the ß&T system structure (22J. In the Simple Bayes approach an assumption of 

independence is used among all the considered attributes of a case to reduce its calculation complexity. 

Test rr wits have been applied to the same data set, a training group consisted of 4387 patients for 

extracting knowledge in helping with later decision making and a testing group made up of the remaining 

2000 for evaluating each of the approaches. For the CART and the ID3 approaches, the 4387 patient 

records were used for constructing a decision tree, using different termination conditions. For the G&T 

approach. the best accuracy 65.0% happens when setting the threshold to 11.5. see Table 5.7. We found 
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that the accuracy the CART approach could reach is 64.6% (shown in Table 5.8) when aß. 015 is set 

Similarly, an accuracy of 65.0% was achieved by the ID3 algorithm when setting 3 for attribute suitability, 

70% for class frequency and 0.8% for node weight (Table 5.9). When the Simple Bayes approach was 

applied, an accuracy of 73.8% is reached and the detailed matrix is shown in Table 5.10. Their overall 

accuracies are summarised in Table 5.11 together with that of human doctors diagnoses. The doctors 

perform diagnosis more accurately than computer programs. Apart from the Simple Bayes approach, the 

best accuracy achieved from the other three approaches is quite similar. Furthermore, they are at the same 

level of accuracy as that of using structure learning technique (68.6%) although the success rate of using 

structure learning is slightly higher. This is because that the Simple Bayes approach is over-confident in 

dealing with probabilities. Simple Bayes model needs less parameters. The complexity of the Simple 

Bayes model is low. Therefore, the performance of the Simple Bayes approach is expected to be better. 

The database may not be sufficiently large for all the relevant combinations of symptoms to be identified in 

adequate detail [22]. 

Computer Diagnoses vs. Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses 

Final Diagnoses APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 91 1 10 141 7 3 0 0 6 259 
DIV 0 0 3 23 1 6 0 1 1 35 
PPU 1 2 21 6 3 5 0 0 4 42 
NAP 32 8 3 744 32 14 0 19 42 894 

CHO 0 6 4 24 136 10 0 2 18 200 
INO 2 2 7 39 1 64 0 1 11 127 
PAN 0 1 4 5 5 2 0 2 12 31 
RCO 1 2 0 64 4 2 0 74 0 147 
DYS 0 4 6 53 34 3 0 2 163 265 
Total 127 26 58 1099 223 109 0 101 257 2000 

Overall Accuracy= 129V2000=64.6% 

Table 5.8. Performance of CART System (a=0.015) 

5.3. Discussion 

The sequential learning algorithm suggested by Spiegelhalter and Lauritzen [36] gives us an 

opportunity to investigate parameter learning. The experiments on the medical database show that it is easy 

to represent and estimate parameters from a database when the distribution is Dirichlet. Sequential learning 
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Computer Diagnoses vs. Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses 

Final Diagnoses APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 97 3 1 144 0 7 0 0 7 259 
DIV 0 3 1 18 0 4 0 4 5 35 
PPU 1 3 15 6 3 4 0 2 8 42 
NAP 41 10 0 758 12 19 0 20 34 894 
CHO 0 2 0 32 122 11 0 8 25 200 
INO 1 7 0 41 2 62 0 1 13 127 
PAN 0 2 3 5 7 3 0 3 8 31 
RCO 1 3 0 57 3 1 0 80 2 147 
DYS 1 4 4 55 30 5 0 3 163 265 
Total 142 37 24 1116 179 116 0 121 265 2000 

Overall Accuracy= 1300/2000=65.0% 

Table 5.9. Performance of ID3 System 

Computer Diagnoses vs. Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses 

Final Diagnoses APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 192 1 5 47 0 4 2 0 8 259 
DIV 1 22 3 3 0 6 0 0 0 35 
PPU 0 1 32 2 2 0 3 1 1 42 
NAP 106 18 4 672 16 21 0 32 25 894 
CHO 2 1 6 5 152 9 6 1 18 200 
INO 3 11 2 9 2 92 2 1 5 127 
PAN 0 0 4 0 6 1 7 2 11 31 
RCO 4 3 1 18 2 0 1 116 2 147 
DYS 2 2 7 21 26 8 6 1 192 265 
Total 310 59 64 777 206 141 27 154 262 2000 

Overall Accuracy=1477/2000=73.8% 

Table 5.10. Performance of Simple Bayes System 

Method Correct Diagnoses (per cent) 
ID3 65.0 

CART 64.5 
G&T 65.0 

Simple Bayes 73.8 
Structure Learning 68.6 

Human Doctors 76.3 

Table 5.11. Summary of Results of Different Methods 

is an effective way to handle imprecision of conditional probabilities and adjust the probabilities in the 

model. The accuracy of the computer diagnosis system is improved considerably with the learning function 
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compared with that without a learning function, especially when the past data set is small. The overall 

performance of the learning system is stable and not that sensitive to the prior knowledge. The 

computation of the technique is quite flexible as only some extra calculations are needed to update the 

parameters. 

The medical database has a complete set of observations and the updating is straightforward. It 

would be interesting to investigate the performance of the technique in the case of missing data. The 

method is at the cost of maintaining the network structure constant over time, and independence 

assumptions are made to achieve local operations. It restricts these techniques to be applied only to 

domains where the independence assumptions hold. The consequences of these independence assumptions 

are not clear. 

In our experiments, the two-level graphical structure used for the parameter learning may not be 

appropriate. It does not reflect the "causal" structure. Perhaps some factors, like "alcohol consumption", 

could be added to the structure to form another level. It may be important to make the system forget the 

past at an exponential rate, thereby making it more prone to adapt in a changing environment. 

In an effort to address the problem of structure learning, the polytree algorithm for network induction 

[29] has been explored. There are a number of problems associated with the polytree approach to the 

medical database. First of all, as has been said some of the directions on the tree are meaningless from a 

medical point of view. They certainly do not represent "causal" directions. The most we can say about 

some of them that they reflect "commonality". For example, the link from node 3 (Pain-site Onset) to node 

4 (Pain-site Present), see Appendix F. That means that we should develop methods to distinguish "causal" 

from other types of associations. Temporal precedence is one of the most important clues that people can 

use. There is also the problem of distinguishing genuine causation from spurious associations caused by 

unknown factors. Secondly, some links have arrows going in both directions. For example, branch 114412 

or 21H22 (see Appendix F). Therefore, for these links the directions can only be assigned arbitrarily. This 

problem has been mentioned before and it is connected with non-unique recovery due to different types of 

dependencies. Thirdly, some nodes have far too many parent nodes. For example, the disease node has 9 

parent nodes in our polytree. In order to specify the conditional probabilities for the node, more than 6 

million probabilities are needed. It is unrealistic to propagate evidence using this amount of information. 
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The problem can be avoided by introducing a threshold, or to employ the idea developed in the G&T 

system [38]. In the latter case we need to estimate combinations of the variables which actually occur in 

the database. The design of such modification constitutes an important path for future research. 

More generally, although this algorithm is relatively efficient computationally, it is highly restricted 

in that only those approximating distributions composed of second order probabilities are considered. This 

will effectively make the data fit into a tree (even the best tree is still a tree structure). Furthermore, there is 

no guarantee of finding a polytree for an arbitrary distribution. These structures are often not expressive 

enough to represent real-world situations. The assumption of a tree dependence distribution should be 

relaxed. A future research topic will be the generalisation of the polytree algorithm for networks. 

Asymptotically correct algorithms for recovering sparse graphs are expected to be developed. 

An additional and more basic problem with statistical independence tests on data is that they can 

never be exact. Therefore, direction recovery is very subtle. The experiments on the simulated data in 

section 5.3.2.1 highlight this point. Methods should be developed to overcome this problem. In addition, it 

is difficult to distinguish genuine causal dependencies from spurious correlations among observable 

variables. From our experience with the medical database, we construct a Bayesian belief network from a 

database presented by the domain experts. The structure is then criticised and modified. We found it is a 

satisfactory way to combine effectively the expert's opinions with data. We believe the domain expert to be 

essential for structure learning, especially for assignment of directions. This belief is also put forward by 

[1251. 

It would be interesting to combine parameter learning and structure learning. We might also 

incorporate devices for monitoring the adequacy of a given model and/or of the prior distributions 

embodied in it to the problem at hand. If we consider a number of possible network structures, then we can 

monitor the predictive probability of the data obtained on each case which makes the global comparison 

simply the product of the Bayes factors obtained while treating each case [128,129]. Based on these 

measures, the learning task involves criticisms of the network structure and possibly modifying it 

dynamically. It would be a future research topic. 
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Figure 5.9. Architecture of the Integrated System PRESS 

PRESS is extended to accommodate different learning techniques and provides a platform for 

experiments on learning in Bayesian belief networks. The architecture of Probabilistic Reasoning Expert 

System Shell (PRESS), consists of four main modules: Model Construction, Preprocessor, Enter Evidence 

and Evidence Propagation. Two additional modules, the Structure Learning and the Parameter Learning, 

are integrated into the system. The architecture of the integrated computational system is presented in 

Figure 5.9. The integrated system is written in C and implemented under SunOS. It runs on a SUN SPARC 

workstation SLC. 

5.4. Concluding Remarks 

When past data is available, Bayesian statistical techniques can be used for modifying the models and 

machine learning methods for constructing the models. Two related learning tasks in Bayesian belief 

networks, parameter learning and structure learning, are considered in this chapter. Structure learning is one 

of the most important, but also most controversial. 
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Based on a Bayesian belief network representation and some independence assumptions, the 

sequential learning technique proposed by Spiegelhalter and Lauritzen [36] can be performed locally to 

cope with imprecision of conditional probabilities. The set up makes it possible to take advantage of well- 

developed statistical techniques and evidence propagation algorithms based on local computations. The 

independence assumptions provide a computationally straightforward basis for local operations on these 

conditional probabilities [36]. 

We demonstrate how to apply sequential learning method to a special case, when probability 

distributions can be expressed as Dirichlet distributions. These parameters of the distribution are estimated 

from a accumulated database. The simplicity of operations on the distributions and its intuitive 

interpretation are very attractive. Experiments with the method have been applied to the medical database 

where computer diagnosis systems are developed based on PRESS. The results show a number of 

attractive properties of the sequential learning procedure. 

On the other hand, constructing Bayesian belief networks by knowledge engineers working with 

domain experts who provide the entire information is a bottleneck in developing probabilistic expert 

systems. Structure learning provides an alternative way to bypass such difficulties and forms a model 

directly from a database. 

The task of structure learning is to obtain a structure "Bayesian belief network" that captures 

explicitly as much information regarding conditional independences as possible given a quality database. 

The work conducted in this chapter is only one approach towards the issue with the assumption that 

underlying distributions can be approximated by a dependence tree. The polytree algorithm described by 

Pearl [29] has been developed and experimented on databases. The polytree constructed from the medical 

database is then used for predicating diagnosis based on PRESS when a new case is obtained. The 

performance is comparable with other methods at the level of overall accuracy. 

The learning process integrates a "subjective expert's approach" with an "objective database 

approach" and greatly enchances PRESS. The application to the medical database provides an opportunity 

to gain experience. A number of problems associated with the learning process are identified and possible 

further developments suggested. The empirical investigations show that learning will allow the 
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development of "adaptive probabilistic reasoning systems" although more effort should be given to 

studying learning, especially structure learning, in Bayesian belief networks. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this concluding chapter, the underlying problems of probabilistic reasoning in knowledge based 

systems are reviewed. The approaches taken in this thesis are described and the computational framework 

that has been developed presented. Finally, future research in this area is suggested. 

6.1. The Problems 

As discussed in chapter 2, the early development of probabilistic expert systems had two kinds of 

difficulties. The first was how to construct and encode expertise into a coherent probabilistic form, namely a 

representational problem. In order to achieve consistency, it had to make ad hoc function adjustments due 

to the inappropriateness of rule-based systems for representing uncertainty [12]. The second was the 

inferential problem, that is, how to develop a computationally manageable algorithm for reasoning and 

decision making. In order to cope with the problem in practice, many Bayesian inference systems had to 

make some unrealistic assumptions, for example, the conditional independence assumptions in 

PROSPECTOR [2]. Some systems avoid independence assumptions but need a large database (e. g. G&T) 

[38]. 

In summary, to follow a normative probabilistic approach in uncertainty management, researchers 

had to make a choice between oversimplified models and computationally intractable domain models. This 

has led to the development of other uncertain reasoning mechanisms [13,15,16]. For example, the certainty 

factor model was developed because the MYCIN system needs a computationally feasible inference 

mechanism [1]. These approaches, which concentrate on specific aspects of uncertain inference, have given 

rise to inadequacies in other aspects. 
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6.2. The Approaches 

Bayesian belief networks (BBNs), which were introduced in chapter 2, have the nice property that the 

joint probability distribution can be expressed as the product of corresponding prior and conditional 

probabilities specified on the graph (28,74). These probabilities are guaranteed to define a coherent joint 

probability distribution on the graph. The representational problem is thus overcome to a great extent. By 

exploiting and taking full advantage of the independence relationships embodied in the Bayesian belief 

network, the computation of the joint probability distribution (global computation) on all variables can be 

decomposed into a set of computations on small groups of variables (local computations). These local 

computations can be carried out one by one. This also eases inferential difficulties arising in probabilistic 

reasoning and avoids making independence assumptions in general. 

Three notable probabilistic reasoning algorithms using Bayesian belief networks, namely, Pearl's 

message passing algorithm [25], Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter's clique tree algorithm [28] and the stochastic 

simulation algorithm [32] were critically studied and carefully evaluated in chapter 2. Both Pearl's and the 

L-S algorithms are exact algorithms (with exact values of belief) [25,26,28]. The stochastic simulation 

algorithm uses simulation (or Monte Carlo techniques), and gives approximate values [32,71,88]. The 

accuracy depends on the size of the sample space (the number of simulation runs). The evaluation 

suggested there does not seem to be a single algorithm, either exact or approximate, that works well for all 

kinds of networks. Each algorithm mentioned above has computational properties that render it attractive 

for probabilistic reasoning on certain kinds of network structures. As far as computational complexity is 

concerned, the number of loop cut nodes is a crucial factor for Pearl's algorithm. On the other hand, the size 

of the largest clique in the L-S algorithm is the key factor. In general, the size of the largest clique in the 

general graph should not be large, in particular, the graph should be large and sparse. The L-S algorithm is 

then expected to perform well. The stochastic simulation algorithm suffers slow convergence when there 

are extreme conditional probabilities. The problem was analysed and a possible solution proposed in 

section 2.4.4.2. 

Based on study and evaluation of different reasoning algorithms in chapter 2, this thesis then shows 

how flexible probabilistic reasoning and learning system may be constructed and applied to uncertainty 

management in knowledge based systems. In particular, a probabilistic reasoning expert system shell, 
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PRESS [331, was designed and implemented (chapter 3). PRESS is primarily a research tool and 

implements many of the latest developments on Bayesian belief networks. It combines probabilistic 

modelling techniques with a front end that offers the flexibility and expressive power of a graphical 

environment. User interface issues are concerned with how to provide a "friendly" human-computer 

interface so that it is easy for people to operate or experiment with the system. The system is highly 

interactive and allows the design of the models and performance of uncertain reasoning via a simple 

graphical interface. 

In comparison with other developed systems, for example HUGIN [56], PRESS offers control 

facilities, which give the measure of a node of particular interest and helps the user to control and 

understand the probabilistic reasoning process. It shows how balanced the actual advice given by the 

system is and the influence of evidence as it has been flowing around the network. A measure is provided 

to support decisions to direct user requests in order to optimise a specific goal satisfaction. Furthermore, 

PRESS provides a choice of algorithms for probabilistic reasoning, including exact and approximate 

methods. 

The development of PRESS provides a framework to experiment with exact and approximate 

algorithms discussed in chapter 2. The experiments showed the differences between Pearl's and the L-S 

algorithms are significant. For example, in one of the experiments Pearl's algorithm takes 49 seconds to 

initialise a network but the L-S algorithm takes only 0.87 second to do so. The experiments also confirmed 

that exact computations suffer an exponential computational complexity (80]. In contrast with exact 

algorithms, the computation of the stochastic simulation algorithm has polynomial complexity in the size 

and number of connections in the graph. 

The open architecture of PRESS made it possible to incorporate the extension of the algorithms and 

communicate with an external environment. The system was extented to handle a mixture of continuous 

and discrete variables in chapter 4 [33,34]. The differences between the computational procedure for pure 

models and that for mixed models were addressed. The approximation of the marginal distribution of a 

clique by a conditional Gaussian distribution whose moment characteristics agree with the true marginal 

moments was carried out [34]. While this was an extension of the application of Bayesian belief networks 

there are still a number of assumptions which limit the immediate value of the algorithm in some 
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applications, for example, in the forecasting context. As well as the restrictions to conditional Gaussian 

distribution, the method requires that no continuous variable has discrete 'children' in the network, and 

also, that the interactions between continuous nodes and other nodes can be described in terms of linear 

functions [34]. 

As a result of these developments, PRESS presents a systematic way of handling probabilistic 

reasoning using Bayesian belief networks. The system deals with a range of problems, including both pure 

and mixed probabilistic models. Examples from forensic science [97,1041 and the forecast of a crop yield 

[351 were used for evaluation of the reasoning procedures in chapter 3 and chapter 4. Although these 

examples are not large enough, they illustrate the basic concepts of probabilistic reasoning using Bayesian 

belief networks and the main features of PRESS. 

In a Bayesian belief network setting, expert systems could connect to existing databases and improve 

by gaining experience through parameter learning [36]. It is also possible to discover a Bayesian belief 

network in a semi-automated process by extracting the underlying topology directly out of the data, that is, 

using structure learning techniques [29,130] to avoid the bottleneck problem [131]. These two issue were 

addressed in chapter 5. In particular, sequential learning technique on Dirichlet distributions [36] and 

polytree algorithm (29] were investigated. Applications on a large medical database (6387 patient records) 

have been made. Two computational systems were set up for classification using PRESS, where one of 

them included the sequential learning technique. The comparison between the two systems showed that the 

performance of the system with learning was much better than that of the system without learning in the 

sense of overall accuracy when the training set is small (<500). When the size of the training set is large, 

the performance of the two systems are at the same level. The structure constructed by the polytree 

algorithm from the database was used for classification using PRESS. The overall accuracy (68%) of the 

classification is comparable with other methods (e. g. G&T, ID3) [22,38]. Furthermore, these experiments 

enabled us to identify problems associated with learning in Bayesian belief networks and future research 

directions. 
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6.3. Future Research 

An attempt to study, develop and apply probabilistic reasoning and learning using Bayesian belief 

networks is made in this thesis. However, some further research in these areas is required. It is believed 

that progress in any of these areas may lead to a more successful development and a wider use of PRESS in 

solving real problems. 

6.3.1. Modelling Dynamic Worlds 

Modelling dynamic systems has not been addressed in this thesis. The idea of representing a 

dynamic world by using a Bayesian belief network (BBN) formalism would be interesting, so that pieces of 

BBN representing the world can be embedded in larger BBN representing more generic probabilistic 

relationships between the variables in the problem. 

Time plays an essential role in a dynamic system. The representation of temporal knowledge and 

temporal reasoning will be crucial aspects in modelling dynamic systems [107,1081. One way of 

representing processes that unfold over time is by defining a finite state space and by modelling progression 

as a series of transitions between these states [1321. In such a way the system is able to support various 

types of temporal inference, such as predicting the future consequences of an action, or reconstructing past 

evolution based on incomplete information about the past and about the present, or detecting deviations 

from expected progress. The computational difficulties associated with propagation algorithms necessary to 

perform the inference have to be tackled. 

63.2. Semi-Automatic Construction Models From Database 

One alternative way of constructing an initial model is to exploit a database of previous cases from 

the domain. Recent research progress creates an opportunity now to discover knowledge in the form of 

general graphical "structure" of a problem, or underlying topology in Bayesian belief networks [133,134]. 

A theory or methodology for data-driven discovery of causation needs to be developed. Interactive 

graphical tools for constructing and manipulating the model would be essential. Feasible procedures for 
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determining all of the models statistically equivalent to any given model without latent variables needs to 

be developed. The genuine causal influences should be distinguished from spurious covariations [133,134]. 

The statistical and temporal aspects of causation should be addressed fully [135,136]. 

Furthermore, we do not possess a reliable informative procedure for constructing initial latent 

variable models from data alone, nor do we possess a solution to the closely connected problem of feasibly 

generating all latent variable causal models statistically equivalent to a given model. These problems 

would require further fundamental research. 

6.3.3. Dynamic Improvement of Models 

Dynamic improvement of the qualitative structure of the model as a database of cases accumulates 

will be a vital area for future research. It would involve criticisms of the model and possibly modifying it. 

We might also incorporate devices for monitoring the adequacy, in terms of better predictions, of a given 

model and/or of the prior distributions embodied in it to the problem at hand. 

Data-based choice among graphical models has been studied while the existence of proper priors 

supports the use of Bayes factors to compare models of differing dimensionality. In expert systems a global 

comparison for two competing structures S1 and S2 could be based on the Bayes factor [128,129] or the 

minimum message length [137]. It should be possible to decompose the global comparison into 

components relative to, for example, cliques of the triangulated graph. Hence local model comparisons, 

concerned with whether a link could be dropped, or whether two adjacent cliques should be merged, could 

be monitored locally. It could allow local model criticism. 

An important point is whether the assumptions exploited in the initial graphical models are 

compatible with a set of observed data. A possible solution is to provide a number of possible graphical 

models, and compare them in terms of the support they are given by data. Differences between various 

models can be interpreted in terms of the coding approach of Rissanen [138]: the preferred model amongst 

a class of competing models will be the one with the shortest total encoded length minimised with respect 

to its parameter estimates. 
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6.3.4. Parallel Implementation 

Those reasoning algorithms discussed in chapter 2 have inherent parallelism and implementations 

could be in parallel processing environments. For example, the computational structure of a clique tree in 

the L-S algorithm lends itself to local message passing between autonomous processors [28]. Parallel 

processing would also be suitable for the stochastic simulation algorithm. Each node in the network could 

be assigned to a separate processor to carry out local computations and simulations. 
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Appendix A 

BASIC GRAPH THEORY 

In this appendix, basic notations in graph theory are reviewed. Our emphases will be on triangulated 

graphs and how to make a graph triangulated. The notation of triangulat: d graphs applies to problem 

solving within as widely different areas as solution of sparse symmetric systems of linear equations [139], 

pedigree, analysis [140,141], and evidence propagation in Bayesian belief networks [25,28,33,56]. Our 

interest in graph triangulation originates from the latter of these areas. Most of the concepts reviewed have 

been studied extensively in the graph theory literature (see [142,143]). 

Notations and Terminology 

A graph, denoted G, is a pair (V, E), where V is a finite set of nodes aid E is a set of edges between 

pairs of nodes. We will use n=IVI to denote the number of nodes and c=IEI to denote the number of edges in 

the graph. In general, the edges could be either directed or undirected. If all edges of a graph are directed, 

we call it a directed graph. If the directions of the arrows in a graph are not specified, such a pair (V, E) is 

called an undirected graph. The graph in which we are interested will not have both types of edges. We 

will represent a graph with nodes as circles and edges as either arrows or lires, see Figure A. 1 and Figure 

A. 2 as an example of directed and undirected graphs respectively. Let S be a set of nodes. Then 

G(S)=(S, E(S)) is the subgraph of G Induced by S, where E(S)={{v, w}EE and v, wES}. 

If there is u-'w, u is a parent of w and w is a child of u. We will use PA(w) to represent all the parent 

nodes of w. Two nodes u, wEV are adjacent (or neighbours) if {u, w}EE. We will use Adj(u) to represent 

all nodes adjacent to u in the graph G. In a directed graph, the neighbours of a node are its parents and 

children. For example, the directed graph depicted in Figure A. 1 shows PA(Y)={D, X, H} and Adj(D)={B, 

Y}. A path between w and u is a sequence of nodes (v1, v2, ..., vk) with v1=w and vk=u so that each node 

in the sequence has one endpoint in common with its predecessor and its other endpoint in common with its 
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Figure A. 1. Directed Graph 

Figure A. 2. Undirected Graph 

successor. The number of nodes in the sequence is the length of the path. A loop (or a cycle) is a path (v 1, 

v2, ..., vx) where (i) no edge appears twice in the sequence (ii) the two endpoints are the same nodes, i. e. 

v t=vk . 
For example, there is an undirected loop (A, B, D, Y, X, C, A) in Figure A. 2. Throughout this 

appendix, we assume that the graphs considered are connected, that is, for each pair of distinct nodes u, w, 

there is a path with these nodes as its endpoints. A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is a directed graph 

without any directed loops, e. g. Figure A. I. The directed acyclic graph plays an important role in 

probabilistic reasoning using graphical knowledge representations. A moral graph is obtained by joining 

parents of a directed graph, i. e. by adding edges u-w between all pairs u, we PA(x) where neither u-'w nor 

w--*u, and then dropping directions of the graph. The moral graph GM for Figure A. 1 is shown in Figure 

A. 3, where dotted lines are additional edges. A tree is defined to be a connected graph without a loop. A 

path connecting two nodes is always uniquely determined in a tree. A polytree, known as a singly 

connected structure, is a directed structure which does not have any loops (as in Figure A. 4) [29]. 
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Figure A. 3. Moral Graph 

Figure A. 4. Polytree Structure 

Triangulated Graph 

A triangulated graph is an undirected graph which has the property that all loops (u =vo, v1, ..., v1=u) 

of length b3 possess a shortcut (i. e. an edge joining two non-consecutive nodes of the loops) [142,143]. 

An example of triangulated graph is given in Figure A. 5. 

Triangulated graphs are also called rigid circuit graphs [144], chordal graphs [145] and decomposable 

graphs [74]. A subgraph of a triangulated graph GT is also a triangulated graph because, otherwise, it would 

have a loop of length k>3 without a shortcut, and GT would also have a loop of length k>3 without a 

shortcut. A tree is a triangulated graph. A subset of the undirected graph is complete if all the nodes of the 

subset are pairwise connected. A clique is defined as a maximal subset which is complete in an undirected 

graph. For example, there are 5 cliques in Figure A. 5. They are (A, B, C), (B, C, X), (B, D, X), (D, X, Y, H) 

and (Z, H). 
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Figure A. 5. Triangulated Graph 

An efficient method for checking whether a graph is triangulated or not is based on ordering nodes in 

a special way. A ordering of V is a bijection w: VH(1,2,..., n). Let G=(V, E) be an undirected graph 

having n nodes. An ordering 0)--(VI, V2, .... v�) of all nodes in V is called perfect if for every v; 

Adj(v, )(I {vl, v2,..., v; _1) is a complete subset of G. A possible perfect ordering for Figure A. 3 is shown in 

Figure A. 6. An undirected graph is triangulated if and only if it admits a perfect ordering. If an undirected 

graph G in which V has a perfect ordering o =(vl, v2, ..., v�) and there are m cliques, and if (C19 C29 ..., 

C. ) be an ordering of the cliques according to their highest labelled nodes, then the ordering of the cliques 

has the running intersection property [28], that is, for every clique Cj (j>1), there exists an i<j such that 

clique Cj will have 

Cjn(CILC2v """ uCC_l)c; C;. 

C; is known as a parent clique of Cj. For the graph shown in Figure A. 6, we will have the following table 

to illustrate the running intersection property. 

Order Clique Highest Label Intersection Parent Clique 
1 (A, B, C) 3 
2 (B, C, X) 4 B, C 1 
3 (B, D, X) 5 B, X 2 
4 (D, X, Y, H) 7 D, X 3 
5 (Z, H) 8 H 4 

The basic technique applied to make a graph G triangulated is to add the extra edges F provided by 

eliminating the nodes of G one by one. Therefore the triangulated graph corresponding to G is represented 

by GT=(V, EvF). A node V; is eliminated by adding edges such that the nodes adjacent to V; are pairwise 
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connected and by subsequent deletion of V; and its incident edges. Triangulating graphs using the 

eliminating technique is essentially a problem of establishing a sequential order of the nodes specifying the 

ordering in which they should be eliminated. 

The two most well-known ordering algorithms are those of maximum cardinality search by Tarjan 

and Yannakalds [146] and of lexicographic search by Ross, et al [147]. Maximum cardinality search is a 

method for ordering the nodes of an undirected graph, which always give a perfect ordering if the graph is 

triangulated. The lexicographic search does something similar, but in addition it is guaranteed to give 

minimal triangulation in O(ne) time, where as the maximum cardinality search is not. The set F of fill 

edges is minimal if for any F'cF, G'=(V, EuF') is not triangulated. F is minimum if for any triangulation 

F' of G. IFI<_IF'I. However, minimal orderings are not necessarily close to a minimum fill ordering. Finding 

a minimum fill ordering for an arbitrary graph is NP-completet problem [148]. A stochastic algorithm 

based on simulated annealing by which the optimal solution to finding a minimum fill ordering problem 

may be found is presented and discussed in [78]. 

Maximum cardinality search has the property of not adding edges to an already triangulated graph 

and hence it may be used as an efficient test for graph triangulation as it runs in O(n+e) time. If an 

undirected graph is not triangulated, it can be made so by adding edges between nodes. Let G=(V, E) be an 

undirected graph and co be a total ordering of the nodes in V, F(w) is a set of (u, w) such that (u, w)e E and 

there is a path between u and w containing only u, w and nodes ordered after both u and w. That is, if x is a 

node on the path other than u and w, then co(x)>o(u) and co(x)>w(w). F(c)) is called the fill-in of G with 

respect to co. An algorithm for computing fill ins in a given undirected graph can be described as follows: 

(1) Compute an ordering for the nodes. For example, using a maximum cardinality search, i. e., number 

nodes from 1 to n, in increasing order, always assigning the next number to the node having the 

largest set of previously numbered neighbours (breaking ties arbitrarily). 

(2) From i=n to i=1, recursively fill in edges between any two nonadjacent parents of Vi. i. e., neighbours 

of V; having lower ranks than V; (including neighbours linked to V; in previous steps). If no edge is 

tNp is the class d problems that can be solved nondeterministically in polynomial time on a Turing machine. The "hardest" problems in 

NP am the NP-complete problems. No NP-complete problem is going to yield to a polynomial time algorithm. Moreover. if any NP. 

complete problem did yield touch an algorithm then so would every problem in NP. 
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added the original graph is triangulated; otherwise, the new filled graph is triangulated. 

Figure A. 6. A Triangulated Graph Derived from Figure A. 3 

The result of applying the maximum cardinality search to an undirected graph (see Figure A. 3) is given in 

Figure A. 6, where the dashed line represents the possible fill in. 

If u and w are distinct nodes with {u, w) eE in a graph, a set of nodes S is called a separator of u, w 

if every path between u and w contains a node in S. If U, W and S are pairwise disjoint sets of nodes, we 

say that S separates U and W if S is separator of u, w for all ueU and weW. Let A and B be a set of 

nodes in the graph G and A, BcV. with AuB=V. Then (A, B) is a decomposition of G if 

(1) S=AnBis complete; 

(2) S separates A from B in G. 

(A, B) is a proper decomposition if neither A nor B=V. A graph G=(V, E) is decomposable if either (1) V 

is complete; or (2) G has a proper decomposition (A, B) with GA, GB each decomposable. This is 

equivalent to the triangulation of the graph. 

Darroch, Lauritzen and Speed [741 show how "decomposable" models (those whose joint probability 

distribution can be expressed wholly in terms of the marginal distributions on the cliques) correspond to 

triangulated graphs. We have a Markov random field defined on the moral graph, and we may use the 

independence properties derived from undirected graphs that are more usually exploited in applications 

such as image processing [149). Triangulated graphs ensure that from now on it will be sufficient to derive 

the appropriate clique marginals. Essentially we have embedded our original structure in one that is more 

complex, in that some of the conditional independence assumptions are no longer apparent from the graph, 
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but allows much simpler analysis. 

Conditional Independence and Bayesian Belief Networks 

Conditional independence is based on a set of qualitative properties [150,151J. These properties 

allow us to deduce new conditional independences without explicit reference to the probability 

specifications [152,153,154]. For the sake of simplicity, we will use .. 
ý.. I .. to mean ".. is conditionally 

independent of .. given .. " defined on all three disjoint sets X. Y and Z, where X, Y, Z are subsets of a set 

of random variables. Let us look at the following axioms which are the basis for validating a new 

independence: 

(1) Symmetry 

AýBJC<=>BýAJC 

(2) Decomposition 

AIBjCandDcA=>D). BjC 

(3) Weak Union 

AI=BICandDcA=>AI=BI(C, D) 

(4) Contraction 

AIBICandAI. DJ(CB)=>Ak(B. D)IC 

These axioms form a system called semi-graphoid [155,156]. These axioms are very similar to those 

assembled by Dawid [150] for probabilistic conditional independence and those proposed by Smith [157] 

for generalised conditional independence. 

An axiomatic basis is established so that we can infer new independencies by non-numerical. logical 

manipulation. Such axioms could serve as building blocks of expert systems that provide qualitative 

explanations as to why certain facts were or were not taken into account in a given computation. Currently, 

it appears unlikely that there exists a finite set of axioms which is complete for conditional independence. 
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The concept of separation in graphs has similar properties [155,156]. In addition, the graph has 

properties of explicitness, saliency and stability. The graphical representation provides a comfortable way 

to express conditional independencies explicitly [156]. Therefore it is a kind of language for expressing 

conditional independencies and a powerful tool for handling conditional independence in probabilistic 

reasoning. Moreover conditional independence provides a basis for expressing the qualitative structure in 

graphical form as a Bayesian belief network. 

A Bayesian belief network can be viewed as an economical scheme for representing conditional 

independence relationships and for deducing new independencies from the network. It is of crucial 

importance to have effective and simple criteria for deciding which information or facts have dependencies 

upon others in the light of present knowledge and the reading of all conditional independence directly from 

the Bayesian belief network. The following definition permits us to graphically identify and validate such 

conditional independence from a Bayesian belief network. If X, Y, Z are three disjoint subsets of nodes in 

a Bayesian belief network, then Z is said to d-separate X from Y, if and only if there is no path from a node 

in X to a node in Y along which the following two conditions hold 

(1) a node z in Z and arrows do not meet head to head at z; 

(2) a node z not in Z, nor has z any children in Z, and arrows of path meet head to head at z. 

This is known as d-separation criterion, discovered by Pearl [154]. If X and Y are d-separated by Z, then 

XýYIZ. Lauritzen et al proposed another criterion (the directed global Markov property) for conditional 

independence [76]. They investigated conditional independence properties of directed Markov fields and 

showed the result using the trick of forming the moral graph of a Bayesian belief network with known facts 

about Markov fields over undirected graphs. The directed global Markov property states that XýYIZ 

whenever X and Y are separated by Z in the moral graph of the smallest ancestral set containing XuYuZ. 

It has been proved that this criterion is equivalent to that of Pearl [154]. 

Bayesian belief networks have a close relationship with conditional independence in probability 

theory. In a Bayesian belief network, if A, B and C are three disjoint subsets of variables of a probability 

distribution P, we have AýB IC G= P (XA I XB , Xc )=P (XA Xc) for all values XA, XB and Xc such that 

P (XA, Xc )>O [1501. The marginal independence can be expressed as AFB 10 == P (XA XB )=P (XA) 
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for all XA and XB such that P (XB )>O. 

There are basic Bayesian belief networks that show different kinds of conditional independence. 

Without loss of generality, we consider three variables VI, V2 and V3. There are four possible different 

Case 1: V1 is a common cause of V2 and V3. The directed graph is: 

0 vi 

V2 V3 

The dependence read from the graph is: V2 =V 31 V 1. In other words, P(V2. V3 1V 1)=P(V2I V 1)P (V 3V 1). 

Case 2: V1 is a common effect of V2 and V3. Their relations are depicted as: 

V2 V3 

V1 

We have V2 ý V3 10. Therefore P(V2, V3)=P (V2)P (V3)- 

Case 3: V1 causes V2, and V3 is an effect of V2. The graph is: 

vi 

V2 

V3 

The graph gives information: V1=V3I V2. The joint probability distribution can be expressed as: 

P(V i, V 2, V3)=P(V3 IV 2) P(V2I V i)P(V i)" 

Case 4: V2 causes Vl and V3. Vl is an effect of V3. The graph is: 
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V2 V3 

V1 

From the graph, no conditional independence can be read. Therefore, we have the joint distribution 

P(V1, V2, V3)=P(V2)P(V1I V2, V3)P(V3I V2)" 
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Appendix B 

CONVERGENCE PROBLEM IN STOCHASTIC SIMULATIONS 

Convergence problems have been discussed in the simulation literature [158,159] and they remain an active 

area of research. In particular, Wilson [158,160] separates the convergence problem into two components, 

initialisation and steady state behaviour. The former concerns initialising the states of variables in a model 

to promote rapid convergence to the posterior probabilities. The latter deals with how to reach convergence 

as quickly as possible, given an Initial state. In this appendix, we focus primarily on the steady state 

problem. Note that the performance of Pearl's stochastic simulation method may be quite sensitive to 

initialisation of the network as well [89]. The main problem in applying the stochastic simulation method 

to Bayesian belief networks is that the method provides no variance or error estimates on posterior 

probabilities. Thus it may be difficult to know how long to simulate in order to achieve acceptably accurate 

estimates of the posterior probabilities of interest. It does not offer prior upper bounds on the amount of 

computation that will guarantee sufficient convergence properties. The theory of random Markov fields 

guarantees convergence to the correct stationary distribution in the limit. Tiere is no reason, however, to 

believe that stochastic simulation method converges rapidly or efcier. tly to that distribution. To 

demonstrate, the example given in section 2.4.4.2 will be employed. A possible solution to this problem is 

proposed. 

It can be seen from Figure 2.7 in section 2.4.4.2 that the whole sample space is divided into two 

isolated chains, chain 1 and chain 2. This is because there are conditional probabilities that are 1 or 0 in the 

example. In chain 1, there is only one state (-is, -it, -ie). That is, 

P1(s)-0, P1(0-0, P1(e)-0. 

Chain 2 consists of three states: (s, t, e), (s, -'t, e) and (ýs, t, e). For convenience, we will call them state 1, 

state 2 and state 3, respectively. 
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Suppose an infinitely long simulation process is conducted. The simulation process has the Markov 

property, that is, the new states of nodes are dependent only on the preceding states. It is, therefore, easy to 

determine the probability of a node being in a given state during an infinite simulation. 

Assume that we are now in state 1, that is, (s, t, e) and we process nodes in the order of T, S and E. 

We have: 

P(t* 1 XT)=aP(t)P(e Is, t)=a0.4=215, 

P(, t* I Xr)=aP(-, t)P(e Is, --. t)=a0.6=3/5, 

where a=1. So there is a probability of 2/5 for T to be true and of 3/5 for it to be false. Let us assume that 

T is chosen as true. We process S: 

P (s* I Xs)=uP (s )P (e Is , t)=aO. 2=1 /5 , 

P(--s* I XS)=aP(-+s)P(e I-, s, t)=a0.8=4/5, 

where a is 1. In this case S is unlikely to be true. If we assume that T takes false instead of true, it will 

yield 

P(s* I Xs )XP (s )P (e I s, -, t)=l , 

P (--, s* I Xs)=aP (-+s )P (e I -tis , --z)=O . 

where a=5. This means that S will definitely take true. When the values of S and T are given, the value of 

E will definitely be known from the conditional probability tables. 
1 

To sum up, we can possibly go to state 2,3 or stay in state 1 from state 1 with the following 

probabilities 

state 1-) state 1: 2/5x1/5=2125, 

state 1-+ state 2: 3/5x1=3/5, 

state 1- + state 3: 2/5x4/5=8/25. 

Similarly we can work out the possible state transformations and their probabilities from state 2 and state 3. 

The conclusions are 
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state 2 -a state 1: 2/25, and state 3 -'state 1: 1/5, 

state 2 --* state 2: 3/5, state 3 -a state 3: 4/5. 

state 2 --ý state 3: 8125, 

2/25 4/5 

State 1 

3/5 

Figure B. 1. State Transformations with Their Probabilities in Chain 2 

State 3 

All these state transformations and their probabilities are shown in Figure B. 1. It is possible that we 

can calculate the probability of a proposition being in a particular state from Figure B. I. For example, state 

I can be transferred from state 2, state 3 and its own. In fact, we have 

P(state 1)=2125P(state 1)+2/25P(state 2)+1/5P(state 3), 

P(state 2)=3/5P(state 1)+3/5P(state 2), 

P(state 3)=8125P(state 1)+8/25P(state 2)+4/5P(state 3). 

So numerical relations among these three states are P(state 2)=312P(state 1) and P(state 3)=4P(state 1). 

Using the probability property 

P(state 1)+P(state 2)+P(state 3)= 1, 

we obtain 

P(state 1)=2/13 that is: P(s, t, e)=2/13 

P(state 2)=3/13 P(s, -, t, e)=3/13 
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P(state 3)=8/13 P(-s, t, e)=8/13. 

The probability of each proposition being true can be derived by 

P2(s)=P(s, 1 , e)+P(s, -nt, e)=5/13, 

P20)=P(s, t4)+P(-'s, t, e)=10/13, 

P2(e)=P(s, t, e)+P(s, -, t, e)+P(-s, t, e)=1. 

The states can be transformed inside the chain, but cannot lead to other chain. If we just apply 

stochastic simulation approach directly, we consider only one of the possible chains. In our example, we 

consider either chain 1 or chain 2. Therefore, it is impossible to obtain reasonable estimated probabilities in 

this case because only a part of the sample space has been taken into account. The generated sample space 

will not be complete. It is impossible that the sample space generated by the stochastic simulation 

algorithm will cover all the four possible states if it starts from an initial state. 

We have to generate a sample space covering all possible states in order to converge reasonable 

results. One way to deal with a model having conditional probabilities taking values 1 or 0 is to slightly 

change those conditional probabilities being 1 and 0. For example, probabilities set to 0 or I are changed 

into probabilities of, for example, 0.01 or 0.99 so that the gate between two set of states can be opened 

slightly. But the solution is not efficient if we do care about running time because, if the gate is open, a lot 

of iterations are needed to go through it. It is not clear what effect this ad hoc adjustment will have on the 

overall performance of a system. 

Another possible solution is to apply the stochastic simulation algorithm to all possible isolated 

chains. Then their simulated results are weighted by the probabilities with which chains occur in order to 

construct a complete sample space. In other words, a small sample space is generated for each isolated 

chain. These small sample spaces are mutually exclusive because these chains cannot communicate with 

each other. Then a global sample space is built from these small sample spaces proportionally. Therefore, a 

sample space covering all possible states is constructed in this way. Based on the idea above, Pearl's 

algorithm can be slightly modified and a possible solution looks like: 
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Analyse the causal model 
FOR each isolated chain C; DO 

Apply Pearl's algorithm to chain C; 
Calculate probability P(C; ) from given conditional probability tables 

END 
Sum all the results weighted by the probability P(C; ) 
Calculate overall estimated probabilities 

Considering our example, the probabilities of getting from chain to chain can be calculated from 

Table 2.1, that is, we start from chain 1 with probability 48% (i. e. P(-, s)P(-, t)). and there is a probability of 

52% of starting from chain 2. In other words, we have P(chain 1)=0.48 and P(chain 2)=0.52. Then sum 

the two results P1 and P2 weighted by the probability P(chain 1) and P(chain 2) respectively, that is, 

P(S)=P 1(S)P(chain 1)+P2(S)P(chain 2). Therefore the overall probabilities are: 

P (s)=5/13x0.52+OxO. 48=0.20 , 

P (t )=10/13x0.52+OxO. 48--0.40 , 

P (e )=1xO. 52+OxO. 48=O. 52. 

These correspond to the correct marginal probabilities. 
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Appendix C 

CG DISTRIBUTIONS AND CG POTENTIALS 

This appendix describes the multivariate normal distribution and the conditional Gaussian (CG) 

distribution. We want to show operations on CG distributions and CG potentials in detail. Proofs of these 

operations are also given. 

Multivariate Normal Distribution 

The univariate normal density function of x can be written as N(µ, v) with mean µ and variance v, 

1 
f (X) (2 tv)2 P ýi. ( 

2v 
). (C. 1) 

where v is positive. The density of function of a multivariate normal di` tribution of x1, ..., x� has an 

analogous form (C. 1). The scalar variable x is replaced by a vector 

X1 

x- 
Xy, 

the scalar constant µ is replaced by a vector 

µt 

NI, 

and the positive constant v is replaced by a positive definite symmetric matrix 

V11 V12 ... VU 
V21 V22 ... V2m 

E- 

Vet Vh2 """V, w 
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Thus the density function of an n-variate normal (Gaussian) distribution is 

I 

f(x1..... x. ) = ((2n)" (det E)) 2exp(-2 (X _ )T -. 4)),, (C. 2) 

where 4 is the mean vector and E is the covariance matrix of X. We shall denote the above distribution as 

N((. E). 

Multivariate normal distributions have some useful properties. For example, marginal distributions 

and conditional distributions derived from multivariate normal distributions are also normal distributions. 

Moreover, linear combinations of multivariate normal variates are again normally distributed. Here we 

state some theorems without any proof [161]. 

Theorem 1: 

If X is distributed according to N(4, E), the marginal distribution of any set of components of X is a 

multivariate normal distribution with mean and covariance obtained by taking the corresponding 

components of 4 and E, respectively. 

Theorem 2: 

Let the components of X be divided into two groups subvectors X1 and X2- Similarly, the mean 4 is 

divided into 41 and 42, and the covariance matrix E of X is divided into Ett, 7,12,12, and F. '. Then if 

X is N(4, E), the conditional distribution of X1 given X2=x2 is normal with mean 41+E12E12 '(x 2) 

and covariance matrix Ell - £12 1: 12711: 21 . 

Theorem 3: 

If X is distributed according to N(, E), then Y=AX+C is a normal distribution N(A4+C, AL4T). 

CG-Distribution 

Assume that a finite set of variables V can be partitioned into discrete A and continuous r as V_eur. 

The random variables x take values in the product space consisting of discrete i and continuous y. 
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x=(xa).. v=(i, y)= 
i(ia)ua, 

Ü'7 r, 

where i& are finite sets of possible states of the discrete variables and y7 are real valued. The corresponding 

random variables shall be denoted Xa, aeAur. Conditional Gaussian (CG) distributions [109,112] are 

multivariate distributions characterised by the joint conditional distribution of the continuous variables y, 

given a combination of discrete variables i as being Gaussian (Normal). Consider the following strictly 

positive density f 

f(x)=f(i, y)=x(i)exp(g(i)+h(l)T y- 2yrK(i)y ). 

where i and y are vectors, x(i )e (0,1) indicates whether f is positive at i, g (i) is a real-valued function of 

i, h (i) is a vector-valued function of i, K (i) is a matrix-valued function of i taking values in the set of 

positive definite symmetric matrices and vT denotes the transpose of the vector v. Equivalently, the 

logarithm of the density f may be written as 

logf (x)=8(i)+h(i)T y- 2yrK(i)y 
A probability distribution with density f defined above has a Conditional Gaussian distribution F in the 

sense that continuous variables y, for a given instance of discrete variables i, is multivariate Gaussian with 

covariance K (i )'1 and expectation K (i )'' h (i), that is, 

F(Xr 1 Xs=i)=Niri((i). E(i))" 

Note that both the covariance and the expectation may depend on discrete variables j. The marginal 

distribution of the discrete variables X, & has probabilities p (i), 

in 1 
p (i) =P Xs =i= (2a) 2 (detK (i )) 2 exp (g (i) +2 

4h (i )T K (i )-1 h (i )) 

where da denotes determinant. Note that when r =0 there are only discrete variables. The only restriction 

then is that the probability should be positive. Similarly, when 0=O all variables are continuous and the 

distribution is assumed to be multivariate Gaussian. In both cases, the models are pure. 

A CG-distribution can be specified either by the triple (g (i ), h (i ), K (i )) or (p (i ), l; (i ), E(i)) if K (i ) 

is positive definite. whichever might be convenient in the context considered. These two triples are termed 

as the canonical and the moment characteristics of the CG-distributions respectively. 9 W, h (i) and K (i) 
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denote the discrete, linear and quadratic canonical characteristics, respectively. p (i) is probability, k(i) is 

mean and Z(i) is covariance matrix. For more details on CG-distributions refer to Lauritzen and Wermuth 

[109]. 

CG-distributions have some useful properties [109]. However, CG-distributions are not closed under 

marginalisation in general since the conditional distribution of Xr given Xe can be a finite mixture of 

Gaussian distributions [109]. This illustrates the sense in which the multivariate family of CG- 

distributions is more complex than the family of Gaussian distributions. The latter is closed under 

conditioning as well as marginalising [161]. The difference between pure and mixed probabilistic models 

is due to this fact. 

Operations on CG Distributions and CG Potentials 

Here we consider CG distributions. In the case where Y is a continuous variable we specify the 

conditional distributions to be of the type 

F (Y I PA (Y)) = N( a(i) + ß(i )T z, 'y(i) ). (C. 3) 

where z is a value of Z which is a vector of continuous parent variables of Y, a(i) is a real number, ß(i) is a 

vector and 7(i) is a positive real number. The conditional density (C. 3) then corresponds to a CG potential 

O(i, y, z) defined on the space IxYxZ (! e A. Y, zEr and PA (Y)=! vZ). The canonical characteristics 

(g (i), h (1), K (i )) can be derived, where 

2 
-R( )T 

c 
a(i) 1 log (2n-1'(i )), h (i) = 

1(i) (111 
F' s 8(ý)=- 2Y(i) 2 y(i) -ß(i) 

1J1 
K(i)= 

)(i) -ß(i) ß(i)ß(i)T 

PROOF: 

Consider the density function (C. 3), 

N( a(! }+Jj )T2 
. 7(i)) _ (2ýy(i )) 2 exp (- 

(Y - a(2 ý)ßq )T Z )2 

Let w=y-ß(i )TZ, then we find w is a random variable and 
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N(a(i)+ß(i)Tz, Ki)) 

=exp(-21og(21rY(i))- 
(w2, Ki)))2 

= exp (- 21og(21ty(i)) - 
(w2 - 2a(i) W+ a(i )2) 

=exp(-l 1og(2 (i)) - 
°`(` )2 

+ °`(`)(Y -ß(i )T z) 
- 

(Y- (i )T z )2 
2 2y(1) )(i) 2'(i) (C. 4) 

On the other hand, the corresponding CG potential representation 4<i, y, z) can be expressed as: 

4(i, Y, Z)=exp(8(j)+h(j)T x- 2xT 
K(i)x ). 

where x is 

X=1 tý 

h (i )T x is 

h(i)Tx = a(i) 1-00) 1T [y] 
_ ac(i) (Y - ß(i )T Z) 

y(i) z 7(i) 

andxTK(i)x is 

( 1T 11 -T (l 
XT K (i lz J 7(i) -ß(i) ß(ýß)ß(ý )T lz J 

= 
i) (Y-ß(i)zT -yß(i)T +zTß(i)ß(i)T) 

[z, 

(Y2-ß(i)ZTY Yß(i)TZ+ZTß(i)ß(i)TZ)= 
(y_ (`)T Z)2 

7` 7(i ) 

So, we have the following expression for the above CG potential if g (i) =- 
a(_ )2 

- 
flog (2ir(i )), 

y. z) = exp (- a(_ )2 
-1 log (2n)(i )) + a(i) (y _ ß(i )rz) 

_ 
(Y- (i )TZ )2 (C. 5) 2y(i) 2 ^Ki) 2y(i) 

The expression (C. 5) is the same as that of (C. 4). The result follows. 

Multiplication and Division 

Suppose that there are two CG potentials in the canonical characteristics form, ý1(i , y), 
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$j (l, y)=e-xp(sj(i)+hj(i)T y-1T KI(i)y ) 

and 02(i. y), 

02(i, y) = eXP(92(i) + h2(ß )T Y --L K2(i)y ) 

defined on the same space I xY (I EA and Ye I). The multiplication is calculated 

"i(l, Y)x4 (i, y) 

=exp(gl(i)+hl(i)T y- 2yr KI(i)y )Xexp(g2(i)+h2(i)T y- 2yr K2(i)y ) 

=exp(ge(i)+g2(i)+(h, (N)+h2(i))Ty- ZyT (K1(l)+K2(i))y )" 

So we have 

(8i(i), ht(i), Ki(i))x(82(i), h2(i), K2(i))=(81(i)+g2(i), hi(i)+h2(i), K1(i)+K2(i))" 

If $(i, y )*O and q(i, y )*O, the division is calculated 

Ci, y)+4z0. y) 

= a(al(t)+hl(i)' y- ZyTAI(&)y)+exn(g2(i)+h2(i)'' y- 2yT K2(i)y ) 

=exP(gi(i)-92(i)+(hi(i)-h2(i))T Y- 2Yr (KI(t)-K2(l))Y )" 

We have 

(8I(i), hi(i), Ki(i))+(82(1), h2(i), K2(i))=(91(i)-82(i), h1(i)-h2(i), Ki(i)-K2(j))" 

Marginalisation 

Assume that we marginalise a CG potential «i, x j, x 2) with (g (i ), h (i ), K (i)) defined on (m+n) 

dimensions over continuous variables X=X IuX2 and discrete variables I. The set of random continuous 

variables is partitioned into two parts so that IX1I=m and IX2I=n. X1 corresponds to those continuous 

variables we are going to marginalise. So X, h (i) and K (i) can be represented as: 

X= xi h(i)_ 
hi(i) 

K(i)_ 
Kti(i) K12(i) 

xs hs(i) x210) K22(i) 
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The marginalised CG potential ý(i 
, xz) has the canonical characteristics (1(i). h(i), K(1)) given as 

8(i)=g(i)+ 2 
(m log(2n)-log(detK11(i))+hi(i)TKii(i)-lhl(i)), 

i(i) = h2(i) - K21(i)Ku(i )-lh i(i) , 

K(i)=K (i)-K21(i)Kii(i)-1Ki2(i)" 

PROOF: 

Our task is to calculate 14(i. x 1, x2) dx 1. Consider the CG potential «i ,x1, x2), 

ht(i) T 
xi 

_1I 
IT Ki1(i) Ki2(i) xi «i, x1, x? )=exp(8(i)+ h2(i) xi 2 x2 K210 Kn(i) 1x2J ) 

=exp(g(i)+ht(i)Txl+hi(i)Tx2- 2(x1TK2i(i)xi+x2TK21(i)xi 

+X1T K12(i)x2+x2TK22(1)x2 

Let v (i) = -K11(i )-1K12(i )X 2+ K11(i )-1h 1(i ). Using the property that K (i) is a symmetric matrix, then we 

find by direct calculation that 

«i, xl, x2)=exp(- 
Z(xl-v(i))TKii(i)(xi-v(i))) 

xexp(x2T (h2(j)-K21(i)Kit(i)-lhi(i))) 

(C. 6) 

(C. 7) 

xexp(- 
fx2T (K22(i)-K21(i)Kii(i)-'K12(l))x2) (C. 8) 

xexp(g(i)+ Zhl(i)TKii(i)_Ihi(i))" 

This is because the item (x1 -v (i ))rK, t (i)(x 1- v(i)) in the expression (C. 6) is 

(x l-v (i))TK11(i)(x1- v (i)) 

= (x1" K11(i) +x2T K12(i)T (K11(i)-1)TK11(i) 

-h1(i)T(K11(i)-1)TK11(t))(x1+K11(i)-1K12(i)X2-K11(i)-lh1(i)) 

= (x1TK11(1)x1 +X1TK12(i)x2-XI Th1(i)+x2TK12(i)T (K11(i)-1)TKI1(i)x1 

+X2T K12(i)T (K11(1)_I)TK12(i)x2-X2T K12(i)T (K11(i)-1)T h1(1 

-h1(i)T (Kil(l)-1)TKu(i)xi -h1(i)T (Ku(i)-')TKu(i)x2+h1(i)T (K,, (i)"1)T hi(i)) 

(C. 9) 
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=(x1TK1i(i)x1+x1TK12(i)x2-2h, (i)T +z2TK21(i)x1+x2TK21(i)K1i(i)-1K12(i)22 

-2x2TK21(i)Kii(i)-'hi(i)+hi(i)TK11(i)-lh1(i)) 

Note that only the expression (C. 6) has x 1. Using the property of the probability density function, 

I 

((2n)" (del F(i))) 2 exp (- 2 (x 1- v (i ))r 1(i)'1(x t-v (i ))) dx t=I, 

therefore, we have 

I In I f 
exp(- 2(xl-v(1))rKiI(i)(zt-v(i)))dzi=(2zt)2(det Kii(i)) 2 

= exp (2 (m log (2n) - log (detKii(i )))) . 

The new CG potential $(i. x2) is calculated as 

4(i, x2=f 09X Itx2)ri 

=exp(g(i)+ 
I(m log(2n)-log(detK1l(i))+hI(i)TK11(i)-Ihi(i)) 

+(h2(i)-K21(i)Kt1(i)"lh1(i))Tx2 

- 
2z2r(K22(i)-K2i(i)Kii(i)-'Ku(i))x2)" 

This can be written in the form 

0 , x2)=exp(8(! )+h(j)TX - 
fx2T(i)x2), 

where 

8(i)=g(i)+ 2 
(m log(2t)-log (detKu(i))+hi(i)TK1t(i)-lhi(i)), 

h(1)= h2(i)-K21(i)K11(i) h1(i) 
" 

K(l)=Kn(i)-Kn(i)Kji(i)"'Ku(i)- 

The result follows. 

When calculating marginals over discrete variables, there are two distinct cases. Firstly, consider the 

case where h (i j) and K (i J) do not depend on j. Then the canonical characteristics of the marginal 

distribution are given by 
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8(i)=Iog 7, exp(g(i. J)). 
j: VG. i)-1 

9(i) =h (i. j), 

This can be shown by considering the CG potential below 

$(i. I. y)=x(ij)exp(g(ij)+h(ij)T y_ 2yT K(ij)y ), 

we want 

E4(i y)=Ex(i J)exp(s(ij)+h(i )T y_ yr K(jj)y ) 

=exp log Y, exp(g(ij)+h(ij)T Y_2 YT K(ij)Y) 
. /: ZGJ)e 1 

Therefore the canonical characteristics are as quoted above. If either of h (i j) or K (i j) depends on j then 

the marginalisation process is more complicated and is best considered by looking at the moment 

characteristics (p. 4. E). Firstly, consider the marginal probability15(i ). We have 

Pit J)=P(Xea=i"X&=! )" 

We want the marginal probability i3(i) =p (X e, = i) 

P(Xa=j)= zp(X4=i. Xe. =J)=I: P(ij)" 
. 11 jj 

Consider next, the mean of the marginal distribution, ý(i ). Using the standard result, 

E(Y II =I)=E(E (Y I (1,! )) II =i), 

we obtain the expression, 

40) j) (i j) 

where P (I'j) is the new normalised probability of occurrence for a particular (i j)'k cell. 
P (i) 

Lastly, consider the variance of the marginal distribution, the expression for this is obtained in a 

similar fashion to the expression for the mean, by making reference to another result on conditional 

expectations E and variances V, 
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V(YII =i)=E(V(YI(I, J)) I I= i)+V(E(Y I (I, J))II=i), 

the expression for i(i) follows directly from the above and is, 

i j) P(ý. i) +a y, w J)-ý(1)) P(ij) 
i p(i) j ff(i) 

When marginalising over both continuous and discrete variables we first marginalise over the 

continuous variables and then over the discrete. 

Enter Evidence 

We consider the operation of entering continuous evidence y*A on A to the following CG potential 

d(i, x)=up(g(i)+h(i)T x- 
it K(i)x ). 

The transformed potential 4* (i . y) will have canonical characteristics (g* (i), h* (i), K* (i)) given as 

8'(i)=8(i)+hA(i)Y'A - ZKAA(i)Y*A 

h'(1)=ht(i)-y AKA1(i), K'(i)=Kt1(i)" 

PROOF: 

If we partition the underlying space of the above CG potential into 

y Ihi(i) K(i)= 
Ku(i) KIAii) 

yA ' 
h(i)° hA(i) ' KAKI) KM (i) ' 

then the new CG potential Q* (t. y) will have the following distribution 

$*(i, y)=exp(s*(i)+h*(i)T Y- 2yrK*(i)y 
). 

The CG potential will be 

0(º. X)=ýP(8ij)+ 
h'(`) Ty 

-1 yT K11(l) K1A(i) y) hA(') YA i k2 YA Al(i) xu(i) YA 

=exp(g(i)+hi(i)TY +hA(i)TYA -2 (T KII(i)Y +YA KAI(i)Y 
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+yr KIA (i) yA +(YA)2KAA (i))) 

=cxp (g(i)+hA(i)TYA- 2VA)2KM(1)Kh1(i)-YA KA1(i))TY- 

2YrK11(i)y) 
Now fixing yy at y*A we get 

4*tý. x)=exn(g(i)+hA(i)TY*A- 2(Y*A)2KAA(1)+(h1(i)-Y*A 
KA1(i))T Y- 2YTxll(i)Y )" 

This can be regrouped since y*A is now a constant and not a variable. The transformed potential 4* (i, x) 

will have canonical characteristics (g" (i). h* (i), K" (i)), where 

ö*(i)=8(i)+hA(i)Y*A - 
IKAA(i)y*A2s 

h*(i)=ht(i)-Y*AKA1(i), K*(i)=K1i(i) 

These are the new canonical characteristics as quoted above. 
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Appendix D 

MEDICAL DATABASE 

This appendix lists all the diagnostic groups and the symptoms with their different values in the abdominal 

pain diseases database. The description of the database is then presented. Of the preliminary diagnoses 

made by doctors, an estimated accuracy is also given. 

List of Diagnostic Groups 

Diagnostic Groups 

Group No. Diagnosis Abbrev. 

1 Appendicitis APP 

2 Diverticulitis DIV 

3 Perforated Peptic Ulcer PPU 

4 Non-specific Abdominal Pain* NAP 

5 Cholisistitis CHO 

6 Intestinal Obstruction INO 

7 Pancreatitis PAN 

8 Renal Colic RCO 

9 Dyspepsia DYS 

*NAP consists of all those patients who have not been diagnosed to one of the other diagnostic groups. 
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List of Symptoms with Their Values 

Symptom Values (No. ) Code 
1. Sex male(0), female(1) 1-2 
2. Age 0-9(0). 10-19(1), 20-29(2). 30-39(3) 

40.49(4), 50-59(5), 60-69(6), 70+(7) 3-10 
3. Pain-site Onset right upper quadrant(0). left upper quadrant(1), right lower quadrant(2) 

left lower quadrant(3). upper half(4), lower half(5), right half(6), left half(7) 
central(8), general(9), right loin(10), Ieft loin(11), epigastric(12) 

11-23 

4. Pain-site Present right upper quadrant(0), left upper quadrant(1), right lower quadrant(2) 
left lower quadrant(3). upper half(4), Iower half(5), right half(6), left half(7) 
central(8), general(91right loin(10), let loin(11), 
epigastric(12). pain settled(13) 

24-37 

5. Aggravating Factors movement(0). coughing(1). inspiration(2). food(3). other(4), nil(5) 38-43 
6. Relieving Factors lying still(0). vomiting(l), antacids(2). milk/food(3), other(4), nil(5) 44-49 
7. Progress of Pain getting better(0). no change(1). getting worse(2) 50-52 
8. Duration of Pain under 12 hours(0). 12-24 hours(1), 24-48 hours(2), over 48 hours(3) 53-56 
9 . Type of Pain steady(0). intermittent(1). colicky(2). sharp(3) 57-. 60 
10. Severity of Pain moderate(0), severe(1) 61-62 
11 Nausea nausea present(0), no nausea(1) 63-64 
12. Vomiting present(0), no vomiting(1) 65 
13. Anorexia present(0), normal appetite(1) 67-, 68 
141ndigestion history of dyspepsia(0). no history of dyspepsia(1) 69-70 
15Jaundice history jaundice(0). no history of jaundice(1) 71-72 
16. Bowel Habit no change(0). constipated(1). diarrhoea(2). blood(3), mucous(4) 73-77 
17. Micturation normal(0), frequent(1). dysuria(2), haematuria(3). dark urine(4) 78-82 
18. Previous Pain similar pain bcfore(0). no similar pain before(1) 83. _84 
19. Previous Surgery yes(0). none(1) 85-S6 
20. Drugs being taken(0), not being taken(l) 87-88 
21. Mood normal(0). distressed(I). anxious(2) 89-91 
22. Colour nonnal(0), pale(1). lushed(2) jaundiced(3). cyanosed(4) 92-96 
23. Abdominal Movements normal(0), poor/nil(I), visible peristalsis(2) 97-99 
24. Abdominal Scar present(0). absent(l) 100-101 
25. Abdominal Distension present(0). absent(1) 102-103 
26. Site of Tenderness right upper quadrant(0). left upper quadrant(1), right lower quadrant(2) 

left lower quadrant(3). upper half(4), lower half(5), right half(6), left half(7) 
central(8). general(9), right loin(10), left loin(11), epigastric(12), none(13) 

104-117 

27. Rebound present(0). absent(1) 118-119 
28. Guarding present(0), absent(1) 120-121 
29. Rigidity present(0). absent(1) 122-123 
30. Abdominal Masses present(0), absent(1) 124-125 
31. Murphy's Test positive(0), negative (1) 126-127 
32. Bowel Sounds normal(0). decreased(1), increased(2) 128-130 
33. Rectal Examination tender left side(0), tender right side(1), generally tender(2) 

mass felt(3). normal(4) 131-135 

The Description of the Database 

6387 patients with abdominal pain were collected by Dr. Gunn at Bangour Hospital, Livingston and 

were passed on by Dr. Nixon of West General Hospital, Edinburgh. Each patient was noted down his/her 

diagnosis made by a doctor, a set of observed symptoms with their values (states). These patients are 

classified into 9 diagnostic groups. It is assumed that a patient belongs to one and only one diagnostic 
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group. The number of patients in each diagnostic group and a sample of patient records are given as 

follows. 

The Number of Patients in Each Diagnostic Group 

APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS 
844 143 130 2835 572 417 96 473 877 

A Sample of Patient Records 

Patient No. Diagnosis Symptoms (Code) 

1 16 19 28 38 49 52 53 57 60 62 63 65 67 70 72 
D=9 73 78 84 86 88 91 92 97 101 103 111 115 119 121 

123 125 127 128 135 
2 14 19 26 39 49 50 55 60 61 64 65 67 70 72 73 

D=4 80 83 86 87 89 94 97 101 103 106 119 121 123 125 
127 128 135 

3 27 17 21 30 34 43 49 52 56 57 60 62 63 65 67 
D=8 70 72 73 83 85 87 92 97 100 103 110 114 119 121 

123 125 126 128 135 
4 24 16 29 39 40 42 44 50 53 60 61 64 66 68 70 

D=4 72 73 78 84 86 87 89 93 97 101 103 109 119 123 
125 127 129 135 

5 29 11 24 38 39 40 44 51 55 57 59 62 63 65 67 
D=5 70 72 73 79 83 86 87 91 92 97 103 1 04 118 121 

123 125 126 128 135 
6 24 16333849525658626365 68 70 72 74 

D=4 79 82 84 86 88 89 92 97 100 103 117 119 121 123 
125 127 128 135 

Actually, there are 135 symptoms/values taken into consideration. They include patient demographics (age, 

sex, etc. ) and medical history, as well as signs and lab findings. For example, considering the first patient's 

record, 

916 19 28 ... 103 111 115 119 121 ... 

The first number indicates the patient's final diagnosis. The other numbers are the observed symptom 

values in their codes. By checking code in the table, the real meaning for S 
-i 

(i=1,2,..., 135) can be found. 

Accordingly. the above patient record can be interpreted as: 
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Final Diagnosis: Dyspepsia 

Symptoms: Sex --- Male (1) 
Age --- between 30 and 39 (6) 
Pain Site Onset --- central (19) 
Pain Site Present --- left lower quadrant (28) 

Abdominal Distension --- absent (103) 
Site of Tenderness --- left half (111) 
Site of Tenderness --- left loin (115) 
Rebound --- absent (119) 
Guarding »- absent (121) 

For computational convenience, a new coding system is used. Under the new coding system, the 

accumulated data can be represented by the following table, 

Diagnosis Symptoms 

D St S2 S33 

D St S2 S33 

D S1 (6347 S2( S33 

where D(')e (D 1. D2,.... D9). S1 (')e (S19S2,... 9S33). The value of each symptom is represented by a 

number within the range from 0 to the total number of specific attribute values minus 1, e. g. symptom 

vomiting has 2 values, present and no vomiting, they are represented by 0 and 1 respectively. In addition, 

two more values are used in the database which are '88' for multiple observations and '99' for missing 

observations. The patient record described above can be expressed as follows using the new coding system 

90383... 1 88 11... 

Doctor's Diagnoses 

It is interesting to know the accuracy of diagnoses made by doctors. The table below shows the 

results of 3,847 preliminary diagnoses by doctors at Bangour hospital (reproduced with permission of Mr. 

S. Nixon and Mr. A. Gunn). Of the preliminary diagnoses made by doctors on these diseases, an estimated 

76.35 per cent are correct in the sense that they agree with the final diagnoses. 
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Doctor's Diagnoses vs. Final Diagnoses 
Final Diagnoses 

Doctor's Diagnoses APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 430 2 2 49 6 7 4 2 4 506 
DIV 4 56 3 16 1 16 0 1 3 100 
PPU 4 1 60 8 6 2 1 1 3 86 
NAP 299 12 7 1169 9 48 7 49 30 1630 
CHO 3 1 12 11 256 12 11 2 33 341 
INO 8 1 2 24 4 222 1 1 8 271 
PAN 0 0 3 4 8 3 33 0 8 59 
RCO 5 1 1 8 2 1 0 268 1 287 
DYS 6 5 11 35 43 9 12 3 443 567 
Total 759 79 101 1324 335 320 69 327 533 3847 

Overall Accuracy=2937/3847=76.35% 
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Appendix E 

PARAMETER LEARNING 

This appendix presents the results of the experiments of the sequential updating technique on the large 

medical database (6387 patient records). As described in section 5.2.2, two systems, namely System 1 and 

System 2, were Implemented using PRESS to carry out these experiments. System 1 and System 2 were 

initialised on the same training set and tested with the same remaining patient testing set. The two systems 

were evaluated on a set of data, which were randomly selected from the medical database. The training size 

was chosen as one of 100,200,300,400,500,1000,2000,3000,400C and 5000 respectively. The 

remaining set was used as the testing set. 

For each testing set, a table was set up to evaluate the performance of the systems by comparing the 

computer diagnoses with their final diagnoses made by the doctors. Three experiments were made on the 

same size of the different training sets. Therefore, 30 tables were made based on the experiments. In some 

cases, the system could not classify all the patient records in testing set due to small size of the training set. 

These patient records were referred as unclassified cases. 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di Fi 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 100) 

na agnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 110 0 0 571 0 3 0 2 6 692 

DIV 0 0 0 65 0 14 0 0 1 80 
PPU 1 0 0 16 1 12 0 2 6 38 
NAP 90 0 0 1873 6 24 0 22 100 2115 
CHO 1 0 0 44 38 8 0 1 46 138 
INO 1 0 0 150 0 51 0 1 13 216 
PAN 1 0 0 8 2 5 0 0 14 30 
RCO 0 0 0 123 1 11 0 79 7 221 
DYS 2 0 0 79 25 9 0 2 305 422 
Total 206 0 0 2929 73 137 0 109 498 3952 

Overall Accuracy=2456/6287=39.06% Unclassified Cases: 2335 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di Fi 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 100) 

agnoses na 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 255 0 0 425 1 3 0 0 3 687 
DIV 2 0 0 84 0 1 0 0 1 88 
PPU 8 0 0 10 0 1 0 0 2 21 
NAP 167 0 0 1925 23 5 0 1 15 2136 
CHO 0 0 0 46 108 0 0 0 36 190 
INO 8 0 0 191 6 7 0 0 6 218 
PAN 1 0 0 26 5 0 0 0 10 42 
RCO 7 0 0 142 13 2 0 5 6 175 
DYS 7 0 0 165 38 1 0 0 164 375 
Total 455 0 0 3014 194 20 0 6 243 3932 

Overall Accuracy=2464/6287=39.19% Unclassified Cases: 2355 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 100) 
Final Diagnoses 

APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 162 0 0 398 0 0 0 0 9 569 
DIV 1 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 5 56 

PPU 4 0 0 5 3 0 0 0 9 21 

NAP 84 0 0 1931 8 1 0 4 68 2096 
CHO 0 0 0 26 22 0 0 0 169 217 

INO 2 0 0 157 0 1 0 0 18 178 
PAN 0 0 0 8 2 0 0 0 31 41 
RCO 1 0 0 99 6 0 0 10 13 129 
DYS 2 0 0 96 9 0 0 0 383 490 

Total 256 0 0 2770 50 2 0 14 705 3797 

Overall Accuracy=2509/6287=39.91% Unclassified Cases: 2490 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 100) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 578 2 12 192 3 18 4 3 16 828 
DIV 4 68 5 28 0 26 1 5 2 139 
PPU 4 2 65 8 15 10 11 3 9 127 
NAP 351 54 8 2051 49 90 1 84 96 2784 
CHO 3 2 12 24 371 31 10 6 93 552 
INO 14 23 11 50 12 255 8 6 22 401 
PAN 2 2 5 4 17 12 19 1 33 95 
RCO 7 15 3 62 11 6 1 335 13 453 
DYS 12 6 17 74 65 27 26 6 621 854 
Total 975 174 138 2493 543 475 81 449 905 6233 

Overall Accuracy=4363/6287 9.40% Unclassified Cases: 54 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 100) 

APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 597 2 11 173 4 18 3 3 17 828 
DIV 4 65 4 30 0 26 1 4 2 136 
PPU 7 2 65 5 15 6 12 2 11 125 
NAP 361 56 9 2031 54 90 2 84 89 2776 
CHO 3 2 13 23 372 28 11 6 96 554 
INO 15 23 10 50 13 256 8 8 22 405 
PAN 2 2 7 4 18 12 20 1 29 95 
RCO 11 16 5 66 13 5 1 330 14 461 
DYS 13 6 16 80 63 27 27 5 622 859 
Total 1013 174 140 2462 552 468 85 443 902 6239 

Overall Accuracy=4358/628769.32% Unclassified Cases: 48 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di F 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 100) 

ina agnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 578 3 12 180 4 19 3 3 16 818 
DIV 4 63 5 30 1 27 1 5 2 138 
PPU 6 2 63 4 15 7 13 3 15 128 
NAP 355 56 9 2009 52 93 2 86 88 2750 
CHO 3 2 12 21 367 29 11 7 105 557 
INO 15 22 10 52 11 255 8 7 24 404 
PAN 2 2 5 4 17 13 20 1 30 94 
RCO 10 15 5 64 11 4 1 332 14 456 
DYS 12 6 16 77 61 28 26 5 620 851 
Total 985 171 137 2441 539 475 85 449 914 6196 

Overall Accuracy=4307/6287=68.51% Unclassified Cases: 91 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Foul Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 200) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 428 0 1 289 2 12 0 0 21 753 
DIV 3 9 0 75 0 21 0 0 5 113 
PPU 5 1 3 32 0 13 0 3 44 101 
NAP 290 10 0 1874 60 35 0 8 141 2418 
CHO 11 3 1 20 244 11 0 5 160 455 
INO 13 3 0 135 8 86 0 1 52 298 
PAN 2 0 2 9 6 5 0 0 53 77 
RCO 9 5 0 222 10 7 0 38 24 315 
DYS 16 1 1 101 57 7 0 2 577 762 
Total 777 32 8 2757 387 197 0 57 1077 5292 

Overall Accuracy=3259/6187=52.67% Unclassified Cases: 895 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 200) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 217 1 0 519 5 1 1 1 10 755 
DIV 0 1 0 100 3 2 1 3 1 111 
PPU 2 0 2 17 30 2 2 1 25 81 
NAP 113 0 1 2241 40 7 1 45 53 2501 
CHO 0 1 0 91 335 3 0 1 50 481 
INO 5 4 0 268 25 20 0 3 22 347 
PAN 0 1 0 13 40 0 2 0 23 79 
RCO 2 1 0 125 18 0 1 152 7 306 
DYS 6 3 0 161 240 1 3 0 277 691 
Total 345 12 3 3535 736 36 11 206 468 5352 

Overall Accuracy=3247/6187=52.48% Unclassified Cases: 835 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di Fi 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 200) 

na agnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 250 0 0 523 0 3 1 2 20 799 
DIV 4 0 0 98 0 6 0 3 10 121 
PPU 8 0 0 68 0 1 0 2 37 116 
NAP 149 0 0 2318 24 16 3 37 89 2636 
CHO 2 0 0 105 180 2 7 2 176 474 
INO 4 0 0 245 3 22 3 3 69 349 
PAN 1 0 0 18 5 1 5 2 46 78 
RCO 2 0 0 156 3 1 0 183 13 358 
DYS 1 0 0 234 43 2 7 5 482 774 
Total 421 0 0 3765 258 54 26 239 942 5705 

Overall Accuracy=3440/6187=55.60% Unclassified Cases: 482 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 200) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 589 3 14 165 4 18 3 2 16 814 
DIV 4 64 4 27 0 26 1 6 1 133 
PPU 7 3 65 6 10 9 10 2 12 124 
NAP 358 57 9 2007 53 94 2 82 96 2758 
CHO 3 2 11 20 365 31 10 7 95 544 
INO 15 26 11 43 12 254 8 6 25 400 
PAN 2 2 6 3 15 10 21 0 34 93 
RCO 11 18 6 65 9 7 0 332 12 460 
DYS 11 5 16 74 62 27 23 7 617 842 
Total 1000 180 142 2410 530 476 78 444 908 6168 

Overall Accuracy=4314/6187=69.73% Unclassified Cases: 19 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

no Final Dia es 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 200) 

g s 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 572 2 13 195 4 17 5 3 18 829 
DIV 4 64 4 29 0 25 1 8 2 137 
PPU 5 2 65 5 14 6 12 3 12 124 
NAP 342 54 9 2010 49 85 2 84 92 2727 
CHO 3 2 12 20 379 28 8 5 88 545 
INO 14 22 11 50 13 255 10 7 23 405 
PAN 1 1 6 4 16 11 21 0 30 90 
RCO 10 13 6 57 13 4 0 332 12 447 
DYS 11 6 15 77 70 26 28 5 615 853 
Total 962 166 141 2447 558 457 87 447 892 6157 

Overall Accuracy=4313/6187=69.71% Unclassified Cases: 30 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 200) 

agnoses Fina 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 567 4 12 196 3 17 3 3 18 823 
DIV 4 66 5 29 0 26 1 8 2 141 
PPU 7 2 65 5 14 6 12 3 12 126 
NAP 339 54 10 2030 53 84 3 80 91 2744 
CHO 3 2 12 23 382 26 9 3 89 549 
INO 13 22 11 50 16 252 9 5 23 401 
PAN 1 1 6 4 15 11 21 1 31 91 
RCO 10 11 6 60 12 5 0 326 13 443 
DYS 13 6 18 73 72 22 20 5 610 839 
Total 957 168 145 2470 567 449 78 434 889 6157 

Overall Accuracy=4319/6187.69.81% Unclassified Cases: 30 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

i 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 300) 

agnoses Final D 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 449 0 2 314 4 15 0 1 11 796 
DIV 6 3 0 98 3 14 0 1 2 127 
PPU 7 0 17 37 9 37 0 2 4 113 
NAP 255 3 1 2211 43 28 0 38 78 2657 
CHO 4 1 4 81 301 19 1 6 86 503 
INO 22 4 2 201 17 75 0 5 34 360 
PAN 3 1 3 18 33 9 0 0 18 85 
RCO 13 1 0 142 16 9 1 189 18 389 
DYS 8 2 8 197 128 13 3 4 461 824 
Total 767 15 37 3299 554 219 5 246 712 5854 

Overall Accuracy=3706/6087=60.88% Unclassified Cases: 233 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 300) 

Final Diagnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 495 0 5 245 6 14 1 1 7 774 
DIV 4 0 96 0 15 1 5 3 124 

PPU 8 0 13 38 23 6 2 3 18 111 
NAP 337 3 1 2028 61 84 1 54 60 2629 
CHO 2 0 0 35 369 27 3 4 48 488 
INO 15 0 0 150 27 137 0 12 8 349 
PAN 1 0 1 11 36 7 6 1 16 79 
RCO 17 0 1 115 13 5 1 186 19 357 
DYS 9 0 3 123 209 57 2 8 365 776 
Total 888 3 24 2841 744 352 17 274 544 5687 

Overall Accuracy=3599/6087=59.13% Unclassified Cases: 400 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 300) 

Final Diagnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 402 0 0 355 1 7 2 2 17 786 

DIV 3 11 0 55 2 33 0 7 7 118 

PPU 8 0 1 40 12 10 9 1 38 119 

NAP 209 9 0 2102 31 31 3 64 129 2578 

CHO 3 0 0 61 285 5 3 3 142 502 

INO 10 2 0 160 21 95 1 5 55 349 

PAN 2 1 2 10 20 4 1 0 48 88 

RCO 8 5 0 99 8 6 0 227 28 381 

DYS 11 1 0 115 48 8 5 3 590 781 

Total 656 29 3 2997 428 199 24 312 1054 5702 

Overall Accuracy=3714/608761.01% Unclassified Cases: 385 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 300) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 575 5 11 173 3 19 2 3 17 808 
DIV 4 65 4 33 0 24 1 4 2 137 
PPU 7 2 65 6 12 9 9 2 7 119 
NAP 344 57 9 1968 49 90 3 84 89 2693 
CHO 2 2 13 19 372 30 9 7 89 543 
INO 14 26 8 48 9 250 9 6 23 393 
PAN 2 2 7 5 16 13 19 1 26 91 
RCO 10 14 4 62 13 5 1 324 13 446 
DYS 12 7 16 71 62 29 24 5 616 842 
Total 970 180 137 2385 536 469 77 436 882 6072 

Overall Accuracy=4254/60879.89% Unclassified cases: 15 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

noses Final Dia 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 300) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 581 4 13 152 3 20 2 3 16 794 
DIV 4 67 4 30 0 26 1 4 2 138 
PPU 4 2 63 5 16 7 10 2 11 120 
NAP 360 51 10 1972 50 91 2 80 94 2710 
CHO 3 2 12 20 374 29 11 6 88 545 
INO 15 21 9 44 12 252 9 8 19 389 
PAN 2 2 7 4 13 11 19 1 31 90 
RCO 11 14 4 58 10 7 1 324 14 443 
DYS 12 7 17 69 67 29 26 7 607 841 
Total 992 170 139 2354 545 472 81 435 882 6070 

Overall Accuracy=4259/6087=69.97% Unclassified cases: 17 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di F 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 300) 

agnoses ina 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 566 1 12 180 2 18 6 3 17 805 
DIV 4 67 4 24 1 27 1 5 2 135 
PPU 4 2 65 5 12 6 14 3 14 125 
NAP 343 58 9 1982 44 86 2 85 98 2707 
CHO 3 1 14 21 368 29 8 6 92 542 
INO 13 22 10 48 13 250 12 6 22 396 
PAN 1 1 5 3 16 10 22 1 32 91 
RCO 8 15 4 59 9 5 1 325 14 440 
DYS 12 7 13 69 58 21 27 5 616 828 
Total 954 174 136 2391 523 452 93 439 907 6069 

Overall Accuracy=4261/6087=70.00% Unclassified cases: 18 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di Fi 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 400) 

na agnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 470 4 0 279 5 7 2 0 10 777 
DIV 2 38 1 62 3 11 1 4 0 122 
PPU 14 6 18 18 21 1 9 1 22 110 
NAP 228 27 7 2149 38 42 1 47 83 2622 
CHO 7 3 5 84 297 20 6 0 80 502 
INO 18 29 3 132 20 140 5 4 22 373 
PAN 4 1 1 12 19 5 8 1 32 83 
RCO 5 7 1 120 17 6 1 232 12 401 
DYS 22 1 0 173 116 21 12 3 470 818 
Total 770 116 36 3029 536 253 45 292 731 5808 

Overall Accuracy=3822/5987 3.84% Unclassified Cases: 179 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 400) 

agnoses Fina 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 447 1 0 311 1 14 0 2 16 792 
DIV 6 26 0 65 0 14 0 9 4 124 
PPU I1 0 8 18 8 15 5 2 48 115 
NAP 222 30 0 2125 37 28 7 75 92 2616 
CIiO 1 0 0 58 282 15 7 3 129 495 
INO 16 14 0 169 15 126 1 9 28 378 
PAN 1 0 0 9 18 6 7 2 39 82 
RCO 5 5 0 104 3 8 4 263 16 408 
DYS 15 4 2 143 62 15 12 4 547 804 
Total 724 80 10 3002 426 241 43 369 919 5814 

Overall Accuracy=3831/5987=63.99% Unclassified Cases: 173 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 400) 

Final Diagnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 487 0 0 259 4 12 0 2 14 778 
DIV 8 27 0 40 0 38 0 3 3 119 

PPU 17 6 7 21 5 18 0 3 41 118 
NAP 271 24 0 2077 35 77 0 60 84 2628 

CHO 3 3 2 55 298 32 0 5 104 502 

INO 18 23 0 111 17 182 0 2 15 368 
PAN 3 2 2 11 16 9 0 1 44 88 

RCO 8 12 0 107 7 11 0 231 27 403 

DYS 10 3 3 119 72 25 0 5 556 793 

Total 825 100 14 2800 454 404 0 312 888 5797 

Overall Accuracy=3865/598764.56% Unclassified Cases: 190 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Fi l Di 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 400) 

agnoses na 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 556 4 13 174 2 16 4 3 15 787 

DIV 3 66 3 29 0 23 2 3 1 130 
PPU 3 4 64 5 12 8 9 1 13 119 
NAP 329 58 9 1956 48 79 2 82 86 2649 
CHO 3 2 11 25 365 28 10 6 85 535 
INO 13 26 10 44 9 247 11 6 23 389 
PAN 2 3 7 3 15 7 20 1 29 87 
RCO 9 16 5 58 11 6 1 327 9 442 
DYS 12 7 14 73 66 24 30 6 604 836 
Total 930 186 136 2367 528 438 89 435 865 5974 

Overall Accuracy-4205/5987=70.23% Unclassified Cases: 13 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di noses F 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 400) 

ina ag 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 572 2 12 169 4 15 5 3 19 801 
DIV 4 65 4 27 0 23 1 5 1 130 
PPU 4 2 62 7 10 4 14 2 15 120 
NAP 334 62 8 1951 48 76 2 80 90 2651 
CHO 4 2 12 24 359 26 10 6 92 535 
INO 12 25 9 46 11 250 9 7 20 389 
PAN 2 2 6 4 14 10 19 1 27 85 
RCO 6 14 5 55 8 7 1 327 15 438 
DYS 12 6 16 78 58 25 24 5 601 825 
Total 950 180 134 2361 512 436 85 436 880 5974 

Overall Accuracy=4206/5987=70.25% Unclassified Cases: 13 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 400) 
Final Diagnoses 

APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 561 3 11 175 5 17 3 3 15 793 
DIV 3 63 4 25 0 29 1 4 1 130 

PPU 3 2 67 7 9 9 11 2 12 122 
NAP 343 58 10 1950 49 87 2 81 88 2668 

CHO 3 1 16 17 352 32 8 6 90 525 

INO 16 18 10 39 12 255 8 5 21 384 

PAN 3 1 6 4 18 12 20 1 28 93 

RCO 10 17 6 60 7 7 0 327 14 448 

DYS 12 6 15 58 63 25 26 6 602 813 

Total 954 169 145 2335 515 473 79 435 871 5976 

Overall Accuracy=4197/5987=70.10% Unclassified Cases: 11 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 500) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 400 10 0 338 3 13 0 3 23 790 
DIV 9 5 0 77 0 29 0 4 8 132 
PPU 12 5 4 15 9 34 0 2 39 120 
NAP 259 14 1 2059 38 59 1 58 134 2623 
CHO 21 2 1 37 328 24 4 1 109 527 
INO 29 20 0 112 17 172 0 1 35 386 
PAN 4 1 1 8 17 9 3 0 46 89 
RCO 27 2 0 104 19 7 0 245 24 428 
DYS 22 2 1 88 59 20 3 3 594 792 
Total 783 61 8 2838 490 367 11 317 1012 5887 

Overall Accuracy=3810/5887=64.72% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 500) 

APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 544 0 3 193 5 17 0 3 12 777 
DIV 18 9 0 68 2 24 2 7 3 133 
PPU 56 0 7 17 6 5 1 5 23 120 
NAP 373 21 1 1939 38 69 1 43 139 2624 
CHO 31 0 0 32 278 27 2 5 156 531 
INO 37 4 2 80 14 207 1 12 23 380 
PAN 8 1 1 2 15 9 3 1 49 89 
RCO 67 8 0 105 10 5 1 221 20 437 
DYS 32 1 3 69 41 28 8 3 611 796 
Total 1166 44 17 2505 409 391 19 300 1036 5887 

Overall Accuracy=3819/5887 . 87% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di Fi 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 500) 

agnoses na 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 552 0 2 179 5 13 0 1 17 769 

DIV 15 13 0 57 0 41 0 1 6 133 
PPU 35 0 7 13 22 9 0 2 35 123 
NAP 350 10 0 1997 47 111 0 27 67 2609 
CHO 16 0 1 37 350 32 0 1 96 533 
INO 26 2 0 67 19 232 0 2 28 376 
PAN 6 1 2 5 17 10 0 2 51 94 
RCO 27 1 0 178 10 21 0 182 15 434 
DYS 24 3 3 98 85 38 0 3 562 816 
Total 1051 30 15 2631 555 507 0 221 877 5887 

Overall Accuracy=3895/5887=66.16% Unclassified Cases: 0 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Fi l Di 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 500) 

na agnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 550 7 13 177 2 17 3 3 19 791 
DIV 3 65 4 29 0 22 1 5 3 132 
PPU 5 3 65 4 11 8 8 3 12 119 
NAP 321 51 8 1946 42 83 2 76 96 2625 
CHO 2 2 13 22 353 25 10 5 96 528 
INO 11 22 10 46 10 247 7 5 25 383 
PAN 2 1 6 4 14 9 19 1 34 90 
RCO 9 12 3 59 10 6 1 314 13 427 
DYS 12 7 14 64 60 20 19 7 589 792 
Total 915 170 136 2351 502 437 70 419 887 5887 

Overall Accuracy=4148/5887=70.46% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di Fi 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 500) 

agnoses na 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 561 2 11 163 4 16 3 3 15 778 
DIV 3 61 4 30 0 25 2 3 5 133 
PPU 6 2 62 6 10 7 12 3 11 119 
NAP 341 53 8 1918 46 85 2 76 97 2626 
CHO 3 2 12 16 355 28 8 5 103 532 
INO 13 19 10 42 9 250 8 7 19 377 
PAN 3 1 7 2 14 11 19 1 34 92 
RCO 9 13 4 64 5 6 1 318 14 434 
DYS 13 7 15 66 50 24 29 6 586 796 
Total 952 160 133 2307 493 452 84 422 884 5887 

Overall Accuracy=4130/5887-70.15% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 500) 
Final Diagnoses 

APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 563 1 10 152 5 18 2 2 17 770 
DIV 4 65 4 22 0 29 1 5 2 132 

PPU 8 2 65 5 13 9 7 2 14 125 

NAP 342 52 9 1905 47 96 2 70 86 2609 

CHO 3 1 10 20 368 32 8 6 86 534 

1NO 13 19 10 38 8 253 8 5 19 373 

PAN 2 2 8 4 14 9 18 1 37 95 

RCO 8 15 4 68 9 6 1 311 11 433 

DYS 12 5 16 75 63 26 23 5 591 816 

Total 955 162 136 2289 527 478 70 407 863 5887 

Overall Accuracy=4139/5887=70.31 % Unclassified Cases: 0 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l i 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 1000) 

agnoses D Fina 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 498 5 1 168 5 22 1 1 13 714 
DIV 4 36 1 32 0 35 2 2 1 113 
PPU 12 3 30 7 17 17 8 2 15 111 

NAP 314 22 1 1802 44 86 6 61 86 2422 
CHO 2 2 8 22 319 25 14 3 72 467 
INO 13 24 1 46 16 224 1 2 19 346 
PAN 0 1 3 2 18 14 13 0 32 83 
RCO 7 10 3 70 15 19 1 261 15 401 
DYS 9 2 12 54 61 28 19 8 530 723 
Total 859 105 60 2203 495 470 65 340 783 5380 

Overall Accuracy=3712/5387 8.91 % Unclassified Cases: 7 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

i 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 1000) 

agnoses Final D 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 495 0 7 175 4 16 1 0 14 712 
DIV 4 39 3 30 2 25 2 1 3 109 
PPU 9 0 50 5 15 11 5 2 15 112 
NAP 308 50 4 1816 35 59 3 49 55 2379 
CHO 2 3 8 40 316 22 3 0 82 476 
INO 13 26 7 60 23 200 0 5 23 357 
PAN 2 1 3 5 21 11 6 0 34 83 
RCO 6 16 5 82 15 12 0 269 7 412 
DYS 10 7 9 96 53 16 13 3 533 740 
Total 849 142 96 2309 484 372 33 329 766 5380 

Overall Accuracy=3724/5387=69.13% Unclassified Cases: 7 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 1000) 
Final Diagnoses 

APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 523 2 5 143 4 16 4 1 13 711 

DIV 5 40 1 34 0 36 2 4 2 124 

PPU 8 2 42 7 14 16 12 1 9 111 

NAP 310 33 4 1816 36 77 3 67 67 2413 

CHO 2 1 6 29 307 23 8 3 87 466 

INO 14 17 4 61 10 204 7 4 22 343 

PAN 2 0 1 5 18 15 21 4 20 86 

RCO 10 9 4 53 10 14 1 285 10 396 

DYS 10 4 6 75 59 22 29 8 518 731 

Total 884 108 73 2223 458 423 87 377 748 5381 

Overall Accuracy=3756/538769.72% Unclassified Cases: 6 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 1000) 

APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 524 1 14 138 4 18 3 1 13 716 
DIV 4 60 2 21 0 22 1 3 1 114 
PPU 3 2 61 5 10 8 11 2 10 112 
NAP 320 49 10 1774 39 83 3 69 80 2427 
CHO 3 2 12 16 323 25 9 5 77 472 
INO 11 25 6 38 10 226 10 3 18 347 
PAN 0 1 7 2 12 9 22 0 26 79 
RCO 8 14 6 50 10 6 0 292 12 398 
DYS 10 5 13 58 49 22 27 7 531 722 
Total 883 159 131 2102 457 419 86 382 768 5387 

Overall Accuracy=3818/5387=70.78% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 1000) 

APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 522 1 16 131 4 14 3 3 18 712 
DIV 3 59 5 15 0 27 1 3 2 115 
PPU 2 2 72 3 10 3 8 2 10 112 
NAP 319 57 9 1750 37 64 4 72 70 2382 
CHO 3 0 11 21 324 27 6 5 76 473 
INO 10 23 10 40 12 228 9 5 20 357 
PAN 0 1 7 3 14 9 20 0 27 81 
RCO 7 13 5 56 8 6 0 307 12 414 
DYS 10 7 15 68 

- -, 
2- 45 20 22 5 549 741 

Total 876 163 150 087 20 87 454 398 73 402 784 5387 

Overall Accuracy=3831/5387=71.11 % Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di Fi 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 1000) 

na agnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 522 2 15 133 3 17 5 3 15 715 
DIV 5 63 3 20 0 26 2 4 2 125 
PPU 3 2 64 5 8 6 9 2 12 111 
NAP 318 51 10 1767 36 80 2 69 81 2414 
CHO 3 2 10 22 322 23 7 2 78 469 
INO 13 24 7 38 8 224 6 4 21 345 
PAN 2 1 6 4 14 9 20 1 25 82 
RCO 8 12 3 54 8 5 1 289 13 393 
DYS 10 7 13 57 49 21 28 6 542 733 
Total 884 164 131 2100 448 411 80 380 789 5387 

Overall Accuracy=3818/5387=70.78% Unclassified Cases: 0 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 2000) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 425 2 6 141 3 13 2 1 16 609 
DIV 1 47 2 24 0 14 1 2 2 93 
PPU 2 2 54 3 8 5 7 1 3 85 
NAP 224 46 6 1457 26 53 2 44 61 1919 
CHO 1 0 4 17 264 24 5 2 79 396 
INO 10 21 5 45 6 177 2 3 22 291 
PAN 2 2 4 4 14 7 10 0 32 75 
RCO 3 9 2 55 6 6 0- 1 231 15 327 
DYS 6 2 19 55 43 13 6 2 446 592 
Total 674 131 102 1801 370 312 35 286 676 4387 

Overall Accuracy=3111/4387=70.91% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 2000) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 446 3 6 110 0 16 2 2 16 601 
DIV 5 51 3 17 0 12 2 2 1 93 
PPU 3 2 50 4 10 8 4 1 6 88 
NAP 282 43 7 1449 28 61 4 56 48 1978 
CHO 6 2 5 16 274 18 3 2 58 384 
INO 6 25 5 31 8 177 7 6 18 283 
PAN 2 1 2 2 12 10 12 1 16 58 
RCO 10 14 3 50 10 3 0 215 12 317 
DYS 12 5 9 59 44 15 21 5 415 585 
Total 772 146 90 1738 386 320 55 290 590 4387 

Overall Accuracy=3089/4387=70.41 % Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

i l Di 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 2000) 

F na agnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 397 2 9 137 2 15 2 1 12 577 
DIV 3 34 3 35 0 23 0 2 2 102 
PPU 3 3 54 6 5 11 2 2 9 95 
NAP 215 25 6 1428 27 66 1 49 73 1890 
CHO 6 1 11 19 274 20 5 4 61 401 
INO 11 16 5 31 12 190 2 4 17 288 

PAN 2 1 5 4 12 10 11 0 28 73 
RCO 7 5 3 58 10 6 1 248 12 350 
DYS 8 5 15 55 44 12 15 2 455 611 
Total 652 92 111 1773 386 353 39 312 669 4387 

Overall Accuracy=3091/4387370.46% Unclassified Cases: 0 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 2000) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 441 0 12 119 2 15 3 2 15 609 
DIV 1 54 2 17 0 15 1 2 1 93 
PPU 2 2 56 2 6 5 6 2 4 85 
NAP 253 37 9 1415 29 55 4 52 65 1919 
CHO 2 0 7 13 266 24 8 3 73 396 
INO 10 25 5 37 8 178 6 4 18 291 
PAN 2 2 5 1 13 6 19 0 27 75 
RCO 4 9 2 50 7 4 0 2391-1 12 327 
DYS 6 1 20 47 40 13 15 3 447 592 
Total 721 130 118 1701 371 315 62 307 662 4387 

Overall Accuracy=3115/4387-71.00% Unclassified Cans: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

nal Dia noses F 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 2000) 

i g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 439 2 12 114 1 14 2 2 15 601 
DIV 5 52 2 16 0 15 1 1 1 93 
PPU 2 2 55 4 6 6 6 1 7 89 
NAP 270 49 9 1447 28 61 2 61 50 1977 
CHO 5 2 6 12 274 17 5 5 58 384 
INO 6 24 7 29 8 180 6 4 19 283 
PAN 1 1 4 3 10 8 16 0 15 58 
RCO 7 10 5 46 9 3 0 229 8 317 
DYS 10 5 12 53 39 17 23 5 421 585 
Total 745 147 112 1724 375 321 61 308 594 4387 

Overall Accuracy=3l13/4387=70.96% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di Fi 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 2000) 

agnoses na 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 408 1 13 119 3 13 5 2 13 577 
DIV 3 S1 3 22 0 17 1 3 2 102 
PPU 3 2 58 3 7 6 9 2 5 95 
NAP 240 36 6 1388 29 60 1 59 72 1891 
CHO 3 1 11 1S 270 23 8 5 64 400 
INO 10 17 9 28 9 194 2 4 15 288 
PAN 2 1 7 2 11 9 16 0 2S 73 
RCO 8 8 5 4S 7 4 0 262 11 350 
DYS 9 5 18 S0 42 16 18 5 448 611 
Total 686 122 130 1672 378 342 60 342 655 4387 

Overall Accuracy=3095/4387=70.54% Unclassified Cases: 0 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 3000) 

APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 347 1 4 95 1 12 1 2 11 474 
DIV 0 43 2 12 0 9 1 4 1 72 
PPU 4 1 28 4 7 6 3 1 7 61 
NAP 195 33 4 1087 31 40 2 44 44 1480 
CHO 1 2 7 9 217 11 9 2 46 304 
INO 6 26 1 23 6 135 1 3 15 216 
PAN 1 2 5 2 6 5 11 0 21 53 
RCO 4 10 2 30 3 1 0 194 7 251 
DYS 6 3 9 42 38 13 8 4 353 476 
Total 564 121 62 1304 309 232 36 254 505 3387 

Overall Accuracy=2415/3387=71.30% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 3000) 

APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 302 1 7 106 3 10 1 1 11 442 
DIV 6 43 3 10 0 7 1 1 1 72 
PPU 2 2 46 3 8 7 4 1 6 79 
NAP 170 36 1 1139 19 47 1 39 53 1505 
CHO 1 1 7 12 213 13 4 3 48 302 
INO 6 19 3 23 6 139 3 1 12 212 
PAN 0 2 6 3 11 4 11 1 20 58 
RCO 5 10 3 39 3 4 0 182 8 254 
DYS 8 5 10 37 35 14 7 6 341 463 
Total 500 119 86 1372 298 245 32 235 500 3387 

Overall Accuracy=2416/3387=71.33% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 3000) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 305 2 9 94 2 8 0 1 11 432 
DIV 3 40 4 16 0 13 1 1 1 79 
PPU 4 2 38 1 5 6 1 2 6 65 
NAP 208 33 5 1140 22 45 0 46 51 1550 
CHO 2 2 3 13 199 12 3 4 43 281 
INO 5 20 7 22 8 145 0 2 11 220 
PAN 0 0 3 1 10 9 12 0 17 52 
RCO 7 5 0 35 3 2 1 196 9 258 
DYS 8 

- - 
4 

-- -- 
9 41 35 2 '15 3 323 450 

Total 7 3T2 j F08 j 78 1363 284 252 33 255 472 3387 

Overall Accuracy=239813387=70.80% Unclassified Cases: 0 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 3000) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 348 1 6 92 1 11 2 1 12 474 
DIV 0 44 2 11 0 10 1 4 0 72 
PPU 3 1 34 5 3 4 4 2 5 61 
NAP 194 30 6 1089 29 39 2 48 43 1480 
CHO 2 1 8 7 215 12 9 2 48 304 
INO 7 25 3 22 5 133 2 3 16 216 
PAN 1 2 6 1 6 4 12 0 21 53 
RCO 4 8 2 34 3 2 0 191 7 251 
DYS 6 1 10 34 36 15 9 6 359 476 
Total 565 113 77 1295 298 230 41 257 511 3387 

Overall Accuracy=242513387=71.60% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 3000) 

APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 312 1 8 92 2 11 3 1 12 442 
DIV 5 42 4 11 0 7 1 1 1 72 
PPU 1 2 50 3 8 6 2 1 6 79 
NAP 183 31 5 1125 19 51 1 39 51 1505 
CHO 1 1 7 11 212 14 4 3 49 302 
INO 6 15 5 21 4 141 5 1 14 212 
PAN 0 2 6 3 8 4 13 1 21 58 
RCO 6 9 4 35 3 4 0 186 7 254 
DYS 8 4 11 35 35 13 13 5 339 463 
Total 522 107 100 1336 291 251 42 238 500 3387 

Overall Accuracy=2420/3387=71.45% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 3000) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 300 2 11 96 2 7 2 2 10 432 
DIV 3 42 4 14 0 11 1 3 1 79 
PPU 2 2 42 1 4 5 1 2 6 65 
NAP 204 38 5 1138 23 47 0 45 50 1550 
CHO 1 2 5 12 201 11 5 4 40 281 
INO 4 22 8 22 4 144 3 2 11 220 
PAN 0 1 4 1 11 8 14 0 13 52 
RCO 7 6 2 36 4 2 0 194 7 258 
DYS 8 4 11 42 34 11 15 2 323 450 
Total 529 119 92 1362 283 246 41 254 461 3387 

Overall Accuracy=2398/3387=70.80% Unclassified Cases: 0 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 4000) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 215 2 5 68 1 8 1 0 3 303 
DIV 3 32 2 11 0 11 1 1 0 61 
PPU 2 0 32 0 6 0 2 0 1 43 
NAP 133 26 9 759 18 36 4 30 31 1046 
CHO 0 0 5 10 153 13 4 4 31 220 
INO 4 13 6 19 2 104 2 1 3 154 
PAN 0 1 1 2 8 2 10 0 6 30 
RCO 5 6 3 17 2 3 0 140 2 178 
DYS 5 1 12 30 27 13 12 4 248 352 
Total 367 81 75 916 217 190 36 180 325 2387 

Overall Accuracy=1693/2387=70.93% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Fi l Di 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 4000) 

na agnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 243 0 3 62 1 6 0 2 8 325 
DIV 1 29 3 10 0 6 0 0 1 50 
PPU 3 1 36 1 3 3 1 0 2 50 
NAP 132 26 4 761 17 25 3 23 51 1042 
CHO 0 0 9 10 156 11 7 1 32 226 
INO 5 10 6 13 6 109 2 2 12 165 
PAN 1 0 2 0 5 4 6 0 12 30 
RCO 1 6 1 25 4 3 2 130 6 178 
DYS 5 2 7 20 26 10 14 3 234 321 
Total 391 74 71 902 218 177 35 161 358 2387 

Overall Accuracy=1704/2387=71.39% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Fi l Di e 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 4000) 

na agnos s 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 222 1 10 61 4 11 0 1 5 315 
DIV 0 31 2 12 0 10 0 4 1 60 
PPU 2 3 44 1 2 3 1 1 5 62 
NAP 141 16 1 799 21 24 2 32 36 1072 
CHO 4 1 4 7 157 9 5 0 25 212 
INO 3 11 3 14 5 106 0 3 9 154 
PAN 0 2 4 0 4 4 11 0 12 37 
RCO 1 5 4 25 2 0 0 128 5 170 
DYS 4 2 9 23 20 15 12 2 218 305 
Total 377 72 81 942 215 182 31 171 316 2387 

Overall Accuracy=1716/2387=71.89ß'o Unclassified Cases: 0 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Fin l Di n 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 4000) 

a ag oses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 214 1 7 67 0 9 2 0 3 303 
DIV 3 34 2 11 0 9 1 1 0 61 
PPU 1 0 33 0 6 0 1 0 2 43 
NAP 130 25 8 767 16 35 1 32 32 1046 
CHO 0 0 6 10 153 11 3 4 33 220 
INO 5 14 6 18 2 102 1 1 5 154 
PAN 0 0 1 1 9 3 10 0 6 30 
RCO 5 5 3 16 2 3 0 142 2 178 
DYS 5 2 11 27 23 12 14 5 253 352 
Total 363 81 77 917 211 184 33 185 336 2387 

Overall Accuracy= 1708/2387=71.55% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Fi l Di 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 4000) 

na agnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 240 0 5 62 0 7 2 1 8 325 

DIV 1 29 3 9 0 8 0 0 0 50 
PPU 2 1 37 1 4 3 0 0 2 50 
NAP 133 23 5 764 17 26 2 23 49 1042 
CHO 1 0 8 10 156 12 7 1 31 226 
INO 5 12 7 11 6 108 2 2 12 165 
PAN 1 0 2 1 5 5 7 0 9 30 
RCO 1 4 3 22 5 3 0 132 8 178 
DYS 5 2 9 20 26 10 11 2 236 321 
Total 389 71 79 900 219 182 31 161 355 2387 

Overall Accuracy=1709/2387=71.60% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di Fi 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 4000) 

agnoses na 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 224 2 10 59 1 9 2 1 7 315 
DIV 0 30 2 12 0 11 0 4 1 60 
PPU 1 2 44 2 2 2 2 1 6 62 
NAP 143 17 1 799 19 26 2 34 31 1072 
CHO 4 1 5 6 159 9 4 0 24 212 
INO 3 10 4 14 4 108 0 2 9 154 
PAN 0 1 6 0 5 5 9 0 11 37 
RCO 2 4 3 25 2 0 0 128 6 170 
DYS 4 4 7 22 19 14 13 2 220 305 

Total 381 71 82 939 211 184 32 172 315 2387 

Overall Accuracy=1721/2387=72.10% Unclassified Cases: 0 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 5000) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 128 1 3 39 0 5 1 0 7 184 
DIV 1 24 2 9 0 4 0 0 1 41 
PPU 0 1 22 1 1 1 3 1 2 32 
NAP 72 9 3 469 9 14 0 15 22 613 
CHO 0 2 3 8 90 4 6 0 21 134 
INO 2 8 3 7 2 54 1 0 7 84 
PAN 0 0 3 1 4 0 8 0 6 22 
RCO 1 2 1 11 1 1 0 72 1 90 
DYS 4 1 5 8 16 6 1 2 144 187 
Total 208 48 45 553 123 89 20 90 211 1387 

Overall Accuracy=1011/1387=72.89% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Fin l Di 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 5000) 

a agnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO 1NO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 133 0 6 58 0 3 1 0 1 202 
DIV 0 14 2 3 0 6 0 0 1 26 
PPU 1 1 18 0 3 2 2 1 1 29 
NAP 73 11 2 472 12 26 0 16 18 630 
CHO 1 0 3 1 87 6 3 1 17 119 
INO 4 8 2 8 0 48 3 1 5 79 
PAN 0 0 2 1 4 0 6 0 9 22 
RCO 4 9 2 6 4 1 0 74 3 103 
DYS 4 2 4 9 13 6 7 1 131 177 
Total 220 45 41 558 123 98 22 94 186 1387 

Overall Accuracy=983/1387=70.87% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 1) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia noses 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 5000) 

g 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 136 0 2 39 1 3 1 2 2 186 
DIV 0 14 1 5 0 4 0 2 0 26 
PPU 0 0 16 3 0 1 0 2 0 22 
NAP 83 8 4 450 11 14 0 14 26 610 
CHO 1 0 3 4 96 7 6 2 17 136 
INO 3 3 4 9 1 55 3 1 5 84 
PAN 1 0 1 1 6 1 3 0 7 20 
RCO 1 4 3 13 1 1 0 84 6 113 
DYS 2 0 9 16 14 3 6 0 140 190 
Total 227 29 43 540 130 89 19 107 203 1387 

Overall Accuracy=994/1387=71.66% Unclassified Cases: 0 
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Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

Final Dia n s 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 5000) 

g ose 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 128 1 3 39 0 5 1 0 7 184 
DIV 1 26 2 7 0 4 0 0 1 41 
PPU 0 1 22 1 2 1 2 1 2 32 
NAP 71 10 3 464 10 15 0 16 24 613 
CHO 0 2 4 8 90 5 3 0 22 134 
INO 2 9 3 6 2 54 1 0 7 84 
PAN 0 0 4 1 4 0 7 0 6 22 
RCO 1 2 1 11 1 0 0 72 2 90 

DYS 4 1 5 9 14 7 1 2 144 187 
Total 207 52 47 546 123 91 15 91 215 1387 

Overall Accuracy=1007/1387=72.60% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

i l i 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 5000) 

na agnoses F D 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 135 0 6 56 0 3 1 0 1 202 

DIV 0 14 2 3 0 6 0 0 1 26 
PPU 1 1 19 0 3 1 2 1 1 29 

NAP 72 12 2 475 11 26 0 16 16 630 
CHO 1 0 3 2 85 6 3 1 18 119 
INO 4 7 3 8 0 48 3 1 5 79 
PAN 0 0 2 1 4 0 6 0 9 22 
RCO 4 9 2 6 4 0 0 75 3 103 
DYS 4 2 4 8 13 6 7 1 132 177 

- Total 221 45 43 559 120 96 22 95 186 3 87 

Overall Accuracy=989/1387=71.30% Unclassified Cases: 0 

Computer Diagnoses (System 2) vs. Final Diagnoses 

l Di Fi 
Computer Diagnoses (Training Set Size: 5000) 

na agnoses 
APP DIV PPU NAP CHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 

APP 137 0 2 38 1 3 1 2 2 186 
DIV 0 13 1 6 0 4 0 2 0 26 
PPU 0 0 16 3 0 1 0 2 0 22 
NAP 85 8 4 447 12 14 0 15 25 610 
CHO 1 0 3 4 97 7 4 2 18 136 
INO 3 4 3 10 2 54 3 0 5 84 
PAN 1 0 1 0 6 1 3 0 8 20 
RCO 1 3 3 14 1 1 0 83 7 113 
DYS 2 0 8 16 15 2 6 0 141 190 
Total 230 28 41 538 -54- 87 17 106 206 1387 

Overall Accuracy=991/1387=71.45% Unclassified Cases: 0 
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Appendix F 

STRUCTURE LEARNING 

This appendix presents a polytree constructed by Pearl's algorithm [29], which is described in section 53.1 

and possible computer diagnoses obtained by using the skeleton tree. 

Polytree Constructed by Algorithms 1 and 2 
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Computer Diagnoses Obtained by Using the Skeleton Tree 

In order to make the diagnoses we calculate the posterior probabilities of each diagnostic group given 

the symptoms using the tree dependency sructure (see Figure 5.7). So the calculations only include those 

symptoms that are directly connected with the root of the tree (No. 34). For example, for each patient of 

the testing set we compute: 

P(d1 I s1. s2...., s3s)=aP(d, )P(st I dº)P(s2 I di)P(ss I dt)P(st I di) 

P(s12 I dl)P(s14 I di)P(s» I dl)P(sfl I di)P(sn I d1)P(sv I d1) 

P($26 Id l)P (sr Id l)P (sso Id l)P (s» Id i)P (su I d1), 

P (d 9Is1. s2..... s ») - aP (d 9)P (s iId, )P (s 2I d9)P (ss I d, )P (s tId, ) 

P (s 12 1d 9)P (s u1d, )P (s 17 Id 9)P (s is Id 9)P (su Id 9)P (su Id 9) 

P(s26 I d9)P(sr I d9)P(s, o I df)P(s3i I d9)P(s32 I d, ). 

where a is a normalising constant. c (i=1..... 9) arc 9 diagnostic groups and sj (j=1. ».. 33) are values of 

corresponding symptoms. As a "computcr diagnosis" we take the diagnostic group with the highest 

probability given the observed symptoms. Note that in doing so we assume that all 15 symptoms directly 

connected with the root are conditionally indepcndcnt. The comparison between computer diagnoses and 

final diagnoses is given in the following table. 

Computer Diagnoses vs Final Diagnoses 
Computer Diagnoses 

Final Diagnoses APP DIV PPU NAP CHHO INO PAN RCO DYS Total 
APP 146 1 2 90 2 6 0 3 9 259 
DIV 1 8 2 10 1 11 0 0 2 35 
PPU 0 0 25 4 2 6 2 0 3 42 
NAP 84 7 2 710 13 14 0 25 39 894 
CHO 1 1 4 13 138 12 0 4 27 200 
INO 3 5 1 19 1 83 0 2 13 127 
PAN 2 0 2 0 4 3 2 1 17 31 

RCO 2 0 0 36 8 5 0 86 10 147 
DYS 3 2 5 48 26 10 1 6 164 265 
Total 242 24 43 930 195 150 5 127 284 2000 

Overall Accuracy=1362/200 68.1 % 
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Appendix G 

SOFTWARE ASPECTS OF PRESS 

PRESS is a computer program for probabilistic reasoning and learning it Bayesian belief networks in 

which the nodes represent random variables (discrete or continuous) wh, se conditional independence 

properties are captured in the topological structure of the directed acyclic graph (DAG). A graphical user 

interface programmed In SunVicw is provided. A copy of the program is available on the request. 

Getting Started 

To start PRESS, you must be In SunVicw environment, where you type pry; and four windows should 

then appear. At this stage, PRESS has no model In memory, and awaits instructions to load one model 

from the directory call DATA or to construct one given by the user. Saving a model, propagation of 

probabilities, displaying of probability table held in a model can only performed If a model Is active. A 

tree-structured menu system Is used to Interface the operations available In PRESS to the user. The main 

menu shown by PRESS has the following Items: 

" Knowledge Acqulsilon 

" Exact Algorithm 

" Stochastic Simulation 

" DWpmy Probabuuy 

" Control Facilities 

where Knowledge Acquisition, Exact Algorithm, Stochastic Simulation and Control Facilities have their 

own submenus. Stochastic simulation and control facilities are implemented for pure discrete models. 

Different flags are used to Indicate the operations chosen by the user. 

"1N" 
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- Knowledge Acquisition 

In general, the specification of such models requires the folloMing information: (1) the topological nature 

of the graph representing independence of the variables (create model); a flag vdxed is set if the model has 

both discrete and continuous nodes. (2) the specification of each conditional probability table in the model 

(input probability). There are two types of probability tables for dis rete variables, the type is determined 

by the user selecting from the following menu 

" Dirichitt 

" Discrete 

A flag cp: type is used to mark whcthcr the conditional probability distributions specified are DirkhkL 

Internally, point conditional tables are used in cvidcncc propagation. We can convert the Dirichkt form of 

conditional probability tables - count table: - within the model by calling j eg2prob(). Counts are 

interpreted as the elements (a,, ».. cs, ) of a Dirichlet distribution for some conditional distribution of a 

nods VV and fixed parent configuration. The means o, /jay will be the conditional distribution for that 
let 

parent configuration. 

Exact Algorithm 

The submenu for Exact Algorithm is 

" initialisation 

" propagate evidence 

Initialisation should always be called first when waking in evidence propagation. If a clique tree is not set 

up, decomposition is required. Thc procedures male srtangulated(), get_eliques(). mar card starch(). 

running jroperry(). and junction tree() are responsible for this. Operations marryparent() and fl in() are 

involved in the procedure snake alangula: ed{ . Cliques, separators and the corresponding clique tree are 

worked out. 

Initialisation sets all enuies in the potential tables in the cliques and separators of the models to 1.0 and 

then multiplies the potentials in the cliques pointwise with the conditional probability tables held in the 
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model so that the clique tree has potentials which form a potential representation of the overall joint 

probability distribution (ptpotentialO). All the evidence observed so far will be discarded. This option 

also allows the user to learn from a set of propagated evidence (with learning), i. e. to update the count 

tables by calling caseupdateO. The new point conditional tables are estimated. The learning is 

implemented for Dirichlet distributions. 

Propagate Evidence allows the user to enter evidence selectively at one or more nodes and perform the L- 

S propagation algorithm. To enter evidence into a random variable means to select a specific state of the 

random variable. During propagation, two recursive procedures collectevidence() and distributeevidence() 

are called to perform the message passing algorithm in the clique tree ctree. Propagate Evidence can work 

in the interactive mode or batch-process data held in the file EVIDENCE. New marginal distributions are 

evaluated after propagation. 

Stochastic Simulation 

One of the uses of PRESS is to perform experiments to test learning algorithms. Using this option a Monte 

Carlo set of random complete data may be generated. Two possibilities are provided: initialisation and 

propagate evidence. The user is prompted for the total sample size to be generated. Output is written to 

the file SAMPLE. The current marginal probabilities are also estimated from these simulated values. 

Control Facilities 

This option allows the user to find the most influential evidence for a belief (influential finding) and to 

order questions concerning a node of interest (planning). An evidence propagation algorithm is used to 

perform planning. The computational algorithm is as follows: - 
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BEGIN 
specify a node of interest V; 
calculate the current marginals P, 
save the current information on the model M, 
FOR each state j of V; DO 
BEGIN 

propagate the impact of V; j 
store the updated marginals P; 1 
reset the model to MM 

END 
FOR each node Vt DO 

calculate Kuliback-Leibler distances using PP and P; 1 
END 

For influential finding, we save the updated marginals of nodes after each piece of evidence has been 

propagated (prob change). The impact of evidence estimated by Kullback-Leibler distance is directly 

calculated from the prob change (see section 3.2.2.2) and stored in influencenode. 

Display Probability 

If you want to know the current marginal probabilities of discrete nodes, means and variances of continuous 

nodes, Display Probability should be selected. The procedure node marginal(), which marginalises the 

distributions on the clique, is called. For mixed models, both continuous urarg() and discrete urarg() 

procedures may be used to calculate marginals. You will then be shown a list of variable names and 

associated labels, marginal probabilities for discrete nodes. The observed nodes are not written on the 

screen. means, variances for continuous nodes. 

Data Files in PRESS 

The following table is a list of the files generated or used by PRESS. 

SAMPLE EVIDENCE XXX. dat sdump 

The file SAMPLE contains the sample configurations generated by Stochastic Simulation, one sample 

per-line, which represent complete data. The file XXX. dat under the directory DATA contains the 

information of the models (both the structure and conditional probability tables). The file EVIDENCE 

contains a set of observed evidence for batch propagation. The file sdump created by print contains the 
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dump of screen of PRESS. 

Data Structures 

The main data structure is called ad 
_node. 

Inside the d 
_node 

reside the random variables, called 

holds the name of a unique box Infos. The maximum number of nodes at present is 100. Each box in 

random variable, together with the names of a finite set of states if it is discrete, its parents index and its 

childrens index. The box Infos do not hold numerical values for probabilities. The probabilities are held in 

either the node disctables (for discrete variables) or the node_conctables (for continuous variables). Each 

of them defines a family of random variables, through the set of their respective bases, for which 

conditional probability tables are required. A clique tree (ciree) of the associated DAG is made up of 

potentials and separat_pts, which are used for propagating probabilities and evidence. Both the potentials 

and the separat_pts are linked lists of structures. The pointers to the first structure in each list are stored 

globally after initialisation of the lists. For both lists, they are stored in a dynamically created structure 

(new cliqueprob). The potentials hold configurations of the clique members and their potential 

representations. On the other hand, separatfits hold information for the separators. Marginal tables 

(node_margs) store the current marginal values. The interpretation of these marginals will depend upon the 

type of random variables and propagation performed. The observed evidence is held in the components of 

evidence. 

All data structures in the tabular form are represented by arrays; including an array of strings (used for the 

node names and two-dimensional arrays), the DAG, triangulated graph, clique table and stack. The number 

of nodes in the DAG and the number of cliques are represented globally. The procedure responsible for the 

input of node relationships requires the user to supply a list of node labels, separated by commas for each 

node of the graph. The same procedure is applied to the input of node values. The data structure used to 

record the conditional probabilities is a list of two-dimensional tables. The index system described in 

section 3.3.1 is used to read or write in the tables, with the first index representing the state of the node and 

the second index representing the mapping of its parent configuration. 
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Description of the Program 

Main Functions Main Procedures 

setup_proc0 
Model Construction get_condprobs0 change_negations0 

read distableo write_distable0 
read contable0 write_contable0 
make_triangulated0 
marryparents0 
fill_inO 
max_card_search0 
get_cliques0 

Preprocessor running_property0 
junction tree0 
initialisation0 
pt potential0 
get evidence0 

Enter Evidence absorbü 
continuous_enter0 discrete_enter0 
propagation0 

Evidence collectevidence0 
Propagation distributeevidence0 

update0 
Display Probability node_marginal0 

node_distribution0 
Control Facilities planning0 

influence_find0 
Stochastic Simulation simulationo 

activatenodes0 

Operations Main Procedures 
CG Potentials expandO 

continuous_margo 
discrete_marg0 
momentO 
shiftO 

Matrix transposed 
inverseO 
detO 
multiplyO 
minusO 
plusO 

setup procO 

name the nodes in the DAG, get the possible value of each node, specify its parents and children 

Consecutive positive integers are used as labels. The user is asked to associate a name with each 

consecutive label displayed on the screen. The value of the node is specified by the user and stored in the 
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table nodes value. The number of values is stored for a discrete node and "-2" is stored for a continuous 

node. The relationships of the node are also determined. 

get condprobs( 

get the conditional probability tables for each node in the graph either from the keyboard or from the data 

file and all of the conditional probability table may be recorded in the data file 

A conditional table must be supplied for each node, and for each combination of random variable values of 

the node's directed parents. The procedure get condmat is designed for such purpose. For each node, the 

name of the node should be displayed, along with the list of conditions found in the graph table cgraph. 

The conditions should be displayed using a separate procedure which notes with the state of each condition 

and displays the corresponding name. A procedure change negation can change the markers by searching 

down the corresponding row of the graph each time and the current node is to be displayed with another 

combination of conditions. 

As each conditional probability is obtained, it should be placed in a data structure. An index system is used 

to store all the conditional probabilities of a node in the two-dimensional table prob table. Given a certain 

combination of its parent nodes, an index is calculated and the corresponding probabilities can be easily 

accessed. 

read distableO write distableo read contablep write contableO 

read or write conditional probabilities from the corresponding table "prob_table" 

Given a node and a certain combination of its parent nodes, an index is calculated using the same index 

system above. The proper probability values are read from the table or written to the corresponding table. 

These provide an efficient way of using conditional probabilities. 

max card searchO 

perform a maximum cardinality search in the graph table "cgraph" 
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It can be determined from the table graph which node is discrete and a proper integer is assigned to 

node tally of discrete nodes. Number 1 is given to any top most node(that is, the node does not have any 

parent nodes). Number the nodes consecutively, choosing as the next to number a node with the maximum 

number of node tally. Break ties arbitrarily. node_tally for nodes connected to current numbered node is 

incremented. The simple algorithm will simultaneously check whether the graph is triangulated. 

make triangulatedo 

change the directed graph into an undirected graph and construct a triangulated graph; the undirected 

graph is stored in an array "tgraph" 

The graph cgraph is initially processed by the procedure marryj, arenrs(). The direction on the graph is 

then dropped. A test fu in() to check whether an undirected graph tgraph is triangulated is carried out, if 

not, additional edges will be added to make it so. 

marryparentso 

add undirected links between all co-parents that are currently unjoined 

fill inO 

fill in sufficient additional links to ensure that there is no cycle of length 4 or more without a short-cut 

An algorithm is implemented based on the paper "Algorithmic aspects of vertex elimination on graphs" by 

DJ. Rose, E. Tarjan and G. S. Lueker. SIAM J. COMPUT. Vol. 13 No. 3 (1984) Selected a node based on 

MCS, the node to receive label i is that which has the most labelled neighbours. The stage is successful if 

those labelled neighbours of i are all neighbours of each other, i. e. form a complete subgraph. 

get cliquesO 

find the maximal cliques in the triangulated graph table "tgraph" 

From the table, it can be seen which other nodes each of the nodes is connected to, so the node labels on 
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any row of the table, in conjunction with the corresponding control node, could form a clique. It is already 

known that the control node is connected to each of the other nodes in the row. It remains to be shown that 

each of the nodes in that row is connected to all other nodes in the row to verify that such a clique exists. If 

the nodes in the row do not all belong to one clique, a number of cliques may exist, each containing some 

subset of these nodes and the control node. 

Thus far, the procedure has been concerned with sorting cliques which may be sub-cliques of those already 

stored or due to be stored. Only maximal cliques may be used, so once all the cliques have been stored, a 

procedure sub clique() will be required to discard any sub-cliques. So, the cliques should be stored in a 

temporary data structure temp_clique initially and those which are maximal should be recorded in a new 

structure clique. 

The cliques found can be stored in two-dimensional table clique, each row of which corresponds to the 

nodes comprising a clique. The number of the row will act as a unique identification label for the 

corresponding clique. The table should be associated with an integer cliques representing the number of 

cliques in the label. 

runningpropertyo 

find a clique order which has the running-intersection property, in that the nodes of a clique also contained 

in previous cliques are all members of just one previous clique, known as a parent clique 

A procedure get-mar-labels is used to find maximum node label for each clique, associate clique label with 

each such node in the array "max-labels". Then we rank cliques according to the highest labelled node in 

each clique. Separator(separator), residual(residual) and possible parent cliques parents clique are 

obtained for each clique. The separator is a set of intersection nodes between a clique and its previous 

cliques. 

junction trecQ 

construct a cliques tree fr' om the triangulated graph tgraph 
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Each clique is a node in the cliques tree ctree. An edge is set up between a clique and one of its possible 

parent cliques. This ensures that communication from any node to another is via a unique path. 

initialisationo 

initialise the clique tree and potentials on cliques and separators are calculated from conditional 

probability tables and they are ready to propagate evidence 

The clique marginals and separator marginals are generated and can be accessed by potential and 

separatjt. Each of them is stored in a data structure which records a one-dimensional table of clique or 

separator nodes, with the appropriate markers to indicate the random variable values, and a potential. 

Therefore, one potential is required for each clique for each combination of random variable values of its 

nodes. Thus each pieces of information on the clique marginal is stored dynamically by new cliqueprob(). 

Random variable values for each clique will have to be found using the same technique as that used to 

change the random variable values of conditions in the conditional probability elicitation section. 

ptpotentialo 

calculate initial CG potentials on cliques from the conditional probability tables 

The clique marginals are calculated from the conditional probability tables node disctable and 

node conctable. The CG potentials of mixed models in the triple (g, h, K) are stored in two data structures 

potential and separat _pt. 

node marginalO 

find out marginal probabilities of discrete nodes, means and variances of continuous nodes 

The marginal probabilities of discrete nodes, means and variances of continuous nodes can be obtained by 

using two procedures discreteurarg() and continuous marg() on the clique containing the node of interest. 

The information is placed in the data structure node urarg, which will be accessed by the procedure 

node display and presented to the user. 
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get evidence() 

ask the user to specify evidence for a variable in the graph 

The procedure checks first that there are still some nodes which have not already been realised. Then it lists 

all those nodes. The user is asked to select one of the nodes displayed. Evidence is declared for the selected 

node. The state of the observed node is specified for a discrete node. A particular value is asked for from an 

observed continuous node. 

absorbo 

absorb observed evidence in a proper clique 

Two procedures, continuous enter() and discrete enter(), are used for entering discrete evidence and 

continuous evidence, respectively. The CG potentials on these cliques are changed accordingly. 

propagateO 

propagate evidence in the clique tree 

A message passing technique is used. A root clique is chosen arbitrarily. A procedure collectevidence() is 

carried out in the cliques tree, tree. Then the procedure distributeevidence() is carried out. At the end of 

this "distribution" phase, full equilibrium is reached. Each clique uses fundamental operations of 

marginalising, updating and renewing (update(), continuous urarg(), discrete urarg()). The current 

probability distribution for a discrete node or marginal mean and variance for a continuous node can easily 

be derived from these cliques or separators. 

colectevidenceo 

collect evidence is used when evidence from the entire clique tree must propagate to a single clique 

The root clique issues a message "collect evidence" to its neighbours, who pass it to their neighbours until it 

reaches the leaves of the tree. Each clique then collects evidence from those neighbours further from the 
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root clique, using the fundamental operations: marginalisation, update and renew. 

distributeevidenceO 

distribute evidence is used when evidence from a single clique must propagate to the entire clique tree 

In the procedure of distribution, the same message passing operation as evidence collection is involved but 

working back through the tree. 

updated 

update CG potentials on the clique 

The calculation involves the clique and its neighbours with their separators S. The potentials are modified 

by multiplying each term by the associated update ratio, which is the ratio of the relevant value of the new 

potential over S to that of the old one. 

node marginalO 

find out marginal probabilities of discrete nodes, means and variances of continuous nodes 

The marginal probabilities of discrete nodes, means and variances of continuous nodes can be obtained by 

using two procedures discrete urarg() and continuous marg() on the clique containing the node of interest. 

The information is placed in the data structure node urarg, which will be accessed by the procedure 

node display to present to the user. 

node distributiono 

display marginal probability distributions of the nodes in the graph 

Marginal probabilities of discrete nodes, means and variances of continuous variables are displayed. 

planningO 
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order questions concerning a node of interesting 

influence findo 

find the most influential evidence for a belief 

simulation() 

perform stochastic simulation 

activatenodes() 

simulate a value for each node 

The conditional probabilities of a node given all other states are calculated. A new state of the node is 

determined based on the conditional probabilities. 
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